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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the market, 

technical and economic aspects involved in erecting a malt 

factory in Rwanda which would promote the utilisation of locally 

produced barley and save imports. 

In this report all prices are stated in Rwandese francs at the 
rate of exchange prevailing prior to l6th August 1971, namely 
$1  a FRwlOO and £1 sterling = FRw2^0.  All weights are given in 
metric tons. 

- 1 - 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Economic Development in Rwanda 

The main obstacles facing development in Rwanda are the 

presence of a large subsistence sector in the economy and a 

balance of payments constraint.  The establishment of a m.-.ltings 

using locally produced barley would alleviate both these diffi- 

culties (a) by expanding the cash incomes of farmers and (b) by 

replacing imported malt by home produced malt (Section l.l). 

The Market for Malt 

The domestic market in Rwanda for malt is determined by the 

brewing industry which currently imports its total malt require- 

ment.  This has grown at an average rate of 4.1 per cent in the 

last 4 years and, following this trend, is expected to amount to 

2,000 metric tons by 1975 (Section 1.2l).  Demand for malt by 

other industries is negligible (Section 1.22).  As far as export 

markets are concerned our calculations show that on the basis of 

marginal pricing, Rwandan malt would be price-competitive with 

European malts in Burundi, the Congo and Uganda.  However, 

exports to these countries cannot be guaranteed because of the* 

own import-substituting policies.  We conclude that export sales 

should be treated as windfall gains and not be included in the 

economic and financial appraisal (Section I.3).  The above fore- 

cast of the demand for malt could be affected by changes in 

brewing policy ór methods.  In particular the direct conversion 

of barley to wort by enzyme methods could almost entirely 

eliminate the demand for malt in Rwanda. 

Size of Plant 

On the basis of the market study, we recommend that the 

plant should be designed for an initial output of 2,000 metric 

tons annually. (Section 1.4).  This plant could in fact produce 

up to 3,000 metric tons annually without major additional invest- 

ment and with no extra labour. 

- 2 - 
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Raw Material 

Barley  is no   longer  grown  on   a   commercial   scale   in  Rwanda 

(Section   2.1)   and   evidence  on  past   crops   is   inadequate   to 

establish   a   reliable   conclusion   as    to   the  malting   quality  of 

Rwandan   barley.      Apparent   defects    in   quality  may   have   been  due 

to   mishandling  of   the   barley   after   harvest   or   Inadequately 

controlled   malting   (Section   2.2).       We   recommend   that   an 

agronomist   should   be   appointed   by   the   Rwanda   government   to 

supervise   the   growing   of   experimental   acreages   of   barley   and   the 

testing   of   the   resultant   barley   over   a   three   year   period.     This 

should   be   done   before   any decision   to   go   ahead   with   the   mal tings 

is   taken   (Section   2.32). 

Malting   Process   -   Type   of Plant 

It   is   technically   feasible   to   design  a  maltings   with   an 

annual   capacity  of   2,000 metric   tons.      We  recommend   a   conventional 

system   of malting  using   the   Saladin   box   type   plant    (Section   3.2). 

However   on   account   of   the   small   size   of   the   plant   and   in   the 

interests   of  building, handling   and   maintenance   economy   and   flexi- 

bility,   we   recommend    that   the   boxes   should  be   designed   to   serve 

both   as   germination   and   kilning   units. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Tendering 

It   is  usual   in   the   malting   industry   for   tenders   to   include 

only   a   general  outline   of   the   maltsters   requirements,   leaving 

manufacturers   to   express   their   own   recommendations   on   the   details 

of   plant   layout   etc.    and   to   quote   Tor   the   entire   cost   including 

erection   and   commissioning.     Our   specification,   however,   goes 

into   more   detail   than   is   customary   (Section  3.22). 

Location   of  Plant 

We   considered   two   alternative   sites   for   the   maltings,   Gisenyl, 

adjacent   to   the  brewery   and  Ruhengeri,   mid-way  between   the 

brewery   and   the  barley-growing   area.      On  balance,   Ruhengeri   is 

favoured   because  we   attach more   importance   to   the   presence   of 

engineering   services   in   Ruhengeri    (from   the   Pyrethrum   plant)   and 

to   the   easing  of   the   problem  of   collection  of   the   barley  harvest, 

than  we   attach   to   the   economies   in   handling  possible   at  Gisenyi. 

(Section   ¿Uli) . -   '3 - 
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Infrastructure Requirements 

We estimate that the plant will require, for its initial 

annual output of .'2,000 metric tons, 200 metric tons of fuel 

oil, 16,000 cubic metres of water and 15ó,000kwh of electricity. 

The installed capacity of the plant is 344KW (Section ¿+.12) 

Personnel and Training Requirements 

The size of the labour force is estimated to be 10 persons. 

There will be a general manager who, initially, will probably 

have to be an expatriate.  After 5 years he should hand over to 

a Rwandese assistant manager.  The assistant manager will require 

about three months training in Europe before the maltings starts 

operations.  There will need to be two laboratory assistants who 

should be locally recruited and trained at other laboratories in 

Rwanda,  The remaining six workers will consist of five semi- 

skilled production workers and one office worker.  They can be 

trained on the job (Section 4.2) 

Purchase of Barley 

We recommend that the purchase price of barley should be 

FRw 8 per kilo-  This is the same as the price of the alternative 

crop, wheat, but because barley has a higher yield per hectare 

than wheat, farmers could increase their incomes from a given 

area by up to one-third.  This is thought to be sufficient 

incentive to ensure an adequate supply of barley.  Barley 

purchase may be financed by a bridging loan taken out at the end 

of August each year and repaid in eight instalments starting in the 

following January.  At the present rate of interest (9 per cent) 

the effective cost of this loan would be 6.375 per cent (Section 

4.31). 

Other Production Costs 

For an annual output of 2,000 metric tons, the main production 

costs, other than the purchase of barley are for fuel, electricity 

and water amounting to FRw 2,487,000 (Section 4.32) for insurance 

FRw 347,000 (Section 4.33) for labour FRw 2,554,000 (Section 4.34) 

and for office, laboratory and other expenses FRw 300,000 (Section 

4,35).  In total, for 2,000 metric tons of malt, all production 
~ ^ - 
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costs including barley purchase and finance and a 10 per cent 

contingency allowance are estimated at FRw 37,593,000 and the 

marginal production cost of each additional kilo is FRw 16,98 

Capital Investment 

It is assumed that land would be provided by the government 

free of charge.  The cost of the plant ás specified in Section 3, 

including construction is estimated at FRw 55,812,000.  In 

addition the provision of housing for the manager and his 

assistant at an estimated cost of FRw 2,440,000 and the purchase 

of vehicles at an estimated FRw 900,000 will be needed (Section 

4.4l),  Working capital will be required to finance the barley- 

growing experiments and tests and to cover the pre-operational 

I expenses of the maltings . This 1 s estimated at FRw 9,813,000 

(Section 4.42).  The total capital requirement, including a 10 per 

cent contingency allowance is FRw 75,862,000. 

Selling of Malt 

The selling price of malt in Rwanda should be FRw 23.60 per 

kilo ex factory, allowing a delivered price at the brewery 10 per 

cent lower than the present import price.  This is necessary to 

secure the essential co-operation in the project of the brewery, 

who will be the only customer.  Because of the small size of the 

malt market in Rwanda, there can be no question of permitting 

imports once the maltings is established. 

Basic Financial Rate of Return 

On an initial production of 2,000 tons increasing at 4.1 

per cent annually, the operating surplus of the maltings should 

increase from FRw 9,627,000 in the first year to FRw 16,544,000 

in the tenth year (Section 4.5l).  This surplus yields a basic 

rate of return (before financing charges and taxation) of 7*9 

per cent (Section 4.52). 

5 - 
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Sources of Finance 

We recommend that the UN or a bilateral aid agency should 

provide up to FRw 6,000,000 for the barley-growing experiments 

and tests as part of a technical assistance programme.  The 

remaining capital reqijirement might be covered by an export credit 

of FRw '30 million on the plant and equipment, a 3 per cent loan 

from the Banque Rwaiidese de Développement for FRw24,000,000 and an 

equity issue of FRwl6,000,000 subscribed to by the Tntebra Brewery 

and/or an international malting company.  This would be the equi- 

valent of 3 years savings on the reduced malt price.  Final deter- 

mination of the financial arrangements cannot occur until nearer 

the tendering date.  The consultants' services would be available 

to advise further in this respect (Section 4,53) • 

Return for Equity Investors 

On the basis of the above financial structure, the equity 

investors could expect to enjoy a discounted cash flow rate of 

return of 11„84 per cent on their investment.  The break-even 

period is 8,34 years (Section 4.54), 

Return to the Rwanda Economy 

The economic rate of return on the project from the stand- 

point of the Rwanda economy may be as high as 31 per cent 

(Section 4c6l)e  This high return reflects the benefits stemming 

from the increased cash income of farmers, a minimum FRw 5»4 

million annually (Section 4,63) and the import-saving effect, 

minimum FRw 35 million annually (Section 4.62).  There should be 

a net gain to the Government revenue of FRw 8,192,000 over the life 

of the project after taking account of the subsidy element in the 

loan of the Banque Rwandese de Développement (Section 4,64),  It 

would be worthwhile in view of the high economic return for the 

Government to offer additional incentives if these are required 

to ensure the participation of the brewery in the malting project. 

- 6 - 
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Timetable 

The earliest practicable date for the start of malting is 

November 1976, the barley being harvested in August 197Ó having 

been planted in March.  This allows 3 years for barley-growing 

experiments and tests and one year for plant construction 

(Section 5.1) 

Organisation 

The maltings should be controlled by a board of seven 

directors of which the holders of the equity capital would 

appoint four.  The other three directors would represent the 

different governmental bodies interested, namely the Banque 

Rwandese de Développement, the Ministère d'Agriculture et de 

l'Elevage and the Service d'Etudes de Programmation Industrielles 

(Section 5.3) 

- y   . 
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CONCLUSION 

Because the sole consumer of malt In HwaiuKt I» the brewery 

at Gisenyi and no other local outlet for malt ¡a likely to develop 

in the foreseeable future and bei.ni>> export prospects .»re 

uncertain, it follows that, from a tctlinn.il point of vir*, the 

feasibility of the pro jet t to establish a malt in/' industry in 

Rwanda hinges on whethei or not Kv andan bat Icy lends i t »e I I  to 

the production of malt of acceptable quality for brewing.  Although 

the brewery Ins supplì ft! informât ion, wlm h thcv i^'tl     i s (-v ideine 

for the unsi) i tabi I i ty o f Invalidali barley for in.dt nif,  in the 

opinion of the i on su 11ants this could equally be mteipreted to 

mean, that the barley, though potentially g-jod loi malt ing. vas 

mishandled either betöre or dmni(! the iii.dt inj; piocesi-.   In order 

to resolve this point beyond question it will be net es?.u y to 

carry out a programme ol barley piounig experiments and malting 

tests.  If these prove successful there îIIOUIH be no technical 

obstacles to the project. 

From a purely financial standpoint the project must \-- 

regarded as marginal since the rate ot i e turn, evaluated on a 

discounted cash flow basis, is le«s than 1 :,' per cent m i-n with 

the help of a go\ eminent  lovv-.in t eres t loan.  This is not Ukeiy 

to appeal to private investor-..  Hovvcver  the brevet y at bisenyt 

miche be interested because of a 10 pet tent nultit t ion in the 

price of malt that could follow from the project. 

There can be no question, hovever, that the project u 

an extremely attractive proposition I i om the standpoint of the 

Rwanda economy.  By enlarging the cash iiuonie of tarmeis and by 

saving foreign e \c h urge. it. si i ikes diiettly it the tvo matti 

obstacles  to economic de\ e 1 opinen t .  Therefore, it the essential 

support of the brewery cannot be obtained by the indue"ment of 

a 10 per cent price reduction and a 12   per cent return on 

capital, it would he well worth the government's while to off«r 

substantial additional incentives to the brewery. 

- 8 - 
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I,   MAHKKT   STI m 

1.1   Thy  tCc »nom i >~-   Background 

Thf   proponiti   in   i-<ttiil I ¡sh  a  malunga  in  Rwanda  which wjuld 

UB«J>   lo« a 1 1 v-pror|»u ed   1***1 1 <•*>    il»   its   i aw material   and   which  would 

•«J 1    It«   output   of   malt    It»   .»    locallv-eitnbjiahed   breweiy  must 

bi»   vi**f«l   i* #» » 11» -» t    th**   general   «conowie    features   of   Rwanda. 

Th.tr«     art»   no   officiai   estimates   uf («nis««   Domestic    Product   In 

Rwanda   .iviulnblc   >»n   ..   hi«ttiriu    la«*i.*      but    tin«   following   tabic1 

„ivtfi   dm,,   l'or   1'n, ;     aid   ['»o-   obi.«uwd   frani   (. avt-riuiun t    sources. 

(Fin*   million«»   at   constant   price») 

frmm »«»¿tnr 
Sub» i » t fu« »   .«^ricultur« 
Ca »h  Crops 
Livestock   .m.'   F lah ¿km 
H i n i npi 

gaçondary   »e«. to» 

Con» t ru«, t ion 
Indimi T\ Í ne ludinn pow«r) 

Tart jary UH tur 

(ìov ei n»«*n t 
Com«nt> r< «• 
Transport 
Oth#r 

I9t>7 

îo.o»; i» 

11 «V.. » 
t»5* ú 

Î.IOO. 1 
"IM"»   0 

V7. í 

1,uOO   o 
1.2ÍI0.0 

H.5  <> 
VIO   u 

Pi 4 . < I 

'« . -'4 

r '• 

•••. i 
\ *» 

->    '» 
1 . i 
l   i, 

1968 

o 
JU. 7t.. l 

t.'.n». ,•* 
I, l'-.T 

M» i     '» 

; io   n 
<.<>o  l 

y-'-' " 
l   , -MM).O 

I , «,<•". »n 
1 * f. < > 

6k 9 

•'•. 6 

-> .9 

'•. '• 

,t < 

1 .'. 0 
«M 
I .2 
1. «» 

lîi,7vO  loo.u  i-»,ur'4.2     loo.o 

Thua  dur in«  19»*   th« GDP roa«  by   I   9  per  cent   in  rt?» i   tenaa. 

Population,   howavar,    i»   ine rea« In«  at   an  annual   rat»  of   J   1   p*»r 

cent   aothrtt   the   per   capito   GDP   full   by   12   per  cent.      Slightly 

dlff«rt»nt   entíntate*   ot    th«   {*rowth   of  (il)P  have   been   obtained 

from  an   intenti*t tonal   source-.      The»«*  **re  given   in   Table   I. II. 

-  9 - 
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Table  l.II   - Estimates   of  the  Growth  of GDP   1966-197O 

(constant   prices) 

Year 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

GDP   in 
FHw  million 

13,3f>'t 

15,220 

15,51'+ 

15,7'+7 

17,^36 

Jo  Growth 

" t - â . 

13,6 

1.9 

1,5 

12,0 

$ Per Capita 
Growth   (2) 

n a. 

10 .5 
-1 .2 

-1 .6 

8 .9 

Note«   (l)  Over   previous  year 

(2)   * -suming   average   3.1   per   cent   population   growth 

Generally   »peaking   these  major   fluctuations   in   growth    follow   chang- 

ing     climatic   and   market   conditions    in   relation   to   the   agri- 

cultural   sector.      Following   substantial   growth   in   1967,    there 

were   two   years   during   which   pei    capita   real   incomes   declined 

before   the   exceptional   coffee   arid    tea   harvests   of   1!»7()   brought 

a   further    larfU'   grow 1 h    in   incomes. 

Despite    the    incomplete   nature   of    the   available   statistical 

data,    some    important    fea tines   of   the   Rwanda   economy  are   evident. 

Firstly,    per   capita    income   vvoiks   out   at   only   about   FRv    "3,000   per 

annum   (>Sr)0)   and   OUT    ha 1 i   oí     tais   originates   in    the   subsistence 

sector.       Secondly    there    n   .   learly   very   little   prospect    of    long- 

term   stable   «H otionii 1     growth   unless   increasing   numbers   of   people 

tan   be    t run.« I et r ed    troni   the    subsistence   to    tb*'   cash   economy 

every   year.       Ibis    is.    in   fact,    the   principal   aim   of  government 

policy.       The    idea   ol    encouraging    farmers   to   grow   barley   for 

malting    in   a   local    plant    is    in    line   with   this   aim.       If   it 

proves   feasible,    it   v»ould   expand   the   cash   income   o 1"   farmers   on 

a   secure   basis,   wink-   the  malting«   itself would   increase   the 

current1>    negligible   contribution   of   the   industrial   sector   to 

the GDP. 

In   addition   to   the   existence   of   a   large   subsistence   economy, 

another  obstacle   to   development   in  Rwanda   is   the   balance   of 

payments   constraint.      The   following   table  gives   details  over 

the  period   1968-1970. 

-   10  « 
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Table 1.Ill - Balance of Payments 1968-1970 (FRw millions) 

1968 1969 J y70 

Exports 1,613.'» 1,50^.3 2.4^8.2 

Private Imports -1,427.3 -L, 565.2 - I . >-> y; . 7 

J          Government Imports _  204.0 -  l46.1 -  177,1 

Freight and Insurance .  424.8 -  496.9 -  'l2..'.<> 

Trade Balance I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Private   Transfers 

Aid   Transfers   and   Government   Operations   +   226.1   + 

Other   Services 

IMF   Credit   St.mdby 

Special   Drawing  Rights 

Miscellaneous 

Bank  Notes 

Errors and Omissions 

Change in Gross Reserves 

Change in Debt 

Change in Net Reserves 

- 442,7 

+ 

703.9 

+ 

79.5 

+ 186.1 4oi. 0 187.7 
+ 226.1 + 170.2 + 380. 6 

- 104.9 - 62.5 - 73.2 
+ 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 

- _ + 252.0 

•f 4.3 + 8.3 - 2.7 
+ 8.4 + 3.2 + 11.9 
_ 3.6 - 4.2 - 13.5 
- 26.3 287.9 + 590.3 

- 17.4 98.1 - 161.9 
- ^3.7 - 189.8 + 428.4 

Source: Sitxiation Economique. 

This shows that Rwanda has, at any rate in recent years, had a 

substantial ciade deficit, There was even a small deficit during the 

exceptionally favoiiraule conditions of 1970.  The deficit has, 

been offset to some extent by a capital inflow from abroad by 

private investors, governments and aid-giving bodies.  Without 

this inflow of capital Rwanda would be unable to sustain even 

its present low level of incomes.  Besides filling a foreign 

exchange gap the capital inflow also provides most of the savings 

I available to finance development in the Rwandan economy.  Table 

l.IV illustrates the extent of this.  It will be noted that over 

1 half of all investment funds in Rwanda come from the foreign 

sector and that this relationship has been remarkably consistent 

over the three years concerned. 
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I Table 1«IV - Source of Investment Funda in Rwanda (FRW millions) 

I966     1967     1968 

1 Official Foreign Sector 4l8.0    546.5    569.2 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
! 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Private Foreign Sector 260.6 273.0 297.6 

Domestic Public Sector 94.9 65.1 Si, 4 

Domestic Private Sector 336.8 4l3«5 -+64.5 

Labour Contribution 115.4 155,8 212.1 

Total 1,225.8 1,453.9 1,624.8 

i  Foreign 55.4     56.3     53.4 

An  easing   of   the   balance   of  payments   constraint   would   permit 

a   higher   rate   of  capital   inflow,    n   higher   level   of   investment 

and   thus   an   improvement   in  growth   prospects.      To   achieve   this 

the   government   has   made   considerable   efforts   in   recent   years 

to   expand   the   production  of   export   crops.     The   following   table 

shows   the   growth   in   exports   of   certain  of   these   crops   over   the 

I period   I966-I970.      There   was  no   change   in  producer  prices   for 

coffee   and   tea,    the   most   important   of   the   crops.      It   can   be 

seen   that   there  was   a   substantial   rise   in   cash   income   from   these 

crops   over   this   period. 

1966 1967 I968 I969 I97O 
8,738 10,127 12,054 11,893 14,729 

324 322 635 944 1,268 

4i7 458 29I 574 419 

271 522 316 6O9 688 

Table   l.V   -   Growth   in  Exports   of   Cash   Crops   1966-1970   (metric    tons) 

Coffee 

Tea 

Pyrethrum 

Dry  skins 

The   proposal   to   produce  malt   from   locally-grown  barley 

would   reinforce   the   efforts   that   have   been made   to   ease   the 

balance   of   payments   constraint   in   other   sectors   because   all 

malt   in  Rwanda   is   currently   imported.      Any   exports   of malt 

would,   of   course,   further   ease   the   balance   of  payments.      It 

is   thus   evident   that   the   present   project   is   orientated   towards 

easing   the   major   existing problems   in   the  Rwanda   economy, 

namely  the   expansion  of  cash  incomes   and   the   saving  of  foreign 

exchange. 
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1.2 Internal Demand for Malt 

1.21 Demand for Brewing Purposes 

Malt is at present used in Rwanda solely for brewing 

and it is likely that this will continue to be the case during 

the coming five year period.  The country contains one brewery, 

the BraUrwa brewery iti Giòenyi, owned by Interbra, a company 

which also owns breweries in Bukavu in the Congo and Bujumbura 

in Burundi.  In 19/0 the Gisenyi brewery consumed 1,530 metric 

tons of malt.  The average price of this malt has been obtained 

from Rwanda's trade statistics and is given In Table l.VJ below, 

Table l.VI - Price of Malt in Rwanda I967-I970 

Quantity 
Imported 
(metric tons )( 

Cost of 
Imports 

FRw 000's ) 
Price (l ) 

(FRw per kilo) 

1,396.1 37,-'+39 26.8 

1,142.4 30,706 26.9 
1,303.2 32,209 24.7 

n. a. n. a. 27.0 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

Note(l)   Valued   c.i.f,   Rwanda   border,   except   1970 price   is 
delivered   Gisenyi, 

Source:   1967-1969   Bulletin  de   Statistique 
I97O  Gisenyi   Brewery. 

Apart   from   I969  when   the   price   fell    to   FRw   24.70  per  kilo, 

the   average   annual      price   has     been      around   FRw   27.00 

per  kilo.-      The   brewery has   no   regular   supplier   the  malt 

being  purchased   from  various   European  maltings   normally   in 

fairly   small   quantities. 

Malt   beer   is   only  consumed   by   a   small   minority  of   the 

population   of  Rwanda.      The   total   consumption   in   1970   for 

instance  was   only  143,000   hectolitres   compared   with   an   estimated 

consumption   of   2,460,000     hectolitres     of   the   traditional 

sorghum beer  which   is  normally made   within   each  household   from 

home-produced   sorghum.     A  major   constraint   on   sales   of malt 

beer   in  a   country with   such   low   cash   incomes   as   Rwanda   is   the 

price.     At   present   the  normal   ex-factory  price   of  malt   beer 

is   FRw   25   per  bottle   (72   centilitres)   and   the   selling  price 

is   FRw   30   per   bottle.      Consequently   regular   sales   are   thought 

-   13   - 



I 
I to be largely confined to the 65,000 in paid employment although 

sharp seasonal fluctuations indicate substantial sales to the 

I        rural sector at the times of the principal harvests when cash 

income is at its height. A certain amount of Rwandan beer is 

I        thought to be consumed in neighbouring countries br'- there have 

been no official exports since the mid 1960s. 

I Of the present price of barley malt beer no less than FRwl2.95 

represents tax.  Obviously any large changes would have a sub- 

|        stantial effect on demand.  However, tax From beer accounts for 

an appreciable proportion of government revenues (no less than 

115 Per cent in lOuS) and it is therefore most unlikely that 

there will be any   substantial reduction in the rate of taxation, 

There might conceivably be some increase but the tax has remained 

J        the same for some time and for the purposes of this analysis it 

is assumed that there will be no change during the period under 

review. I 
On this basis, the brewery is expecting an average annual 

I        increase in the demand for malt beer of some 7 per cent in the 

next five year period.  This growth would be well within the 

I        potential of the brewery's existing plant because, although it 

is working at nominal capacity, output could easily be increased 

by up to 50 per cent by the purchase of relatively inexpensive 

capital equipment.  However the brewery's forecast seems optimistic 

since between lrj66   and 1970 demand for beer rose by only 17.6 per 

cent - or an average of 4. 1   per cent annually.  Table 1 .VII shows 

changes in the consumption of beer and consequently of malt over 

I        this period and compares this with other economic indicators.  It 

will be noted that GDP rose by 'jl per cent, substantially faster 

than beer consumption. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Table l.VII - Changes in Demand for Beer and Changes in 
Selected Economic Indicators 

Production of  Consumption      Exports Estimate 
Beer  (bottle    of malt    Coffee   Tea of GDP 

of 0.72.litres)   (tons)     (tons)  (tons) (FRW millions) 

1966 16,661,000  1,315     0,738     324 13 394 
1967 16,446,000   1,278     10,127       222 15^220 
1968 17,148,000  1,380    12,055     635 15,51*1 
1969 17,134,000  1,358    11,894     944 15 74^ 
1970 19,860,000  1,547    14,729   1,268 17,636 
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In the next five years the Rwanda government is anticipating 

a rate of growth comparable to that achieved in the last five 

years, and, ceteris paribus, this must tend to limit domestic 

sales of beer to the rate of growth established in the past. 

Owing to high import duties imposed on imported beer in the Congo, 

Burundi, Tanzania and Uganda, there are unlikely to be any signi- 

ficant export markets for Rwandan beer. 

Provided that barley malt beer continues to be made in precisely 

the same way as at present, a projection based on the continuation 

of the I966-I97O trends gives a 1976 market of 2,000 metric tons 

of malt growing -it 4.1 per cent annually thereafter.  It must be 

mentioned at this point that the quantity of malt used to produce 

a given amount of beer can be varied by the brewery to give 

stronger or weaker beers.   Any changes in brewing policy would 

invalidate the above projection.  There are, however, no plans 

known to the consultants for changes of this nature and our fore- 

cast is based on this. 

It should also be mentioned that there is an alternative to 

the use of malt in brewing, namely the direct conversion of barley 

to wort by extraneous enzymes.  This could prove more attractive 

to Rwanda in the long-term since it eliminates the highly capital- 

intensive malting process while preserving the demand for barley and 

all that that means for the growth of cash incomes and the saving 

of foreign exchange.  Detailed study of the feasibility of this 

process and its likely cost in Rwandan conditions is outside the 

scope of the present study.  In addition this process is known 

to have effects on the taste of the beer, the acceptability of 

which to the Rwandan consumer is at present unknown.  We feel, 

however, that it is worth drawing  attention to this because, 

should the brewery decide to adopt such a process, it would 

almost entirely eliminate the demand for malt. 

1.22 Demand for Other Purposes 

In Europe malt flour is used to improve the baking 

qualities of wheat flour and there is a substantial demand for 

malt extract in the confectionery, soft drinks and pharmaceutical 

industries.  However, there is little possibility of developing 

any significant sales for such purposes in Rwanda. 
- 15 - 
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There is a local miller who in 1970 produced 2,600 tons of 

wheat flour mostly using imported grain.  Even were he to 

substitute malt flour for the artificial additives at present 

used the normal proportions are 0.1 per cent of malt flour to 

99.9 per cent of wheat flour so that the total demand would 

amount to only 2.6 tons.  There are plans for expanding produc- 

tion of flour but on the assumptions that demand for flour in 

Rwanda will rise at the same rate as in the past few years and 

that by 1976 all wheat will be milled locally the total demand 

for malt flour would not exceed 10 tons per year. 

The production of malt extract would necessitate the building 

of a special malt extract plant which could only be justified by 

the existence of a substantial local market.  There is at present 

no market for malt extract and the limited possibilities can be 

illustrated by the demand in the nearby East African market.  In 

this whole area which contains 30.9 million people compared with 

Rwandas 3.U  million and with a higher per capita GDP the total 

demand for malt extract amounted to only 2 tons in 1970.  The 

only potential for malt extract would be for cough mixtures in 

the projected pharmaceutical plant but the demand for extract 

for this purpose would be minuscule. 

1.3 Export Potential for Malt 

The export potential for Rwandan malt is limited by Rwanda's 

I        geographic position and the high cost of transport to neighbouring 

markets.  The closest breweries are at Bujumbura in Burundi, 

1        Bukavu in the Congo and Jinja and Kampala in Uganda.  There is 

also a distillery in Kampala which uses malt for the production 

|        of whisky.  All these plants are at present dependent upon imports 

• to satisfy their needs.  Estimates of the total demand for malt 

(are given in the table overleaf.  The Uganda figure is derived 

from the 1970 trade statistics, Bujumbura from the figures of 

production of beer in 1970.  There are no recent figures for 

I        Bukavu and the demand has had to be calculated from the estimated 

consumption of malt in I967. 
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Table   l.VIII   -  Estimated   Demand   for  Malt   in Neighhmiri». 
Countries,   1970              & 

Metric   Tons 

Bujumbura    (Burundi) 2,500 

Bukavu   ( Corico) 2   500 

Jinja   and   Kampala   (Uganda) 1,900 

TOTAL 6,900 

I 

1 
I 

I 
I 

It is not possible to make any realistic comments on the 

J        potential changes in the demand for malt in these countries 

over the next five year period.  There is a project for the 

• establishment of a maltings in Bujumbura and the Bukavu malting» 

I may also be rebuilt during the early 1970s.  However, the 

establishment of a malting industry in these countries is likely 

to encounter the same difficulties as those faced in Rwanda and 

detailed in section 2   following.  The demand for imported malt 

has actually fallen in Uganda over the past few years.  The fall 

in demand was partially due to an increase in general taxation 

in 1968 and 1969.      We consider that demand will start to rise 

again in the early 1970s.  The extent to which Rwanda will be 

able to exploit the market potential will depend on the quality and 

price competitiveness of its malt compared with malt torn other sources. 

Prices at which malt is bought at each brewery are not readily 

obtainable and world prices also vary very sharply from year to 

year.  Table 1.IX, however, shows the average prices of malt in 

J        certain periods during the past two years as given in the trade 

statistics of each country.  Some indication of the total cost 

of malt from the present sources can then be obtained by adding 

estimated costs from border of country to the brewery.  The table 

also gives the cost of transporting malt from Ruhengeri to each 

of the destinations as given by a Rwandan road haulage company. 

Our calculations, detailed in section k.5, show that the marginal 

cost of producing malt in Rwanda is about PRw 17 per kilo. 

Supposing  that a minimum price for exported malt is 10 per cent 

above marginal cost, the ex-factory price for export malt would 

be PRw 18.70 per kilo.  At this price Rwandan malt is competitive 

I        with the present sources of supply. 
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I Table  1. IX  -  Price  Competitiveness of Rwandan Malt 

(FRw  per  kilo) Uganda Burundi        Congo(Bukavu) 

(European  Malts   c.i.f.   port      I969   lk.6*     1969   21.1 1969     I6.8 
of   entry I97O   27.5* 

Transport   from  port   of   entry 
1 to   brewery 5.O* 2.2 7.0 

European  Malts   delivered I969   19.6        I969   23.3 1969     23.8 
Price  I97O   32.5 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Rwandan  Malts 
Export   selling  price 18.7 18.7 18.7 

Transport   from   Ruhengeri 
to   Brewery 1.8 3.6 2.2 

Rwandan Malts delivered 
Prlce        2O.5        22.3 20.9 

Note: * Ugandan prices are given c.i.f. Mombasa and internal 
transport costs including journeys from Mombasa to 
brewery. 

Although there appears to be some prospects for exports on 

the basis of marginal cost pricing, the extent of the likely 

market can only be regarded as uncertain, particularly in view 

of known malting projects in Burundi and the previous existence of 

maltings in the Congo which may be reconstructed.  Our conclusion 

is, therefore, that while exports cannot be ruled out, the project 

must justify itself on the basis of the internal market alone. 

Any export sales should be considered a windfall gain. 

1.4 Recommended Capacity of Proposed Maltings 

Since export sales cannot be counted on, the effective market 

for Rwandan malt is given by the likely demand from the Rwandan 

brewing industry.  This is expected to reach an annual 2,000 

metric tons by the middle 1970s, and since a viable plant can be 

designed for this level of output, we recommend that this should 

be the initial capacity of the proposed maltings.  The production 

of 2,000 metric tons of malt at 3 per cent moisture will require 

a supply of 2,678 metric tons of barley at 20 per cent moisture. 

A plant of the capacity envisaged would, in fact, probably 

be able to produce up to 3,000 tons per annum with no major 

additional capital expenditure.  Thus the proposed maltings would 

be able to take advantage, subject to the production of sufficient 

barley, of any windfall export opportunities. 
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I There will only be one Rwandan customer for the malt, namely 

the brewery at Gisenyi.  Thus any malt produced will have to be 

1 acceptable to this consumer.  There can be no question of 

accepting any imports of malt once the maltings is set up, so 

• that the brewery will have to be induced to make a long-term 

• commitment to the local maltings.  One way of ensuring that this 

I        occurs would be for the brewery to have a financial stake in the 

maltings.  This is discussed in greater detail in section 4.53. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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2. ASSESSMENT OF RAW MATERIAL 

2,1 Production of Barley - Past, Present and Future 

The main barley growing area of Rwanda is located in the 

northern part of the country near Byumba,  The giain is grown 

on a multiplicity of small plots estimated by the Ministère de 

l'Agriculture et de l'Elevage to number about 5,000.  Generally 

speaking, these are situated in elevated positions on precipi- 

tously sloping ground.  Only one crop a year is produced.  The 

seed is sown in March-April and harvesting takes place in 

August-September. 

In the years prior to and including 1967, the crop was 

purchased partly by the local community for use as an adjunct 

I in the preparation of sorghum beer (ikigage and amarwa) and 

partly by Intebra, owners of the brewery at Gisenyi; who shipped 

I the grain across Lake Kivu for malting in a Saladin plant and 

subsequent use in the second brewery at Bukavu in the Congo „ 

I This pattern of disposal of the grain continued until I967 when 

the maltings at Bukavu was destroyed. 

The demand for barley thus ceased abruptly and from a record crop 

I of 2,197 metric tons in I967: the production of barley fell to a 

mere I63 metric tons in 1968 sold exclusively for local use.  In 

I 1969, there was a slight recovery to 288 metric tons, 5¿* per cent 

of which was purchased by the brewery, the remainder, as before, 

I going to the local market.  Table 2,1 gives the production of 

barley over the period I956-I969. 

I No figures are available for 1970 or 1971.  Indeed, as 

far as the present season is concerned, it is impossible to 

say how much land has been put down to barley, and officials of 

the Ministère de l'Agriculture et de l'Elevage were unable to 

(give us any precise idea where the crop was being grown0  Neither 

was there any information available on the stocks of seed at 

present held.  There are no official future plans for the pro- 

| duction of barley, except for those which may emerge from the 

implementation of this report. 
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Table 2,1 - Production of Barley in Rwanda 1956-1969 

Year 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

I960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

Area under 
cultivation 
(hectares) 

752 

1,890 

192 

333 

Production 
(metric tons) 

619 

1,648 

1,490 

1,4?<5 

1,000 

307 

275 

293 

939 

1,163 

750 

2,197 

163 

288 

Source: Bulletins Statistiques No. I5/1967, I6/1968 
and 27/1970. 

It should be noted that much of the land originally laid 

down to barley is currently being used for wheat, the price of 

which is approximately the saine as that of barley (8 francs per 

kilogram), but the yield of which is only about 0.7 to 0.8 

metric tons per hectare compared to 0.9-1.0 metric tons per 

hectare for barley,  Thus there appears to be a reasonable 

incentive for farmers to return to the growing of barley, though, 

in the opinion of officials of the Ministère de l'Agriculture 

it would probably be impracticable to extend production much 

beyond 2,500 metric tons without opening up new areas for 

barley growing, in the region north of Ruhengeri, for example, 

(For an alternative suggestion see section 2.33). 

2.2 Suitability of Rwandan Barley for Malting 

Reference has already been made to the fact that, before 

the fieldwork was carried out in connection with this project, 
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UNIDO  had   declared   the   barley  of   Rwanda   to   be   of   average   qtiatttv 

for   malting.      This  was   repeated   by  officials   of   the   United   Nat.un* 

in   Rwanda,   and   also   by   officials   of   t he   Oovcnuii' ,it ,   v ho   argued 

that   the   grain   must   be   suitable    for   conversion    to   malt    l>e<   ,••-»•    it 

had   been   purchased   for   this   purpose   by   the   mal tings   a»    Ikikavo   toi 

many   years   prior   to   its   closure   and    the    resultant   units   had   leen 

sold   to   the   brewery   at    Dukavu   ,      Against    this,    otfic  ills   ot    (lie 

brewery   claimed   that   the   barley   was   of   very   poor   malting,   quality 

and    that    it   had    in   fact   been   necessary   to   mix   malt    mad»'   at    Hukavu 

from   Rwandan   barley   with   at    least    V>   p,r   ceat    of   high   grade   malt 

obtained   from   Europe   for   satisfactory   results    in   brewing.       In 

addition    they   claimed    that   barley   received   at   (iisenyi   was   oí ten 

defective    in   so    far   as    it   was   unduly   damp,    contaminated   with 

mould   (Fusnrium)   and   contained   a    high   proportion   ot    non-vi a I» 1 e 

corns.      These   cri    '.isms   of   the   grain   were   upheld   by   the 

International   Beverages   Corporation   (iBfCOp)   of   Brussels,    tin- 

parent   company   of   Interina,   who   maintained    that,     in   general,   malt 

derived   from   Rwandan   barley   had    the   following   undesirable    features: 

an   extract   of   less   than   79   per   cent;    too   high   a    level   of   protein; 

a   saccharif ication   time   greater-    than    I ~>   minutes    (see   section    >;, i 

and   it   gave   rise   to   an   opalescent   wort    (see   sec  t., on 'i .l'i. 9 ). 1 lìICOH 

also   claimed   that   in   brewing  with   Rwandan   mal*    difficulties   ve»e 

experienced   in   the   filtration   of   the   resultant    beer,   which   was 

unstable   with   regard   to   the   formation   of   haze    (see   section    '.'. }l.2l 

and   had   a   pronounced   flavour-   of   straw.      To   support    their   claims. 

IBECOR  provided   analytical   data    for   three   malts   actually   made 

from   Rwandan   barley  at   Bukavu   in   19Ó0,      This   is   given   in   Table 

2.II. 

Table   2.II   -   Analyses   of Commercial   Malts   Made   From 
Rwandan  Barley   in   Bukavu   (i960) 

Malt   Sample  Number 

: . •'•) 

Moisture % 

Extract (fine grind) # 

Total Protein # 

Kolbach Index % 

Colour EBC 

1 

5-9 

77.1 
12.1 

29.0 

2.7 
Saccharification   time  min.   10.0 

2 

6.9 
77.2 

11.9 
31.0 

2.3 
10.0 

3 
10.5 
«1.3 
10.7 
ki.o 

3.3 
15.0 

Source:   International  Beverages   Corporation,     Analyses  carried 
out   by  Heineken's   Bierbrouwerij   Maatschappij  NV 
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It ean  b«   seen   that   samples   1  and   2  gaw  relatively   low extract* 

•nd   low   Kolbach   indices.      They were   therefore   clearly  much  under - 

modified   and   for   this   reason   one   would   expect    them    to   have   given 

problems    in   brewing,       rhis   does   not    however,   tiec e «»sa r i 1 y  mean    ili.it 

the   barley    fiorii   which    the   m.i I t M   were   derived   was   o I"   pom-   HIM I t inp 

quality;    rather,    it    may    indi» :.M te    tli.it     t h*'   malting   o f    the   fri iti   va» 

itself     inadequate.      With   re^.ird   to    the   protein   contenti   of    t he «te 

malts   certiiinlv   the«*«»   ,ire   higher    lli.m    the   brewery    ideally   i ec|n i t en 

hut   the   results   ne   of     little    impor t  un e   when   considered    in 

relation    to    the   obvious   decree   of   under-mod i t i ci t ion   ol    the   simple«». 

Sample     J   p.ivc   a   ;-ood   ex I I act    ;uid   conici    only   fie    faulted   on    it*»   high 

moisture   content,    which   merely    indicate*    tfi.it    the    sample   w,i»    inad- 

equately   dried   at    the   malt in^s,   or    pei flips   w,is   exposed      o   excess- 

ively   humid   conditions    for   .i   prolonged   period   before   aiialy»i*. 

A    second    set    of    analyses   was   provided   hy    the   brewery   a» 

Gisenyi.       These   are   shown    in    fahle     • , I 1 I   and   rt'i'vi     to   samples   of 

barley   collected   ftoni   three   different   growing   areas,   probably 

during   the    1«><>7   harvest   as   the   analyses   were   carried   out    in 

February   1 *><>*, 

Table   I.'. I TI   -  Analyses   of  Rwandan   Barley   from   19«*T   Seaion 

Growing   Area 

Moisture 

Total    Protein 

1000  Corn   Weight 

Assortment   2 «Hum 

2. ")mm 

lì.2m» 

Mumba 

15 ,«» 

Ik .8 

35 .6 

56 ,6 

25 .8 

11 .9 

5 .5 

89 .0 

82 .0 

Ufamando 

15.0 
ls.1 

38.3 
62.7 
22,% 
10.3 

M 
90.0 
83.0 

Guai 

15.9 

1%.8 

35.6 

55.1» 
26.O 
12.0 
6.0 

91.0 
under     2,2mm 

Germinative   Capacity 

Germinative   Knergy 

ît   can   be   seen   from   this   table   that   each of   the   samples  had   a 

germinative   capacity   well   below   the   normally  accepted  minimum 

level   of   9 5   per   cent   (see   Section   2, jl.l).     But   her»   again   it   is 

not   reasonable   to   condemn   the  barley   for  malting   on   this  evidence, 
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which,   aa   it   Is moat  unusual   to   find  barley dead   in   the   ear of 

the   plant   probably   Indicates   that   the   /»rain  was  mishandled   after 

harvest.      It    i H   a   fact    that   the   protein   contents   of   these   barleys 

were   high   compared   * i t h   levi* If*    r.l;<     brewery   would   expect    in   barley 

is   normally   «selected    for   malting    111   ¡uirope,   but   brewers   are 

capable   of   bandi in/',   malt   made    I rom   high   protein   forain.      This  has 

bet oine   tlt'tir    in   Km ope   duriti/»   t fie   present   year  when   brewers  have 

olten   been   obli/»ed    to   aci-ept   malt   made    from   barley   with   protein 

content«,    m    tile   re/» ion   of   1!   pur   tent    arni   have   continued    to   brew 

normal    beer   HI tliout    any   particular    difficulties. 

A   turther   set    of   results,   given    in   Table   2. IV  was   obtained 

from   the   agricultural   station   at   Byuuiha .       It   refers   to   barley  of 

unknown   variety   collected   from   three   different   growing   regions 

dur in/»   l(t~)k . 

Table   J.1\    -   Analyse»   of   Barleys   and   Derived   Malts,    from 
Three   Different   Regions   of   Rwanda   ( 19^55) 

Region 

Sample Number 

Barley Analysis 

Germinative Capacity > 

Germinative Energy $ 

Moisture $» 

Total Protein (d.rrt.) $ 

M)00 c o rn weight % 

Malt Analysis 

Extract (fine) $ 

Duhi ta 
1 

98,0 

98.0 

XI.8 

10.9 
27.6 

79.1 

Muriyajiro 

99.0 

99.0 

11.6 

12.1 

32,3 

78.7 

Kivuye 
3 

98.0 

96.0 

12.0 

12.7 
36.6 

78.6 

Source: De Clerck lb.U.5r>, Belgium, 

These samples were all fully viable and yielded, after malting, 

extracts approaching the HO per cent level normally demanded in 

brewery spec i t i cat i oris (see section Í.F4.2). The protein contents 

Of the malts were again high but not excessively so. 

To conclude, it appears that under some circumstances Rwandan 

barley can give rise to malt of acceptable quality and that if, 

in the past, such quality has not been achieved it has been due 
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2,3 Methods of Improving Quality and Yield of Barley 

1 2'31 Desired Quality of Barley 
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either to mishandling of the barley after harvest or inadequately 

controlled malting,  It must, however, be admitted that relatively 

little information on the subject of malt quality was available 

to us and that our conclusion is therefore subject to some 

uncertainty.  What is urgently required is a proper assessment of 

the real potential of Rwandan barley for malting.  This should be 

undertaken by an independent organisation on behalf of the Rwandan 

Government,  This proposal is described in greater detail in 

section 2,4, 

The quality of malt for brewing is determined basically 

by the quality of the barley from which it is made.  The more 

important properties of the raw grain which must be considered 

in this connection are as follows: 

2.31.1 Germinative Capacity   As the changes associated 
with the conversion of barley to malt cannot occur with- 
out growth, it is vital that the germinative capacity of 
the grain should have a minimum value of 95   per cent. 
Thus before barley is accepted for malting it is usual 
to measure the percentage of viable corns by a simple 
staining procedure (see section  3«4I,7B). 

2.31.2 Protein Content   In brewing, too low a level of 
protein in the malt can lead to problems associated with 
inadequate growth of yeast, and thus to poor fermentation, 
and also to poor head retention in the final beer (i.e. to 
a weak, unstable foam),  On the other hand, if the 
protein content of the malt is too high the resultant 
beer will tend to throw an objectionable haze during 
storage, particularly in the cold.  In addition the 
higher the protein content of a malt the lower will be 
its content of carbohydrate material on which the yield 
of alcohol depends in the fermentation process.  Thus 
since the percentage protein of malt is dependent on 
the original protein content of the barley from which 
it is made, the latter must be measured carefully before 
barley is purchased by a maltings.  The optimum level 
depends to some extent on the type of beer which is to 
be brewed, but for the beer of the kind made in Rwanda 
it would be in the region of 10-12 per cent.  Thus before 
a sample of barley is purchased for malting it is desir- 
able to obtain an approximate assessment of its content 
of protein.  This is usually done by means òf a standard 
Kjeldahl procedure or by a  colorimetrie technique (see 
sections 3.41.11 and j3.4l.HB), 



I 
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2.31.3 Assortment   Small barley corns give rise to malt 
which is relatively low in extract and must be discarded. 
Before acceptance for malting, therefore, the grain is 
passed through a series of sieves, with the following 
mesh sizes, 2.8, 2.5 and 2.2mm.  At least 80 per cent of 
the corns should fall into the first two categories. 
If more than 5-6 per cent of the corns pass through the 
smallest sieve the barley is usually rejected.  A simple 
procedure to measure the percentage corns which fall into 
these various categories, the assortment, is described 
in section  'j . 41. 'j ) . 

2.31.4 Moisture Content   In order to evaluate the pro- 
tein content etc. of barley on a dry basis 

it is necessary to measure the moisture content 
of the grain.  This can be done with a standard moisture 
meter (see sec tion 3A1. 10B) .  Generally speaking grain 
with a moisture level of above about 23 per cent is not 
normally accepted, for malting. 

2.31.5 Thousand-corn Weight   The weight of 1000 corns 
of barley should be between 35 and 45 grams on a dry 
basis.  In general the extract obtainable from malt 
increases with increasing values of the thousand-corn 
weight of the barley from which it is derived.  Thus the 
value of a barley for malting is the greater the higher 
this particular property of the grain. 

2.31.6 Soundness   The barley should not be broken or 
split as the valuable starchy endosperm may be lost 
during malting.  Further, the presence of corns which 
are damaged is undesirable as they tend to become 
mouldy during malting and hence spoil the malt.  Split 
corns often occur when the rainfall is high near the 
time of harvest. 

2.31.7 Odour   A mouldy or musty smell is a sign that 
the barley has been stored under damp conditions. 
Such grain is liable to give poor results in malting. 

2.31.8 Colour The grain should be bright in appearance 
and show no signs of staining which indicates microflora 
damage and can easily lead to poor malting. 

2.31.9 Steeliness   Barley which is steely can be 
recognised by the greyish, glossy appearance of the endosperm 
(see Fig. 4) of individual corns.  Such barley, which is 
frequently associated with a high level of protein in 
the grain, is often difficult to malt in comparison 
with non-steely barley and should be avoided if possible. 
A technique for assessing steeliness is described in 
section 3.41.6). 
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2.31*10 Pre-Germination   The corns of barley are 
liable to begin to grow in the ear if the grain, 
having matured in the field, is subjected to wet 
conditions before it can be harvested.  The presence 
of such pre-germinated corns in an otherwise sound 
parcel of barley is undesirable because their capacity 
to germinate falls off rapidly during storage and 
because they soon die under the conditions of steeping 
required to promote the germination of normal corns. 
If more than 5 per cent of these corns are present m 
the barley, the sample is not suitable for malting. 

2.31»11 Foreign Seeds   Barley should not contain more 
than 1 per cent of foreign seeds or O.5 per cent of awns 
as these have no malting value. 

2.31*12 Uni formi ty   In malting, for best results the 
conditions of processing must be adjusted to suit the 
properties of the barley.  It is therefore important 
when a substantial quantity of barley is to be malted 
at one time, as is normal in malting plants, that there 
should be as little variation as possible in the 
physical and germination characteristics of the sample. 

2«32 Recommended Programme to Achieve Required Quality 

With the foregoing background on what are the desirable 

properties of malting barley consideration may now be given to 

the steps which need to be taken to improve the malting quality 

of Rwandan barley.  It must be stressed, however, that very 

little information was available to us regarding conditions of 

harvesting etc. and we were only able to obtain one sample of 

immature barley for examination. 

Firstly, there is no control at present over the conditions 

of drying the grain from which the moisture is removed by 

spreading it out in the sun.  Neither is the moisture content 

of the grain measured before or after the drying process. 

Further there xs no recommended procedure for storage of dried 

grain.  This is clearly unsatisfactory and lends support to 

claims, made by officials of the brewery, with regard to the 

receipt at Gisenyi of damp and mould contaminated samples. 

One of the first steps which ought therefore 

to be taken by the Ministère de l'Agriculture et de l'Elevage 

before any programme of malting can be successfully launched 
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is to emphasise to the farming community the importance of 

drying the grain down to a low level of moisture (12 per cent) 

before placing it in storage.  Alternatively, and probably a 

better solution, would be for all barley to be delivered to a 

central depot immediately after harvesting where rapid tests 

could be made for the germinative capacity of the grain, its 

moisture content and its nitrogen content.  The weight of the 

grain would also be measured at the same time to establish the 

buying price for the sample.  At the depot the grain would be 

sacked off and quickly transported to the maltings for drying. 

In this way it should be possible to ensure that sound barley 

was not allowed to spoil between harvesting and drying.  It 

would also be possible for samples of grain to be drawn from 

the various growing areas for a detailed examination of their 

physical, germinative and chemical properties as outlined in 

section 2.31 above and thereby to determine their suitability 

for malting.  This information would gradually lead to an 

identification of the most favourable locations for growing 

and show up those areas where help was most urgently required 

to improve growing techniques. 

Secondly, to achieve an optimum level of protein poses a 

complex problem chiefly related to the conditions of soil and 

climate but strongly influenced by other factors such as time 

of sowing, previous crop, variety etc.  We recommend that the 

Ministère de l'Agriculture et de l'Elevage extends the services 

of the Byumba agricultural station to include an additional 

agronomist.  He should have specialised knowledge in the area 

I of barley and should study the problem in depth.  He should 

analyse statistically the results obtained over a number of 

I years from the experimental acreages of barley which we 
1 recommend should be grown, (see section 2.1l) 

1 As far as the use of different varieties of barley in 

relation to the levels of grain protein laid down is concerned, 

I it would be well worthwhile initially in order to locate 

suitable samples for study, to seek advice on this from the 
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Barley Committee of the European Brewery Convention.* 

2.33 The Yield of Barley 

The yields of barley in Rwanda are,under present 

methods of cultivation, usually in the region of 0.9-1.0 metric 

tons per hectare which is somewhat lower than the yields of 2.5 

metric tons per hectare obtainable in Kenya** and substantially 

below the yields of k  metric tons per hectare commonly produced 

in Europe. 

Some yield improvement trials have been carried out in 

Rwanda.  For example, some trials undertaken near Byumba in the 

early sixties revealed that the yield of grain could be increased 

from I.I50 to 2.257 kg/ha by raising the sowing rate from 70 to 

100 kg/ha.  This is illustrated in Table 2.V. 

Table 2 .V - Variation in Yield of Barley Vith Rate of Sowing 

Barley Variety      Rate of Sowing Yield 
(kg/ha) (Wha) 

Kenia 70                 1,150 

Research 80                 1.172 

Glacier 90                 1.156" 

Germain 100                 2.257 

Source: Ministère de l'Agriculture et de l'Elevage. 

Further small-scale trials had  been carried out in 1967, 1968 

and 1969, of which only those carried out in I967 were really 

I successful, a yield as high as 2.589 kg/ha being recorded for 

the variety Research.  The full results are given in Table 2.VI. 

I Table 2.VI - Yields of Barleys from Trial Plots, I967/68 

Barley Variety  Yield kg/ha   Notes: Seed Density - 100 kg/ha 
In   „an Sowing      - 31 Oct.67 

Research 2.589 Harvest      - 27 Mar.68 
Sabsum 2.500 Plot Size    - 28m? 
I. Station      - Rwerere 

Gena 2.411 Source: Rapport Annuel 1968. 
4,229-1-12        2.O54 Institute des Sciences 

, Agronomiques du Rwanda. 

J - 28 - 

•Correspondence   should   be   addressed   in  the   first   instance   to 
the  Chairman,   Ir.   W.   Wilten,   c/o  NIBEM-TNO,   Polderstraat   10, 
Rotterdam  25,   Holland. 

- ^^Information  from  National  Institute  of Agricultural   Botany, 
Cambridge,   England. 
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It is of interest to note that the 19^8 series gave 

disastrous results owing to a dry season, whilst those of 19&9 

gave mostly poor results due to bad soil conditions.  Details 

of the 1969 trials are given in Table 2.VII. 

Table 2.VII - Yields of Barleys from Trial Plots. I969 

Barley Variety  Yield kg/ha  Notes: Seed Density - 100 kg/ha 
1. 4.229-1-12     2.012 Sowing       - 15 Apr,70 

Harvest      - 19 Sept.70 
2, Gerste kork Plot size    - 8m^ 

perle        I.387      Source: Rapports Annuel 1970 
0  „ , Institute des Sciences 
j. Sommergerste .      .      .,,-,, 

fresia        1 225 Agronomiques du Rwanda 
*  ^ (unpublished) 

k,   Sabsum         1.012 

5. Research      O.96O 

6. Gerste- 
starkness    O.887 

7. Gena 0.512 

8. Brevia 0,225 

9. Visa 0.100 

10.Union O.O37 

The Director of ISAR (institute des Sciences Agronomiques 

du Rwanda) though clearly of the opinion that such studies were 

of fundamental importance as a means to the improvement of yields, 

expressed his concern that they were not at present being carried 

out under sufficiently controlled conditions and stated that in 

his view there must be some doubt about the accuracy of the results 

presented in Tables 2.VI and 2.VII. 

A possible way to increase the production of barley from 

a given area in any one year would be to grow two crops, which is 

the present practice with wheat.  This was apparently tried with 

barley in earlier years but the idea was abandoned due to heavy 

incidence of pre-germination in the October-March crop,  Pre- 

germination is, however, a varietal dependent characteristic of 

the grain.  It would therefore be worthwhile to obtain a selection 

of barleys known to be well adapted to resist pre-germination and 

to set up a series of trials to find a variety suited to the 

conditions of the October-March growing season.. Here again, in 

locating such barleys it might be helpful to seek the advice of 

the Barley Committee of the European Brewery Convention. 
- 29 - 
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Finally one   further  aspect   of  barley production which 

touches   on  both  quality   and   yield   should   be  mentioned.      It   is 

understood   that   6-7,000   hectares   of  what   is   at   present   marsh 

land   are   currently  being   recovered   in   the   barley  growing   area. 

This   land   is   ear-marked   for   livestock   farming   and   subsistence 

crops   but   only  5-6,000   hectares  will   actually  be   required   for 

this   purpose.      It   is,    therefore,   well   worthwhile   to   consider 

setting   aside  part   of   the   remaining   land   for   the   growing  of 

barley«      This  would   allow   a   degree   of   control   over   the   yield   and 

quality  of   the   grain  which  cannot   easily  be   achieved   under  present 

circumstances   and   is   a   scheme  which  would   certainly  recommend 

itself   to   the  brewery   if   they  are   to   accept   reliance   on   home- 

produced   supplies   of   their  major  raw  material. 

2.4   Recommended  Tests   to   be   Carried   out   on   Barley 

From   the   above   discussion   it   is   apparent   that   there   is 

a   marked   lack  of   information  on   the   malting  quality   of  Rwandan 

barley   and   that   such   information   as   is   available   has   been  pro- 

duced   by   the  brewery   to   show  that   locally  grown   grain   is   in   fact 

•unsuitable   for malting.      It   is   therefore   quite   clear   that   before 

a   malting  project   can   be   undertaken  with   any  confidence   of 

success,   or   indeed   before   any  firm   calculations   of   the   real 

value,    in  brewing   terms,   of malt  made   from  Rwandan   barley  can 

be  made,    it  will   be   necessary   to   carry  out   a   detailed   series  of 

tests.      Our  proposals   in   this   respect   are   as   follows: 

i)   collect   10   average   samples   of   barley   from   10   well 
distributed   growing   areas   at   the   time   of  harvest. 
This   should   be   done   under   the   supervision   of   a 
responsible   representative   of   the   Ministère   de 
l'Agriculture   et   de   l'Elevage,   who  would   at   each 
location   periodically note   the   condition   of   the 
grain   in   relation   to   the   incidence   of  disease, 
length  of   straw,   broken   straws,    tillering,    staining 
and   pre-germination.     This   representative   wouJd   also 
make  observations  with  regard   to   climate   variations 
during   the   growing  period,    soil   conditions   and   yields 
of grain,    taking  particular  note   of  variations  which 
occur   in   connection with   the   direction   and   slope   of 
the   plots, 

ii)   after  harvest,   measure   the   moisture   content   of   the 
threshed   grain,   which   should   subsequently  be   dried   in 
a   current   of  warm   air   (not   exceeding   40°C )   until   its 
moisture   content   has  been   lowered   to   12-l4   per  cent 
and   then   stored   in   air-tight   containers, 
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I ili) on the dried grain, carry out the following analyses 

(see section 3.4l). 

I a) immediately 

Germination Tests 
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Germinative capacity 
Germinative energy 
Water-sensitivity 

Physical Tests 

1000-corn weight 
Assortment 

I Broken corns 
Foreign seeds 
Steeliness 

Chemical Tests 

Moisture 
Total nitrogen (Protein %  = Nitrogen # x -6.25) 

b)Every 2 Weeks (until germination counts have 
reached indicated levels) 

Germination Tests 

Germinative energy (95$) 
Water sensitivity (80$) 

The above tests could easily be carried out in Rwanda, 

probably most conveniently at the ISAR.  When the barleys have 

1 emerged from dormancy i.e. the germinative energy test gives a 

value of 95 per cent or higher, malting trials should be carried 

| out to observe optimum conditions of water uptake consistent 

with full and rapid germination and optimum conditions for fast 

and complete modification.  Resultant malts would be analysed 

by standard methods of the European Brewery Convention for: 

(Extract (fine grind) # 
Extract (coarse grind) % 
Fine grind/Coarse grind # 
Difference 

I Total Protein fi 
Soluble Protein fi 
Kolbach Index 

IDiastatic Power °W-K 
Colour °EBC 
Moisture fi 

| The above malting trials require special technical facilities 

so that in the first instance it would probably be best if such 

tests were carried out by a laboratory already suitably equipped 

for and experienced in the type of work which they would involve. 

Î - 31- 
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I The complete trials should be carried out in duplicate 

over a period of three years and could include a study of new 

I varietles- 
Approximately 1 kg of grain should be set aside for 

I        the barley analyses and 5 kg for malting.  Thus, for one trial, 

the total requirement of barley would be 6 kg excluding about 

1 kg of seed which would be needed for the next season's crop. 

Assuming a requirement of ,0 kg to cover all contingencies and 

a yield of 1 metric ton of grain per hectare, the area of each 

plot should therefore be 100 sq. metres. 

I 
I 

I 

I When the first series of trials has been completed and 

some idea has emerged of the best growing areas then about 

three of the best plots should be increased in size in the next 

two seasons to allow sufficient grain to be collected to permit 

small-scale brewing trials to be carried out on the resultant 

•       malts.  It would be necessary in this case to increase the plot 

size to approximately I5O sq. metres. 

I From the knowledge gained by the above trials it should 

be possible to assess reasonably accurately the potential of 

1        Rwandan barley for malting and to judge the quality of the malt 

made from such barley in respect of its value in brewing.  At 

§        this stage one would be in a strong position to decide whether 

I        or not to proceed with the malting project as envisaged prior 

to the present investigation. 

I 
I 
Í 

I 
1 
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3.   TECHNICAL  STUDY 

1 3.1  Description  of  the Malting  Process 

3-11   General   Principles 

(The course of events leading to the production of malt 

from barley by conventional means are, briefly, as follows: the 

grain   is   first   steeped   in  water   at   a   temperature   of  between   13° 

I and   20   C.    in   order   to   raise   its   moisture   content   to   kk-k6   per 

cent,      It   is   then  drained   and   allowed   to   germinate   at   15°-20°C. 

I for   k-6   days   in   an   open  box   at   a   depth   of   about   lm.      Respiratory 

activity   of   the   grain  during   this   period   results   in   the   generation 

of   a   considerable   quantity   of   heat.      The   germination   box   is   there- 

fore   provided   with   a   false   perforated   bottom   through  which   suitably 

Iattemperated   and   humidified   air   can  be   passed   to   control   the   temper- 

ature   and   moisture   content   of   the   grain   at   the   desired   values.      This 

passage   of   air   also   serves   to   remove   the   carbon  dioxide   of   respir- 

| ation,   which   if   allowed   to   accumulate   would   seriously   impair   the 

normal   processes   of   growth.      The   development   of   the   grain   during 

I germination   is   accompanied   by   the   formation   of  roots.      These,   unless 

disturbed,   quickly mat   together   converting   the  bed   of   grain   to   a 

solid   impenetrable  mass.       It   is   consequently  necessary   to   turn   the 

grain  periodically,   and   for   this   purpose   germination   equipment   is 

fitted   with  mechanical   stirring  devices,   or  may  itself   be   revolved 

if   such   equipment   is   in   the   form,   as   it   sometimes   is,   of   an 

enclosed   drum. 

When   the   process   of  germination  is   complete   the  grain   is   dried 

down   to   a  moisture   content   of   3-5  per   cent.      It   is   the   final   stage 

of   the   drying   procedure  which   confers   on malt  its  characteristic 

flavour   and   promotes   the   formation  of  colour   in   the  product.      In 

appearance,   malt,   deprived   of   the   aforementioned   roots,   closely 

resembles   barley.      In   texture,   however,    it   exhibits   a   marked 

I difference   from   the   raw  grain.      Thus,   whereas   the   corns   of  barley 

are   hard   and   cannot   be   easily   extracted   with water,   malt   is   a 

• friable   material,   which   is   easily  crushed   and   on  digestion  with 

* water,   yields,   under   suitable   conditions,   an  extract   containing 

I approximately   80   per   cent   of   its   dry weight.      The   conversion  of 

barley   to   malt,   when  looked   at   in   these   terms,   is  generally 

referred   to   as    'modification'. 
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The process of malting will now be discussed in more detail 

and considered in relation to operational practice from the stage 

at which the grain is delivered to the maltings to the point at 

which the final malt is outloaded for delivery to the brewery, 

3.12  Sequence of Operations in Malting 

3» 12.1 Barley Intake   In Rwanda the barley would pro- 
bably be delivered to the maltings in sacks.  It would 
be subjected to the following series of operations: 

3-12.2 Weighing This would be done by removing the 
sacks from the delivery lorry and weighing the grain 
in batches. A more sophisticated method would be to 
weigh the lorry before and after unloading the grain 
but this is considered to be too expensive a system for 
the relatively small quantity of grain that is likely to 
pass through the maltings in any one season. . 

3.12.3 Sampling   An average sample should be taken from 
each consignment of sacks.  This is done by withdrawing 
samples from 10 per cent of the sacks by means of a 
sampling spear preferably of the kind wíü ch is sub- 
divided into compartments arranged so that the spear can 
be inserted while closed, opened, and closed again before 
withdraw    With more than 100 sacks the number to be 
sampled is given by taking the square root of the number 
of sacks.  The well mixed samples are run through a sample 
divider and reduced to about 500g.  This sample must 
immediately be transferred to a dry airtight container. 
It is subsequently used for: 

i) a quick moisture check by means of a standard 
dielectric moisture meter (see section 3.41.10B), 

ii) a quick measurement of the germinative capacity 
of the grain by means of the vitascope (see 
section 3 . 4l . 7'B ) , 

iii) an evaluation of nitrogen by the colourimetrie 
procedure (see section 3,4l„llB), 

iv) a brief examination of the colour, odour and 
uniformity of the delivery. 

A part of the sample would be set aside for the following 
more exact tests in the laboratory: 

v) moisture (see section 3.41.10A), 
vi) total nitrogen (see section 3.¿il.HA), 

vii) 1000 corn weight (see section 3.41.2), 
viii) assortment (see section 3.41.3)» 

ix) broken corns (see section 3.hi. .h ) , 
x) foreign material (see section 3.41.5), 

xi) steeliness (see section 3„41,o ) , 
xii) germinative capacity (see section 3.41.7A). 

3.12.4 Cleaning and Grading If possible these operations 
are best carried out before storage. They include removal 
of dust, iron and steel particles (by magnetic separator),. 
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I Stones,   broken   corns,   and   foreign   seeds.     When  grain   is 

passing   through   the   cleaning machinery,    small   samples 
should   be   taken   to   check   the   proper   functioning  of   the 
plant.      The   barley   is   graded,   corns   passing   through    the 
2.2mm   sieve   being   rejected.      The   latter   may   be   used   as 
animal   fodder. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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3.12.5 Drying For   safe   storage   the   grain   must   be   dried 
until   its   moisture   content   has  been   reduced   to    ll'-l'i   per 
cent.      This    is   most   conveniently   done   in   tbe   same   plant 
as   the   mail    is   kilned.       The   conditions   of   drying   are 
important    since    too   high   a    temperature   can   damage    the 
embryo    (i.e.    the   growing   part   of"   the   grain,See    l 1 g . :l ), thus 
reducing    its   capacity   to   germinate.      The   máximum   temper- 
ature   of   the    'on'    air    in   drying   is   about    '\0°C .      Apart 
from   remo \ i iig   moisture    from    the   grain,    drying   at    this 
temperature   lias    the   added   advantage   of   diminishing 
dormancy   (see   section   '.} . 1 2 . h ) . 

3.12.6 Storage The   barley   must   then   be   stored   in   silos 
or   in   one    large   bulk   on   a    flat   surface.        In   either   case 
the   grain   must    be   properly   ventilated.       As   a   protection 
against    insect    infestation   it   is   of   utmost    importance   to 
observe   good   hygiene.        It    is   essential     in   barley   storage 
areas   to   employ   a    regular-   programme   of   cleaning   to    remove 
accumulations   of   dust,    debris   and    spillare   which   will 
prevent   the   completion   of   the    life   cycle    (generally     1 
period   of   several   weeks)    of   most    inserta    found    in   barley 
(and   malt) stores,       It    is    also   helpful    to    stack   bagged 
grain   on   pal lets,    to   keep   sacks   away   from   walls   and   also 
from   sources   of   heat.       Imply   sacks    returned    from   outside 
premises   should    be   disinfected   by   heat    or   bv    fumigation 
before   being   reined   or    stored   near    infest itile   commodities. 
Many   chemical    methods   of    insect   control    are   available. 
Of   these   probably   contact    insecticides    are   most    suited    for 
use   in    the   mal tings.      One    such   insecticide   which   would 
conveniently   lend    itself    to   use    in   Hwaiuia    is    py re t hruin. 
Thus   damage    to    bagged   commodities   may   be    largelv    pre\ented 
by   the   regular   spraying   of    the   bags   with    1.5   per   cent 
Pyrethrin»    in    technical    white   oil   at     i   week    internals   or 
by   fogging    the    storage    space   two   or   three    times   per   week. 
The   emulsion   or   dust   added    to   the   grain   during;    the    filling 
of   a   silo   or   bin    remains    effective    for   as    long   as    twelve 
months.      With   regard    to    the   equipment    required    for   appli- 
cation   of   the    insecticide,    for  general    use   in    the   maltings 
a   one   or   two   gallon   knapsack   sprayer    is   probably   the   most 
suitable   device 

«3.12.7   Transport   Within   Maltings it    is   usual    to   move 
the   grain   from   point   to   point   in   the  maltings   by means 
of  mechanical   conveyors   and   elevators.       It  may   alterna- 
tively  be   transported   in   sacks, 
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3#12#8 Tettine   for Dormancy       Frethly  harvested  grain 
Often exhibítn   dormancy,   «   condition   in  which   the   corni 
ir«   slow   tu   germinate,   or   perhaps   will   not   crow   during 
the   normt!    por Uni   of   processing,   after   conventional 
•tethods   ol    * t iM-p i nf, •       Pwo    types   of   dormancy    u«'   recog- 
nizable:   |>MI|I)IIIH!   ifo i tu,un v    .tnd   water   sensitivity.       In 
profound   dutiiim« v   the   ertiti   will    not    /;raw    it    all    when 
Moisten«.(I   mil««»*   for   example    the   husk    is   remove«!    to 
expose   flu-   embryo.      Thin    type   of    dormancy   does   not 
Usually   must itnte   a    ser ions   problem    in    the   iii.d t ili|»s, 
disappear i rig    in   <i-*   weeks,    or    in    less    time    if   the   grain 
has   been   dt ie.l    m   air   at    '»O   V.      hut ley   which   has   been 
grown   undei     relatively   humid   conditions,    p.i r t 1 r. nia r ly 
towards   h,.iv«-«*t     time,    will    usually   exhibit    the   other 
form   of   dorin nu y   known   as   water   sensitivity.       Such   grain 
con   tie   ii'ioi:ni»i'il   by    the   fact    that    it   will   not   grow   when 
It»   moi store   content    is   raised   bv   continuous    i mniers ion 
in   water >u t    t an HI.ele    to   germinate   satisfactorily   if 
tile    steeping    praxes»    is   occasionally    j ttt e erupted    and    the 
grain   exposed    to   air.      This   method   of   steeping    is   known 
«8   the   'air -rest*   pro« «'dure.      The   grain   generally   emerge« 
from    the   wa t e r -sens i t i vo    state    after     5-'i   months   of 
•torace. 

Clearly,    it    is   necessary   to   know   in   advance   of  malting 
a)    if   profound   dormancy   has   disappeared   and    b)    to   what 
extent    the   Riniii   is   water-sensitive,  Ln   order   to   plan   the 
Steeping   schedule   in   relation   to   the   optimuii   time»   of 
inmersión    in   water   and   exposure   to   air   to   secure   maximum 
germination.       The   iniorm.it ion   may   be   obtained   by   meant*   of 
tWO    Simple   (iciiiiill.ition    tests,     for   a)    the    '»-ill     test,    which 
indicates    the    so-called   {terminative   energy   of   the   gì a   a 
and    fer   b)    the   «x-tnl    test,   whicii   measures   vater-ten»i i ivity 
(•ee   sec t i on ^     í. '• 1 . í-    «nid    ') • * 1 « M ) • 

3«1~«'>   Sterpi rig the   next    ste| 
from   storage,    to   sample    for*  moisture   determ 
section    5- «1.ha and   to   weigh   oil'   into   a   hopp 
Circular    shaped   vessel   containing   the   steep 
Should    have    a     temperature     in    the    I'.HIRl'     I   »    - 
after    the   cominem einen t    of   steeping   the   stee 
underlet   with   water    and   any   foreign   matter 
and    the   seeds   of    weeds   which   escaped    screen 
flotation.       tli«'    steeping   vessel    is   equipped 
holes   and   per  lodii ally   the   ^r.dn    is   reused 
first,    to   assist    further    removal   ol    foreign 
Second,    to   promote   uniformity   of   water   .ibso 
grain.       It    continuous   steeping   is   employed 
to   change    the   water-    two   or     three    times.       If 
procedui «•    is   used   the   grain   may   be   exposed 
either  on«-   or     two   periods.      A   guide   to   th«* 
conditions   ol    steeping   is   obtained   by   micro 
tests   (see   sect ion    >.'»»)whieh   also   serve   to 
useful    information   regarding   the   optimum   co 

is    to   withdraw    the   barley 
in it i on   ( see 
er-bot tomed 

wa ter,   which 
.'0°r.      Shortly 
p i ng   v ess«* i   is 
sin h   as   awns 
i rig;   removed   by 

w i t h   aeration 
in   order, 

rim t t er   and , 
rpt i on   by   the 
it    is   usual 

t he   a i r-rest 
to   «i i r   for 
opt imum 
-m.i 1 t l riß 

furnish 
ridit ions   of 
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correspondingly   the   more   frequent   the   need   to   apply   the 
sue t i on   Je\ i < e, 

I 
| th« following germination phase.  Whilst the grain is 

exposed to air in the steeping vessel, respiratory 
I activity of the corns leads to the formation of carbon 

dioxide, which if nil owed to accumulate would asphyxiate 
the grain nini impair germination.  Steeping vessels are 
thus equipped with means of sucking air ( 1 , -Un-'5/in in. per 

I metric ton of original barley) down through the bed of 
grain to remove the carbon dioxide, the frequency with 
which this is done depending on the activity of the 
(grain, i.e. the more rapidly the corns are growing th 

greater will be the production of carbon dioxide and 

I 
J.12.M> I'I.TIII i na t ion  When the moisture content of the 

I corns hi- be.11 raised to a satisfactory level by steeping 
the gì im is transferred to the germination compartment, 
which i, musi conveniently placed directly under the 
steeping vessel.  This germination compartment is usually 

I in the i orni of a simple oblong box, constructed either of 
concret»' ot steel <md fitted with a false perforated 
floor on whiih the steeped  grain is deposited to a 
depth ot »),;-,-.( ,(),„,   it is usual to maintain this bed of 
gram at a temperature of 13° to 20°C.  Thus, because 
of continuing and intensified respiratory activity and 
(the at c oinpam ing development of a considerable quantity 

of heat (approximately 200 k cai per kilo of barley) 
the gram must he continuously ventilated with cool air 

I (appi ox ima t e 1 y 11m5. min. per metric toxi of original 
barley) which must also be suitably humidified to 
minimi-e los-, of moisture,  Even so, some evaporation 
of watei  is inevitable and periodic sprinkling of the 

Igrajti is ölten required.  Tt is also necessary, 
perlodi ( .t t 1> . to turn the grain, otherwise the roots 
which torni would quickly mat together.  for this purpose 

I the fox is usually equipped with a special turning 
device, which consists of a system of vertical helical 
screws fitted to a machine which spans the narrow 

I section of the box.  The machine is capable of 
travelling the length of the box on rails fitted to'the side 
walls,   It may be conveniently fitted with a sprinkling 
device to maintain the desired level of moisture of 
the grain as described above. 

During gei m i nati on a constant watch must be kept on the 
I tempe i'a ture of the grain and samples should be period- 

ically checked for i) moisture and ii) extract (see, 
respectively sections 3.42.1 and 2).  The static 

(pressure  and humidity of the air entering the grain 
bed should also be checked regularly. 
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3.12.11 Kilning   When the grain, or green malt as it is 
usually called at this stage, is satisfactorily modified 
as judged by the level of extract achieved, it is trans- 
ferred to the perforated floor of a kiln (though see 
section 3 • •'- )   where its moisture content is reduced to 
3-^ per cent by means of warm air over a period of about 
2k   hours.  Kilning serves i) to arrest growth oí' the grain, 
11)  to    reduce the moisture content of the corns to a 
level which renders them in a suitable condition for 
storage and subsequent milling in the brewery and iii) 
to confer on the malt its typical flavour and colour 
demanded by the brewer. 

It is an Important part of kilning to maintain a precise 
control of the temperature, which in the early stages 
must be kept low (about 5° C) in order not to damage 
(those properties of the malt which facilitate a good 

yield of extract Ln the brewery.  When the moisture 
content of the malt has fallen to below about 10 per 
cent the temperature may be safely raised to 75 -80 C to 

(bring about the formation of colour and flavour. At the 
end of kilning the heating equipment is switched off and 
cool air passed through the grain for 20-30 minutes. 

3.12.12 Handling and Storage of Kilned Malt   The kilned 
malt is discharged into a hopper under the kiln floor. 
It is then conveyed to a screen where the roots (or culms) 
are removed.  This operation is carried out with the 
minimum of delay after kilning as: i) it helps additionally 
to cool the grain and ii) culms are very hygroscopic and 
are more easily removed whilst they are stiLl dry.  The 
clean malt is weighed.  As it too is hygroscopic it is 

(stored    m   air-tight   bins.       Before   transfer   to   storage, 
however1,    it    is   important    to   ensure   that   the   temperature 
n-f      ("ho      mn   I   t        ic        1  /-M.i m n      finn       r!U„,,f       ri O      n .       riT.,,^.,,,*- i  „v,      t.tV, ,  n 1 of the malt is lower than about 32 C, a precaution which 
minimises further development of colour and other changes 
in the composition of the malt which might reduce its 
capacity to yield extract in the brewery. I 

I The final product is eventually weighed oft into poly- 
thene lined sacks for delivery to the customer. 

3,12.13 Measurement and Control of the Malting Loss   In 
converting bailey to malt there is an overall loss in the 
dry weight of the grain.  This is accounted for by: i) the 
leaching out of various substances into the steep water, 
ii) the evolution of carbon dioxide and water which 
accompanies respiration and iii) the growth of roots, 
which are removed after malting and have no value in 
brewing, 

Clearly it is desirable to keep such losses to a minimum. 
Collectively they are known as the 'malting loss', which 
is defined as the percentage loss of dry matter referred 
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I to the dry weight of original barley used for malting 

dry barley weight - dry malt weight 
I dry barley weight X 

Malting loss should be checked regularly and in conven- 
tional malting should not exceed 6-8 per cent.  Higher 

I values than this generally indicate that insufficient 
• control has been exercised over the management of the 

germination process with regard to the temperature and 
(moisture content of the grain.  It should be noted that 

steeping losses are usually small, about 1.0 per cent 
and can be ignored. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
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3-13 Modern   Developments   in   Malting 

To   increase   the   efficiency  of   the   malting  process   it   is 

possible   to   treat   the   grain  with  various   additives,   of which   the 

two   most   commonly  used   are   i)   gibberellic   acid   and   ii)   potassium 

bromate.     The   former   compound,    a   natural   plant   hormone, may   be 

applied   to   the   grain   either  by   adding   it   to   the   steep  va ter,   when 

it   is   used   at   the   rate   of   0.1   to   0.5   ppm   referred   to   the   dry weight 

of  barley   steeped   or   by   spraying   it   on   to   the   steeped   material   as 

it   passes   into   the   germination   box   or   in   the   germination   box   itself. 

In   the   latter  method   of  application   the   optimum  rate   of  usage   is 

0.025   to   1.0   ppm   referred   to   the   dry  weight   of   barley   steeped. 

The   effect   of   gibberellic   acid   is   to   shorten   the  period   required 

to   achieve   full   modification   and   thus   to   increase   the   throughput 

of   the   maltings.      Factors  which   limit   its   use   are   its   relatively 

high   cost(FRW   150  per   g)   and  marked   increases   both   in   the   soluble 

protein   and   the   colour   of malt   when  used   at   levels   in   excess   of 

those   quoted   above« 

Potassium   bromate  may be  used   either   alone   or  in   conjunction 

with   gibberellic     acid.      Added   to   the   steep  water   (400   ppm)   or 

I applied   as   an   aqueous   spray   (25O   ppm)   it   reduces   the   production 

of   soluble   protein   and,   by  partially   inhibiting  root   growth,   it 

helps   to   decrease  malting   loss.      It   is   inexpensive,   but   its   use   is 

governed  by  patents,    though  these   are  unlikely   to  be  operative 

in Rwanda. 
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3»lA Specification of Malt to be Produced 

The specification for malt depends on the type of beer 

which it is required to brew.  For lager beer, such as that manu- 

factured in Rwanda, the more important characteristics are as 

follows 

3.1^.1 Moisture   This should not be above 5.0 per cent 
and preferably below k.5 per cent as slack malt may lead 
to brewing problems particularly in milling when mills 
have been set to achieve an optimum degree of crushing 
for efficient mash tun  operation. 

13.14.2 Extract (fine grind)  The amount of extract 
obtainable from a given quantity of malt defines the 
quantity of beer which can be produced at a specified 

(gravity from it.  Thus it is of considerable economic 
importance to the brewer that malt should yield the 
maximum possible extract and in general a ruinimum extract 
of ,80 per cent is demanded. 

3-1^.3 Fine Grind, Coarse Grind Difference   Wheiea s t he 
fine grind extract of malt usually reaches a maximum 
value after about three days of processing the develop- 
ment of the coarse grind extract is somewhat slower and 
approaches the fine grind extract only when the malt is 
well modified.  The brewer thus uses the difference 
between the fine and coarse grind extracts a-, a measure 
of the degree to which the malt has been modified and 
usually specifies that this should not be greater than 
2.5 per cent, 

I 

I 

I 

I 
3*l4.4 Saccharification Time   The measurement of 
Isaccharif.icati.on time provides a guide to the amy.lo ly t ic 

activity of the malt on which the dissolution of the" 
starch depends in mashing.  A saccharification period 
Iin excess of 15-20 minutes is indicative of an inade- 

quately modified or perhaps well modified but kiln- 
damaged malt. 

13.14.5 Speed of Filtration The speed of filtration of 
the wort after mashing is also related to some extent to 
the degree to which the original malt was modified.  For 

Ian adequately modified sample the time for complete 
filtration should not exceed one hour. 
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3«1**-6 Total Soluble Protein   As explained in section 
2.3I.2,the protein content of a malt has special signi- 
ficance in relation to several aspects of brewing.  For 
optimum results in the brewery the protein solubili/cd 
in the mashing process should be between k,0   and \. ? 
per cent. 

3.1^.7 Kolbach Index Many brewers consider that the 
ratio of the total soluble protein to the total protein 
content of malt (usually quoted as a percentage) is a 
further useful guide to the degree of modification of 
the grain and judge malt to be acceptable for brewing 
if the value of this ratio (the Kolbach index) is in the 
range 35-'l 1 per cent. 

3-l^.tS Colour   Lager beer is characteristically light 
in colour.  To succeed in producing a pale beer of this 
type it is a necessary requirement of the malt that it 
should provide a wort which does not have a colour value 
in excess of 3.0 BBC units. 

3.1^.9 Clarity   Though there i s no positive correlation 
between the brightness of a wort and its brewing value, 
it is generally true that a bright wort is indicative 
Of a well modified malt.  Thus brewers place some value 
on a malt which gives rise to a clear extract. 

3.1^.10 ¿H   The pH of a malt wort should be between 
5 .6 and C), 0 for maximum yield of extract.  If it falls 
outside these values it may be expected either that tiie 
grain is undermodified (pH above 6.O) or that it was 
subjected to anaerobic conditions in germination or to 
contact with sulphur dioxide emanating from the fuel in 
kilning.(pH less than 5.Ò). 

3.1^.11 Diastatic Power   In mashing^the conversion of 
starch to low molecular weight sugars, which are converted 
by yeast to alcohol in the fermentation of wort, is to 
a large extent dependent on the production in malt of 
the enzymes, o< and^ amylase.  The combined action of 
these two enzymes on starch is called diastatjr activity 
and their concentration in malt is measured in units of 
diastatic power, known as Windisch-Kolbach (or simply 
W-K) units.  A well modified lager malt should have a 
diastatic power of 200-250 W-K units.  Lower values 
indicate either that the grain has been inadequately 
modified or that having reached full modification it 
has been damaged through insufficient control over 
kilning. 
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13.1^.12 Thousand-corn weight   The thousand corn weight 

of barley falls due to respiration.  Thus by measuring 
the thousand corn weight of both a barley and the malt 
resulting from it, it is possible to judge the malting 
loss, though this is rather an inexact determination. I 

I 
I 

3.14.13   Assortment        The   corns   of   barley   increase   in 
volume   when   converted   into   malt.       For   a   well   modified 
malt   S3-90   per   cent   of   the   corns   should   remain  over   the 
2.3   and   2,S   mm   screens. 

3,l4,l4   Steeliness        The   steeliness   of  malt   is   evaluated 
In   the   same   way  as   for   barley.      If   less   than   2.7   per   cent 

(of   the   corns   are   steely   in   appearance   the   malt   is   judged 
to   be   well   modified.      The   presence   of   5.0-7.5   per   cent 
of   such   corns   indicates   a   satisfactory   level   of  modifi- 
cation,   whilst   over   10   per  cent   shows   the   sample   to   be 
und e riti o d i f i e d . I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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i)   the   boxes   may  be   used   for   drying  barley   thus 
I saving   the   cost   of   separate   barley  drying equipment. 

It   is,   of   cmirse,   usual   in  most   maltings   to   utilise 
the  malt   kiln   for   drying   raw   grain  but   as   only  one 

* kiln   is   provided   for   several   boxes,    the   facilities 
f are   limited   and   additional   equipment   is   often  required 

to   meet   the   high   demand   for   drying   at  harvest, 

3.2   Plant   Specification 

3.2I  General   Description 

During   recent   years  much publicity  has   been   given   to   new 

designs   of  malting   equipment,   including  both  fully  continuous   and 

continuous   batch   systems,    the   purpose   of  which  has   been   to   allow 

the   incorporation   oí'   modern   ideas   of  malting   and   at    the   same   time 

to   reduce   labour   and   capital   costs.      However,   such  have   been   the 

improvements   made   both   in   the   basically   conventional   methods   of 

malting   and   in   the   efficiency   of   operation   of  conventional   plant 

(reference:   A.   Matey,    Internationales   Symposium   der   Garungsindustrie, 

P.575,   19C>S)    that   very   few   plants   incorporating  novel    ideas   have 

been   built   and   tried    in   commercial   practice.      It   is    therefore 

recommended   that   a   conventional    system   of   malting   should   be 

employed   in   Rwanda   and   that   preferably   this   should   be   of   the 

Saladin  box   type.      However,   whereas   in   the   Saladin  box   type   of 

plant   it   is   usual    to   provide   for   a   single   kiln   to   serve   two   or 

more   germination  units,   it   is   recommended   that   it  would   be   better 

in  Rwanda   to   employ   boxes  which   serve   both   for  germination   and 

kilning.      The   advantages   of   this   system   are: 



I 
Ili) saving in handling costs, as the step of moving the 

grain to a separate kiln is avoided. 

I 
I 
I 

separate kiln is avoided, 

ili) saving of building costs in the absence of a separate 
kiln, I 

Iiv) considerable flexibility of use as each unit is self- 
contained, a facility which makes it possible to malt 
barleys of widely different properties, without the 

(difficulty   encountered   in   norn.al   plant   of   adhering   to 
a   fixed   germination   cycle   to   fit   in   with   a   fixed 
TÎ TTl XT T° PI m m P>       of      V   l"   1 TI  Í n rr programme of kilning, 

v) the ability to continue to malt in one section of the 
plant if, for example, the kilning section of the 
other fails, a facility which is not available in 
planta which rely on one kiln to serve several boxes. 
This is considered to be of particular importance in 
Rwanda where the situation may not be easy with regard 
to spares and maintenance. 

vi) heating the boxes serves to sterilize them and reduce 
the common problem of under floor mould growth. 

The only noteworthy disadvantages of this type oí' installation 

are     that extra cost is incurred in providing two sets of heating 

equipment and some loss of time occurs whilst the boxes cool down 

after kilning; these are, however, well off-set by the many advant- 

ageous aspects of the system described above. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

As a result of the market study we are estimatxng a throughput 

I        of approximately 2,500 tons   of barley at 12 per cent moisture 

per year,,  We therefore recommend that the plant should comprise 

I        a) a barley intake and storage section, b) a malting section. 

consisting of one steep vessel (capacity 25 tons) and two germina- 

tion/kilning compartments (capacity 25 tons each), suitable for 

barley drying.  The plant would be used for 300 days a year for 

malting and would be operated on a 6-day cycle in respect of 

germination (5 days) and kilning (l day) with a 3-day interval 

between batches.  The remainder of the year would be taken up with 

barley drying and plant maintenance. 

I 3-22 Tendering Procedure 

It is quite usual in the malting industry for tenders to 

I        include only a brief outline of the mateters processing requirements, 
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I 
I        it being left to equipment manufacturers to express their own 

recommendations as to the type of plant layout, etc, which should 

I be employed to satisfy these requirements and to quote for the 

cost of the complete installation, including erection and 

(commissioning, with a price breakdown in relation to major items» 

In this report, however, a specification has been prepared for 

tender which defines the proposed plant in more than customary 

detail as a) it is desired to exclude all but the dual purpose 

germination/kilning type of equipment already referred to and 

I b) it is assumed that in the event of the envisaged maLting 

project going ahead; the tender \vill be handled initially by- 

people not fully conversant with the malting industry who will, 

unlike established maltsters, be unable to engage in technical 

dialogue with malting equipment manufacturers in working out the 

preliminary plant details.  The plant manager, of course, should 

be available for discussions regarding the final specification, 

I The proposed forni of the specification is given helow; 

it    should be read in conjunction with the flow diagram depicted 

I in figure X  and the plant layout shown in figure 2.   It should 

be stressed that this specification, particularly in regard to 

I the permitted assumptions relating to times of steeping and 

germination and malting loss, may need to be slightly modified 

(prior to tendering, depending on the knowledge gained on the 

malting performance of Rwandan barley from the proposed testing 

programme described in section 2 . k . 

I 
I 

I 
I 
[ 

I 
I 

The major suppliers of complete malting installations who 

could be approached to tender for this project are as follows: 

i) the Saladin Malting Construction Division of 
Stockland Road Machinery Company, 637~12th Avenue 
South. Hopkins, Minnesota, USA, 

ii) Kaybee Kama s Ltd , 66   Armley Road, Leeds LS12 1XU, 
England. 

ili) C. Seeger, Maschinenfabrik, Stuttgart-Bad, 
Cannstatt. Federal Republic of Germany, 

iv) Heinrich Muger, Malzereibau, Darmstadt, Fed.Rep,of.Germany, 

v) Anton Steinecker, Maschinenfabrik, 8O5O Freising, 
Federai Republic of Germany. 

vi) Miag, 33 Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany, 
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I 

I 
I 

vil) Nordon-Fruhinsholz-Diebold, 9  Avenue du 20e, Nancy, 
France. 

vili) Robert Boby, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, England. 

3*23 Proposed Form of Tender 

I A tender is required for the construction of a complete 

malting installation in the Republic of Rwanda for malting 2,500 

1        tons of kiln-dried barley annually, including all buildings, grain 

handling equipment and the provision of services according to the 

following specification. 

3.23.1 Site of Plant   The site of the plant is ,,., 
For the purposes of this tender it may be assumed that 
the site is clear and level. 

3.23.2 General   The arrangement of the plant will be 
as generally shown in drawings numbered ,... 
(Figures 1, 2  ani 3 of the present report). 
The tender will include provision for the supply, 
erection and commissioning of: 

a) a barley reception area, conveyors and elevators 
with attendant, supports, chutes, valves etc. 

b) cleaning, weighing and grading machinery for barley 
and malt, 

I c) storage silos, 

d) malting plant, including facilities for steeping, 
germination and kilning, 

e) buildings etc. to house all machinery, the malting 
plant, a laboratory and office and necessary cover for 
the barley reception area, 

and will additionally include for the provision of all 
necessary services and instrumentation. 

It should be assumed that the ground bearing pressure 
must not exceed about 11 metric twns/m2.  Structural and 

I electrical work should comply in all respects with the 
local standards of safety as Çollows. ,.(these standards 
to be supplied by Services d'Etudes et de Programmation 
Industrielles). 

3«23.3 Barley Section 

a) Intake   Road vehicles will deliver the grain to the 
intake point, which at the moment is to be designed to 
receive sacks.  However, the design of the intake shall 
be such as to allow for possible future use of tipping 
vehicles.  An intake grid, strong enough to take pedes- 
trian traffic only shall be supplied as an integral part 
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I of   the   intake  hopper  and   a   fine  mesh grid   shall  be 
fitted   under   the   main   load   bearing  grid   to   act   as   a 
protection   against   contamination   of   the   pit  with   string, 
large   rubble   etc, 

b) Roof   over    Intake   Pit        Provision   should   be   made   for 
(the   supply  of   an   asbestos   sheeted   roof  over   the   grain 

intake   area   with   sufficient   clearance   to   accommodate 
all   types   of   lorry. 

c) Gra in   Flow        Conveyors   and   elevators   will   be   provided 
to    transfer   grain   from   the   intake   pit   to   an   automatic 
batch  weigher   and   pre-cleaning   equipment.      A   facility 

«should   be   provided   for   grain   emerging   from   the   pre- 
cleaning   equipment    to   pass   i)   through   a   second   automatic 
batch  weigher   thence   either   to   storage   or   to    the   germi- 
na tion.-'k i In ing   boxes   for   drying   and    ii)   directly   to 
I storage   by-passing   the   second   weigher,    al I   necessary 
conveying   equipment   being   provided,      Provision   should 
also   be   made    for   suitable   conveying   equipment    to   remove 

I kilned-dried    barley   from   the   drying   section    to   storage 
passing   through   the   cleaning   equipment   but   avoiding   the 
weighers.      As   regards   the   transfer   of  barley   from   storage 

Ito   the   steep,    removal   of   the   grain   1 rom   the   silos   will 
be   achieved   by  means   of   a   sweep   auger,   wnir. h  wilL 
discharge   the   grain   into   a   conveyor   to   f"ed   an   elevator. 

I The   valve   at    the   head   of   this   elevator  will   be   so 
arranged   as   to   allow   the   grain   to   feed    the   barley   dresser 
and   a   second    automatic   batch  weigher,   which   shall   be 

I fitted   with   a   counting   device   capable   of    isolating   the 
feed   conveyor s   and   elevators   after   the   passage   of   a   pre- 
determined   weight   of  material,    thereby  permitting   the 
I feed   system    to   the   dresser   to   be   evacuated.      Provision 
should   be   made   to   pass   grain   from   t lie   d res-er   by  way   of 
conveyors   and   elevators   to   the   steeping   vessel, 

d) Conveyors        All    conveyors   shall   be   of   the   chain   and 
flight   type,    totally   enclosed   in   mild   steel   casings 
and   each   should   be   fitted   with   suitable   motor,   drive 

(and   guard.      They   should   be   self-cleaning   and   designed 
so   that   small   pockets   of  grain   cannot   accumulate, 
e) Elevators        All   elevators   shall   be   of   the   belt   and 
bucket   type,    totally   enclosed   in  mild   steel   casings. 
They   should   be   self-cleaning   and   be   designed   to   prevent 
small   pockets   of  grain   accumulating. 

I A   slipping  cut   out   device   should   be   fitted   to   all   lower 
pulleys.      This   device   should   sound   an   alarm   if   an 
elevator   fails   and   automatically   switch  off   all   conveyors 

| feeding   it. 

f) Outlet   and   Inlet   Slides        The   tender   should   allow   for 
hand   operated   inlet   bin   and   conveyor   slides   and   change- 

f over  valves, 
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*) Pre-Cleaning and Grading Equipment   Machinery should 
be provided capable of removing stones, string, sacking, 
iron, dirt, sand etc, and produce a 'pre-cleaned» sample 
at a rate to match the capacity of the intake conveying 
equipment. 

This machine should also be capable of dressing and 
grading, when it should have the facility to produce 
controlled proportions of headcorn over either a 2.3 or 
2.8mm screen, which when tested should be in the region 
of 88 to 92 per cent with a maximum of 0.5 per cent of 
headcorn tluough a 2,2mm screen.  It should have the 
facility to dress malt, 

A suitable cyclone must be included with this equipment, 
which should operate at a capacity of 5O-6O ton/hour when 
seating us   a pie-cleaner and at a capacity of 2 5-.-'50 ton/ 
hour when acting as a barley grader/dresser or malt 
dresser.  Conveying equipment must accordingly be designed 
to operate at the higher capacity and be provided with 
suitable restricting devices at the relèvent inlets for 
use at the lower capacity, 

h) Drying;   The raw barley will be dried on the germina- 
tion/kilning boxes at a temperature not exceeding k$0C 
and at a maximum depth of 1.5m until its 
has been lowered to 11-12 per cent. 

moisture content 

i) Storage   Provision should be made for the storage 
of 2,500 tons of kilned dried barley (l.WVton) in 
mild steel circular bins, complete with roof, external 
ladder with safety hoops, roof ladder with handrail and 
manhole accès? door, internal sweep auger for discharge, 
aeration ducts, suitable aeration equipment for grain 
at a moisture content of 12 per cent, temperature indi- 
cation for each 3m of depth and level indicators to 
show the 'full' and 'empty' state of the bins. 

3.23.¿I Malting Section 

a) General   It may be assumed that i) the plant will be 
used for 3OO days per year for malting and that the 
remainder of the year will be used for barley drying 
and maintenance, ii) clean barley will be supplied for 
malting at 12 per cent moisture, iii) steeping will 
occupy 2 days, germination 5 days and kilning I day, 
iv)    the grain will be sprinkled during germination, 
and v) the malting loss will be between 6 and 8 per cent 
on dry matter. 

b) Water Storage Vessel   One mild steel water storage 
vessel should be provided having a capacity of ¿fOOnP 
complete with overflow device and low level alarm 
temperature indication and control, manhole in top 
cover and access ladder inside. 
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I c)   Steeping  Vessel      One   circular  mild   steel   vessel   with 

conical   hoppered   bottom  with   a   capacity   for   25   tons   of 
Í barley,   braced   and   stiffened   as   necessary,    should   be 

provided.      This   vessel    is   to   be   complete   with   weir   gate, 
malting  gate   and   steep   valve   and   equipped   with   a   suitable 
fan   to   suck   air   through   the   grain   at   t he   rate   oi    '35m3/tnin 
and   a   steep   aeration   blower     to   deliver    11 in-'   mm,    at 
0.7   kg/cm-    through   three   banks   of   externally   connected 
0.6mm   nozzles   arranged   around   the   hoppered   bottom   of   the 
tank   at   0,75m   intervals   from   the   base,    the   horizontal 
separation   of   such   nozzles    to   be   approximately   0„75mJ 
A   distant    reading   thermometer   should   be   provided    to 
indicate   the    temperature   in    the   centre   of   the   steep 
vessel   at    about   half    the   grain   depth. I 
^)   Germ ina tlon/K i innig   Boxe s     Two   boxes,    each   suitable 

I for   both   germination   arid   kilning   and   having   a   capacity 
of   25   tons   of   original    barley   should   be   provided.      Each 
box   is   to   be   complete   with. 

I i)   galvanised   slotted   (2mm)   floor   sections      each   1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

s 
to be conveniently sized to allow their removal 
for' access to permit maintenance and cleaning in 
the lower air chamber, 

i±) an underbed supporting steelwork frame, 

iii) turner/stripper rails along the length of each 
box in rust resistant steel complete with fixing 
bracke t s. 

iv) one turner/stripper machine for use in either 
box o  This machine to be of the vertical helix 
type and to be capable of levelling the grain, 
after discharge from the steeps» by a single 
traverse of the box.   It should also be litted 
with a raisable plate operated either electrically 
or hydrauli cally on one face of the turner to 
allow it to be used as a grain stripper. 

v) removable end panel to facilitate the removal 
of malt into a discharge conveyor and movement 
of the turner/stripper machine from one box to 
the other . 

I e) Air-conditloning  Each box to be equipped with one 
air-handling unit, fitted with a centrifugal fan capable 

(of driving air through the grain at the rate of .llm-Vmin 
per ton against 11„5cm water gauge.  Spray equipment 13 
to be provided to facilitate raising the humidity of 
ambient air to 98 per cent humidity on one passage 

J through the unit.  Further, spray water is to be cooled 
? as necessary to permit adjustment of the air-temperature 

to 15 C,  It may be assumed that the maximum and minimum 
* air temperatures are 28 C and 8 C respectively and the 
1 maximum and minimum relative humidities are 95 and 60 per 

cent respectively. 30$ recirculation of air should le allowed 
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for and temperature recording chart» should b© provided 
to indicate the air-temperature entering and leaving the 
grain.  A wet bulb thermometer will also be required in 
the 'air-on' ducting. 

f) Kilning   Each box to be equipped with a second fan, 
which it may be assumed will be required to work against 
approximately 32cm. watergauge, aite] direct oil fired 
burner, using 35 second (Redwood No.l at 3*°C ) sulphur- 
free oil.  This equipment should be capable of  reducing 
the moisture content of green malt from 30 to 3  per 
cent in 22 hours, assuming that the 'on' air temperature 

I may not exceed 30 C   until the grain moisture has fallen 
to below 10 per cent and the curing temperature must not 
exceed HO C.  Provision must be made to record 'on' and 
•off air temperatures. 

I 
I 

S' Grain Fiow   Provision will be made to move barley 
from store through the barley dresser and second automatic 
batch weigher to the steep vessel, from which it will pass 
by way of a suitably arranged conveyor system to either 
box and be distributed evenly along the Length ot each box. 

I At the completion of kilning, provision will be made to 
return the processed grain back to stori' \11 a magnetic 
device, the dressing equipment and second automatic batch 

I weigher.  Prom store the grain will be again passed through 
the dresser and weigher to a sacking off station at ground 
level. 

I 
I 
I 

3.23.5 Electrical   It will be necessary to supply single 
line diagrams, power and eartliing layouts and cable 
schedules. 

It may be assumed for the purposes oí this tender that 
a high voltage supply exists at the battery limits. 

All electrical equipment to be of the damp protected 
type except in hazardous or dusty areas where it should 
be flameproofed, 

3.23.6 Instrumentation   The degree of instrumentatron 
is to be such as to provide ease of plant control without 
the plant being fully automatic.  Generally instruments 
should be locally mounted or grouped on locally sited 
boards. 

3.23.7 Procurement   Production of mechanical data sheets 
and requisitions for the items of plant and mechanical 
equipment covered by the flow diagrams. 
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3*3 Schematic   Design of  plant 

Plow   diagrams   and   a    layout   of   the   proposed   plant   are   shown 

in   Figures    1    and    •   respectively.      A   simple   isometric   drawing  of 

the   installatici,    ,s   shown    in   figure   '}.      The   system   comprises 

first   .-,   barley    intake   hopp.-r    in   whirl,    it    is   envisaged    th.-.t   raw 

grain   will    be    tipped   by    hand    fron,   sacks    brought    to    the   in;, 1 tings 

by   lorry.      Tins   gran,   Wlil   ,M.   CiirritM,   by   |nt>.,Mg   of.    (   notJ/()lltal 

conveyor   and   elevator   to   an   automatic   batch   weigher,    t , oi.i   which 

it   will    be   discharged    ¡„to   combined   pre-c1eaning,   dressing 

equipment    followed   by   a    second   automatic    hatch   weigher,    thence 

to   be   moved   erthe,     to   the   germinati on   ki1ning   boxes    (o,     imme- 

diate   drying,    „,,     ,f   these   boxes   are   airea,ly   omipinl    in   drying, 

direct    to   sta   age    (see    (low    route    I,    fig,,,-,.    |).      <;,,,,„    t ,tk ing 

the   latter   route   will   be   subsequently   conveyed    to   the   «living 

section,    via    the   pre-cleaner   dresser   and    second   automati,    hatch 

weigher,    as   soon   as    this   becomes    tree   (see    fio*   route    -,    figure 

1).       Dried    barley   will    be    transferred    to    s toi „ge   \i.,    (um,7ot? 

Situated   under    the   .hying   boxes    to   the   storage   bins    („».,.    t low 

route   '),    ligure    |).      Not,.   tJla,    t ,u.   con,,,ilK.t,   p, ,.-c I eanei    dieSStir 

has   been   arranged    in   such   a   position   that    it   may   be   used   whenever 

the   grain    is   moved,    facilitating   the   extraction   ot    dust,    the 

elimination   of   winch   from   the   system   is   essential    ,„    the    interests 

Of  health   and,    in   particular   because   the   accumulation   of    du*t 

consti tutes   a   dangerous    | rre   hazard. 

For  malting   the   barley   is   moved   from   storage,   iollowing 

route   k   of   Figure    1    to   the   steep   vessel   and   to   either   ol    the 

germination   kilning   boxes.      Kiln-dried   malt   from   these   boxes 

is   taken   via   route    ,   to   storage   and   from   storage   to   the   dispatch 

area   by   way   of    route   (>. 

3***   Laboratory   Tests   and   Apparatus 

Laboratory   tests   essential   to  efficiency  and  quality  control 

have   been   briefly   referred   to   in   previous   sections.      Full   detail. 

of  these   tests   are  described   in   the  following  sections. 
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3.^1  Testa   on  Barley  -  Physical   Teats 

3.^1.1   Sampling       On   receipt   of  a  sample   for   analysis 
in   the   laboratory  it   should   be   allowed   to   reach  room 
temperature   before   opening   the   container,       Samples   for 
analysis   should   always   be    re-run   through   a    sample 
divider. 

3   ^1   2    Thousand -corn   Weight        Duplicate   samples   should 
be   taken   by   a   sample   divider,    and   quantities   of   at 
least   'tOg   should   be   taken.       It   is   strictly   stipulated 
that    the   whole   sample   must   be   weighed   first   and   counted 
afterwards.       The   counting   can   then  be   by   any   convenient 
method,    e . ¿ j .    by   hand   using   a   hand   counter,    or   by 
Kicke l.hayn   300   corn   counter   with  hand   counting   of   the 
residue.       Half   corns   and    foreign  matter   are   removed   and 
the   weight    subtracted   before   calculating   the    thousand 
c o rn  w e i g h t.    to   on e   d e c i ni ; \ 1   p lace. 

13-^1   3   Assortment   (sieving   test)       A   special    shaking 
apparatus    is   used.      This    consists  of   three   sieves   spaced 
12-25mm   above   one   another   with   a   cover   and   receiver,    the 
total   height   being   S-iOcu;.       The   dimensions   of   the   sieves 
are   Vjcin    long   and    L5cm   broad.      The   sieves   are   made   of 
hardened   brass    1 .3 -   O.lmiri    thick  with   slots   milled   to   a 
width   tolerance   of  -0.03mm.      The   slots   are    25min   long   on 

I top   and   22mm    Long  underneath.      The  width   of   the   slots 
is   for   Sieve    T   2.8mm,    Sieve   II   2.5mm   and    Sieve    III   2.2mm, 
The   number   of   slots   is    for   Sieve   T   2SX13,    r0r   Sieve   II 

130x13,    and   for   Sieve   III    32x13.      The   unslotted   edges   of 
the   sieves   are   'i-oinm   wide.       The   speed   of   shaking   is 
3OO-32O   revolutions   per   minute,    arranged    to   give   to   and 

I fro   motions   of   18-22mm.       The   sieve   surfaces   must   be 
exactly   liori/ontid   in   both   directions   and    the   width  of 
the   slits   must   be   checked    frequently. 

100   grams   of   barley,    taken   by   sample   divider,    are  weighed 
and   put   on   the   top   sieve    and   the   apparatus    set   in motion 
for   exactly   five   minutes.       Foreign mat ter ,    including   all 

I grains   not   barley,   and   half-corns   should   be   picked   out, 
weighed   and    the   result   stated   as   a   part   of   the   reject 
fraction The   weights   of   each   fraction   are   then  measured 
and   reported   as   percentages   of   the   total   weight    to   the 
nearest   whole   number. 

3-^1   ^   Broken   Corns     Not   less   than  30g   (¿0,lg)   of barley 
are   spread   out   on  a   clean   flat   surface.      All   broken 
pieces   of   grain   are   removed   and   weighed.to   O.Olg,     Broken 
corns   are   reported   as   a   percentage of   the   whole   sample 
to   one   decimal   place» 

3.^1   3   Foreign  Material Not   less   than   30g   (to.lg)   of 
barley   are   spread   out   on   a   clean  flat   surface.      All 
foreign  matter   (non-barley   particles)   is   removed   and 
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I and weighed to the nearest O.Olg,  The percentage of 

Such foreign material in the sample is calculated to 
one decimal place. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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3«^1»6 S teeliness   100 corns are cut transversely in 
a farinatoi and the cut surfaces are classified as 
mealy, hair-steely or steely.  The percentage of corns 
in each class is calculated to the nearest whole number. 

Tests on Parley - Germination Tests 

3.41,7 G e r'iu i j i a ti v e C apa c i t y 

3«^1.7A   Hydrogen feroxidc   process 

(i)   Reagent    0 . 73'>   H.,0,, 

A fresh solution is prepared each time by diluting 
5ml of 30°o 112 (.);_> to 'J 00ml with tap water.  The strength 
of the concentrated peroxide must be checked and it must 
be stored in a refrigerator. 

(ii) Method 

Two lots of 500 corns are taken by means of a sample 
divider.  Each Jot of 300 corns is steeped for 2 days 
in 200ml of 0.73^ hydrogen peroxide.  After this the 
steeping liquor is poured off through a strainer, and 
an addition of 200ml of fresh 0. 7 5cvj hydrogen peroxide ' 
is made.  The steeping in this solution it- continued for 
two days.  Then the corns are strained off, and those 
which have not germinated are counted.  The total steeping 
time is four days and the temperature of t lie solution is 
18-21°C. 

If more than 9 3 per cent of the corns have germinated 
the percentage is calculated and reported. 

If less than 93 per cent of the corns have germinated 
or for greater accuracy, the remaining ungerminated corns 
are peeled and incubated for 1 day longer. 

The technique of peeling i ¡3 as follows:  A stout, 
spear-pointed dissecting needle is inserted in the grain 
at the side of the germ and swept out and round to allow 
a piece of husk over the germ to be peeled back and off. 
This exposes the germ which is still covered with a fine 
brownish skin.  By rubbing with the finger this skin 
can be removed to expose the pure white germ itself, 
it is essential that this exposure should be made.  The 
peeled grains are incubated for one day on moist sand 
or filter paper» 

The germinative capacity is then recorded as the sum 
of the percentage of the grains which have germinated in 
the hydrogen peroxide and peeling tests: 

Germinative capacity = ^ r~ 
n °p 

where: n=number of corns which have not germinated. 
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I Comparison of Results 

When comparing different results it must be remembered 
I that the laws of chance govern the result, so that (for 

the 1000 corns taken) the following table of allowable 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

I 

I 

tolerances   must   be  used: 

Mean  values Allowable    tolerance   between   the   results 
of  germination     from   two   different   laboratories   (or   two 
(per   cent) sub-samples) (per   cent) 

97-100 2 
95-96 2.5 
90-9^ 3 

If greater  precision  is   needed,   a   larger  number  of 
grains   is   taken.     For  5OOO   grains   the   tolerances   are: 

97-100 1 
95-96 1 
90-9^ 1.5 

3.^1.7B  Rapid   Process   (staining method) 

i)   Reagents-   A   0.3$  solution   of  2-(p-iodophenyl)-3- 
(p-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl    tetrazolium   chloride.      The 
solution   must   not   be   heated   and   must   be   kept   away   from 
light. 

ii)   Method-   Cut   a   convenient   number   of   grains    (preferably 
I selected   by   sample   divider)    in  half   longitudinally,   using 

a  machine   which   accurately   bisects   the   grains   longitudinally, 
Transfer   one   set   of  half   grains   to   a   test    tube,   cover 

Iwith   a   solution   of   the    tetrazolium   compound,    and   remove    ' 
the   air   by   evacuating   the    tube   for   '}-k   minutes   with   an 
electrically      driven   pump,   while   tapping.      Readmit   air 
to   force   the    solution   into    the   grains. 

I With   the    triphenyl   tetrazolium   hali.de   solution  maintain 
the   test   tubes   at   '40   C   for   half   an  hour   in   a   water   bath. 

I After   staining,    remove   a    thin   slice   of   dead   tissue   from 
the   exposed    surface   by   a    sharp   razor. 

After   either   treatment   spread   the   grains   on  moist   filter 
paper   for   classification. 

Reporting   Results-   Since   damaged   corns   are   incompletely 
stained,    care   must   be   taken   in   interpreting   the   results. 

(Usually   the   root    is   the    first   to   die,    and   corns   with 
unstained   roots   will   still   germinate   and   modify   satis- 
factorily.       This   will   happen   even   if   the   damage   extends 
a   little   way   up   the   hypocotyl   towards   the   shoot,   but   if 
the   damage   extends   still   further   -   say  more   than   half 
the   germ   -   it   must   be   classed   as   dead.      When  more   than 
half  of   the   germ   (but   not    the  whole)   is   stained,    it 
should   be   classed     as   damaged.      Pre-germination when 
recognized,    should   be   reported   separately.      The   stained 
germs   are   classified   into: 

a)   Those   completely coloured,   i.e.   healthy  living  germs. 
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I b)  Those   which,   although  damaged,   are   sufficiently 

intact   to   germinate   satisfactorily on malting. 
I Usually   this   means   that,    as   a   minimum,    the   shoot   and 

scutellum   together with   a   little   of   the   tissues   between 
the   shoot   and   the   root   are   stained. 

Ic)   Unstained   germs   or   those   less   stained    than   the 
minimum   given   under  b) 

If  x   is   the   percentage   of   healthy  germs   under   a)   above 
I and   y   is   the   percentage   of   damaged   germs   under   b)   the 

result   is   reported   as   "germinative   capacity  x   +  v#, 
including   y%   damaged". 

IThis  method   may   possibly  not   indicate   the   full   extent 
of heat   damage. • 

A  suitable   commercial   apparatus   allowing   this   test   to 
I be   completed   in   3  minutes   is   known  as   a   Vitaacope. 

I ht1!8   Germinative  Energy   (4mT    t»«t\      Place   two   black 
I (Whatman   No.29)   filter  papers   in   the   bottom   of   a   10cm 

I 
I 
I 

Petri   dish;    add   accurately   Wl   of  distilled   water   to 
wet   the   papers   evenly.      .-elect    100-corns   using   a   sample 
divider   and   place   them   in   the   petri      disti   SO    that   each 
makes   good   contact  with   the papers.      Cover   the   dish  with 
its   lid;    place   in   a   dark   cabinet   controller}   at    lS-->i°c 
Examine   dishes   after   2h ,   k*      and   72   hours,    removing       " 
chitted   corns    (those  whica   show   signs   of   growth)   011 
each  occasion.      After   72   hours   count   the   corns   which 
have   not   chitted.      Report   percentage growing   corns 
to   the   nearest   whole  number    taking   the   average   ^alue 
from   three   separate   determinations. 

I 3.41.9  Water-sensitivity   (8ml-test)     Proceed   as 
described   until   the   ¿imi-test   but  use   8   as   opposed   to 
4ml   of water. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
| ~    " "Too 

where: M=Moisture content of moist barley; 
W1=Percentage of moisture lost by pre-drying- 

J       - W2=Percentage of moisture found in pre-dried sample. 
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Tests   on   Barley   -   Chemical   Test 

3.^1.10   Moisture 

3,ZU,10A   Normal   Process        A   sample   of  about   20g   for   both 
moisture   and   nitrogen   content   determination   is   taken 
by  sample   divider,      When  over   17   per  cent   moisture   content 
is   found,    the   grinding   and   analysis   are   repeated   after 
pre-drymg   the  whole   grain   at   a   temperature   below   50°C. 

When  pre-drymg   is   used   then   the   moisture   content   of   the 
gram   should   be   calculated   as   follows: 

M=W1+W?-V^2 

I 



I 
I i)  Mill   Recommended 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

The  EBC   mill with   the   sieve  having  circular  holes  of 
lmm   in   diameter   is   considered   preferable. 

ii)   Oven 

I The   following   general   recommendations   are   made: 
a)   The   oven   should    if   possible   not   be   placed   in   a   room 
where   the   humidity   of   the   air   is   increased   by   evaporation 
of  water, 

Ib)   Metal   weighing   dishes   are   used.      They   should    be   flat, 
about   5cm   across   and   not   more   than   2cm   in   depth   and 
provided   with   lids. 
c)   About   5g   of   ground   bar-ley   is   placed   in   a   dish,    imme- 
diately   covered,    and   weighed   as    quickly   as    possible, 
preferably  on   an   air-damped   balance. 

Id)   The   drying   temperature   is   105-107°C   and    the   time   in 
the   oven   is   3   hours. 
e)   An   oven   is   not    to   be   regarded   as   satisfactory   unless 
|5g   of   pure   copper   sulphate   (CuSO'i . 5II0O ) ,   passing   a   16 

mesh   (lmm   holes)    sieve,    loses   at    least   21   per   cent   and 
preferably  25   per   cent   of   its  weight   in   30   minutes   time 
from    the   moment   of   placing   the   dish   in   the   preheated 
oven. I 
Electrically  heated   air   ovens  with   an   even   distribution 

I of   the   heating   elements   are   recommended.      Tt   is   desirable 
that   the   shelves   should   be   3-5mm    thick   metal   plates 
pierced   with  holes   and   with   a   flat   surface   to   conduci 
heat   to   the   tins. 

I After   drying,   each   tin   is   immediately   covered   by   it^   lid, 
immediately  placed    in   a   dessicator   and   allowed    ro   tool 

Ifor   at   least   20   minutes.      Silica   gel   with   indicator   is 
recommended   as   the   dessicant.      The    tins   are    then   weighed. 
The   percentage   loss   of  weight    is   calculated   and   reported 
as   moisture   to   one   decimal   place. 

I 
I 3.^+l.lOD Rapid Process   For speed, when a large number 

of samples have to be dealt with, for example, at harvest 
(time, the moisture content of grain delivered to the 

tnaltings may be approximately determined on the whole 
or ground corns by means of an apparatus which measures 
the dielectric constant of the sample. 

3.^1.11 Total Nitrogen (Protein) 

3.41.11A Kjeldahl Process 

i) Apparatus 

Kjeldahl digestion rack, heated by gas or electricity, 
with arrangement for trapping sulphuric acid fumes, or 
venting   them. 
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I Kjeldahl   distillation   apparatus   with   lagged   Rhodin 

cylindrical   type   spray   traps,   having   internal   tubes 
I top   and   bottom,    joined   to   a   simple   tube-type   condenser 

of  block   tin   or   boros 11icate   glass,   with   the   upper 
curved   end    sloping   downwards   to   the   spray   trap. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Kjeldahl    flasks,    5OO   or   800ml    size. 
Co f i'ee   111 i 1 1 

ii)    Reagent s 

Sulphuric    acid   -   <)X$lf    nitrogen   free 
Sodium   hydroxide   solution   -   kOc,ö w/v  boiled   to   remove 
ammonia,    and   cooled. 

(Catalyst   in ixture   -   as   powder   (potassium   sulphate 
Analytical   tirade,   CuS 0»t . ~>H-,0   Analytical   Grade,    and 
selenium    in    the   proportions   100:6:1). 

I Boric   ai.id    solution   -   :i'', w/v   in   water. 
Standard    0.1--N    hydrochloric   or   sulphuric   acid. 
Screened   hromo-i rr so 1    gre<>n    indicator   -   0. l'>   bromo- 
cresol    gì «'ii    in   '>->"„   celiano I    and   0. \'\,  methyl    red    in 
195%   ethanol    in    the   proportions   .10:'».       The" indicator   is 
pink   in   acid   solution,    grey   at   the   end   point   and   blue 
in   a 1ka1 i no   soluti on. 
Pure   acetani lide   -   previously  dried   in   a   vacuum   pistol 
at   80°C. 
Pure   sucrose, 

iii)   Method 

Finely   grind   a   sample   of   about   20g   of   barley   for   the 
determination   of  moisture   and   nitrogen   content.      Transfer 

I the   sample   as   soon   as   possible   to   a   stoppered   bottle   and 
then   mix      by   stirring   with   a   long   spatula   so   as   to    ensure 
even   distribution   of   husk,    flour   and   grits. 

I For   the   nitrogen   determination,   weigh   duplicate   samples 
• of   about    l.")g   accurately   and    transfer   carefully    to 

completely   dry   kjeldahl    flasks.      Add   approximately    JOg 
of   powdered   catalyst    mixture    to   each   and    intimately   mix 
with    the   ground   barley   before   adding   I'Oinl   0f   concentrated 
sulphuric    acid,    shaking   and   digesting   by   gentle   heat. 
After   the   digest   lias    lost    its   brown   colour,   heat    the 
flask   strongly   l'or   l'O-^O  minute*.       It   is   most    important 
that   direct   heat   does   not   reach   the   flask   above   the 
1eve1   of   the    li qu i d. 

Allow   the   digest    to   cool   and   dilute   carefully  with   250ml 
of  distilled   water.      Run   approximately   70ml   of   sodium 
hydroxide   solution   (40?ó)   underneath,    this   quantity   being 
sufficient    to   provide   an   excess   over   the   amount   of   acid 
left.      To   prevent    bumping,    add   small   pieces   of   zinc   or 
coarse   carborundum   particles.      After   connecting   the 
flask   to   the   distillation   apparatus   mix   the   sodium 
hydroxide   in   and   distil   the   ammonia   into   an   excess   of 
2$ boric   acid   solution   (about   25ml)   containing   0.5ml   of 
screened   indicator. 
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When the volume distilled has reached about 180ml 
titrate the ammonia with standard acid. 

Calculation - Report the nitrogen percentage on dry- 
matter = 

x x 14 
IW   x   D.M 

where:   X  =  ml   of   O.l-N   acid   required   to   neutralise 
the   ammonia   after   subtracting   the   blank, 

W  =  weight   of   sample   in   g. 
D,M   -   dry  matter   percentage   of   sample. 

Blank   and   Check   -   Blank   estimations   on   the reagents 
i must   be  made   and,    as   a   check,    the   nitrogen content 
1 of  pure   dry   acetanilide   must   be   determined by   the 

follow ! n.g  me t hod : 

I Weigh      into    two   Kjeldahl   flasks,   A   and   B   O,200g   and 
0,020g   respectively   of   acetanilide   and    lg   of   pure 

I sucrose.      Digest    the   contents   of   each   flask   und   distil 
into   boric   acid   as   described   above.      From   each   resu't. 
(corrected   by   the   usual   blanks)   calculate    the   nitrogen 
percentage.       The    result,    as   a   percentage   of    K), 36, 
gives   the   percentage   recovery   of  nitrogen   and    should 
be   around   99,3   lor    flask   A   and   at    least    <>M    f0 r   flask   Bt 

These   conditions   also    test   the   accuracy   of   bo t h   tin- 
standard   arid   and    the   standard   alkali, 

Results   -   Results   are   to   be   given   as   percentage 
nitrogen   in    the   dry   sample   to   two   places   of   decimals. 
The   precision   of   the   method   is   about   ¿0.07$. 

To   express   the   result    as   protein   multiply   the   nitrogen 
figure   by   6,2"). 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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3 *^1.11B Colorimetrie Process 

i) Apparatus  Commercial nitrogen analyser employing 
the dye orange G , 
ii)   Method  A sample of finely ground barley (2g) is 
briefly digested with a solution of orange G.  The 
resulting mixture is filtered and the protein content 
of the sample obtained from a knowledge of its moisture 
content and the absorption characteristics of the 
filtra te, 

3.^2 Tests on Green Malt 

3.^2.1 Moisture 

i) Apparatus 

Coffee grinder 
Interval timer   Reading up to 30 minutes and graduated 
in 0,2 seconds 
Infra-red balance 
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I 
I ii) Method 

Set the rider on the infra-red balance arm to zero 
I position.  Thoroughly mix the sample by inverting 

a number of times.  Place the ur.ground grains on the 
aluminium weighing pan to bring the needle to zero 
and set the lamp to the 1 .'. " mark.  Switch on the lamp 
and set the timer to £ hour.  The needle must be 
maintained at the; zero position by moving the rider 
(along the beam, so as to avoid charring of the roots 

and endosperm. At the end of the set time, take the 
first moisture reading.  Sviteli the lamp off an.J 

I 

I 
I 

move it to it.- highest position above the pan, transfer 
the grains quickly to the coffee mill.  Grind for about 
five seconds, then immediately transfer to a cold 

I aluin im,,,», p;m.  Set the rider to the ;,()'-/, moisture mark 
and bring the needle to the zero position with the 
ground sample, i.e. lg ground sample.  lie-set the lamp 
to the 1 2 " mark, switch on and set the tinier to h   hour. 

I Again the needle must be maintained at the zero mark by 
moving the i icier along one positron.  At the end of 
f hour, take the second moisture reading. 

Calcula t ion 
Let the irrst "moisture reading" be A 
Let the second "moisture reading" be B 

For the first moisture determination 2g are taken and 
for the second, lg of the same sample, partially dried 
and ground. 

I Then °¡o  mo isture = (A + 2B - 2ABs 
100' "* 1*3 

\ 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

3.^2.2 Extract   500g green malt is kilned by the same 
method used to dry the bulk commercial sample, though 
using the micro malting kiln (see section 3.kk). 
The resultant dried material is screened and analysed 
for extract as described in section 3.43.?), 
(A moisture determination of the sample will of course 
also be required), 

3.4-3 Test on Malt - Physical Tests 

3-^3.1 Thousand-corn Weight   Carry out as for barley, 
see section 3.4-1,2 

3.43.2 Assortment (sieving test)  Carry out as for 
barley, see section 3.4l.3. 

3.43.3 Steeliness   Carry out as for barley, see 
section 3.41.6. 

3.43.4 Mould   Report the presence or absence of mould 
by visual inspection, indicating none, trace etc. 
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Teat on Malt - Chemical Tests 

3.^3.5 Moisture   Carry out as for barley, see section 
3. ¿41. 10- The necessary grist may be obtained from the 
finely ground material used in the estimation of 
extract (see section 3,-43,7) 

3'¿43. 6 Total Protein   Determine total protein as for 
barley, see section 3.'41.IIA .The necessary grist may be 
obtained from the finely ground material used in the 
estimation of extract (see section 3.43.7) 

3.¿43.7 Extract 

i ) Appara tus 

Mill  The standard Casella mill as recommended by the 
European Brewery Convention.  This is provided with 
both line and coarse sieves. 

Mash Bath   Mashing must be carried out in beakers 
immersed in a water-bath and eacii beaker must be 
provided with a mechanically-driven stirrer.  The 
stirrers must all turn at the same speed as one another 
and this speed must lie between 80 and 100 revolutions 
per minute, 

The water in the mash bath must reach a level above 
that of the mash in the beakers and must be stirred 
to ensure uniformity of temperature. 

The Mashing Process 

Coarse Grind - Duplicate quantities of 51g of malt are 
weighed oui and ground in   the EBC mill using the coarse 
sieve   A preliminary portion of malt is ground in the 
mill while tapping on the lower funnel by means of a 
leather hammer.  Til Í s malt is discarded, and. witho.it 
opening or brushing out the mill, the weighed ['ort i on 
is ground while tapping the lower funnel with the leather 
hammer'.  Subsequent malts are ground in the same way 
and without opening the mill.  At the end of the series 
the mill is opened, brushed out and the brushings 
discarded,  Each grist is well mixed with a spoon and 
immediately brought to a weight of 50.0g.  The mashing 
process is carried out as for the line grind. 

Fine Grind - Duplicate quantities of approximately 55g 
of malt are taken (58g quantities if total nitrogen is 
to be determined), ground in the EBC mill using the 
fine sieve and following the method given for the 
coarse grind.   Transfer the ground malt into a mash 
beaker, where the grist is well mixed with a spoon. 
Portions for moisture (and for nitrogen) estimation 
are taken and then 50.Og portions for the extract are 
weighed in the beakers on an accurate balance and with 
tested weights. 
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I 200ml   of   distilled   water   at   45-46°C   are   stirred   into 

each  beaker  with   a   glass   rod   or with   the   metal   stirrer 
ISO   as   to   avoid   clumping.       (The   rod   must   afterwards   be 

rinsed   clean  with   a   small   quantity   of   distilled   water). 

The   beaker   is   immediately   placed   in   the   mash   bath, 
which   must   already   be    at   a    temperature   of   Uj0C,    and   the 
stirrers   set    in   motion.      The   temperature   of   'fl   C    in   the 
mash   is   maintained    for   exactly    50   minutes.      Then    the 

I temperature   of    the   mash   is   raised   1°C    a   minute   for   25 
minutes.      At   this    time    (when   the   temperature   is   70°c) 
a   further   1OOml   of   water   at   70°C   is   added.       From    this 
point    the   sac c lia r i f i e a ti on   rate   is   measured.      This 
temperature    is   maintained   for   one   hour   and    then    the 
mashes   are   cooled    to   room   temperature    in   10-1")   minutes. 
The   stirrers   are   washed   off,    the   outsides   of   the   beakers 

I dried   and    the   contents   made   to   a   weight    of   't'O.Og. 

The   contents   of   the   beaker   are   thoroughly   stirred   with 
I a   glass   rod   and   Immediately   and   completely   emptied   onto 

a filter. This is a ;j()-'j2cin diameter- fluted filter of 
one of the following makes (or papers from other firms 
guaranteed   as   equivalent): 

I SchLeicher   and   Schllll No . 597| 
Macherey,   Nagel   A   Co No.6l4| 
Munktel! No.9100 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The   filter   paper   must   not   project   over   the   edge   of   the 
funnel.      The   first   100ml   of   the   filtrate   is   returned 
to   the   funnel.      Filtration   is   discontinued   when   the 
filter   cake   appears   dry,    or,   with   slow   fi 1trations, 
after   two   hours.      Immediately  before    filling   the 
pycnometer   (see   below)    the   contents   of   the   filtrate 
jar   arti   we 1 1   in i xed . 

Determination   of    the   Specific   Gravity   of   the   Wort 

Precisely   made   pycnometers   of   the   Reischauer   type   are 
used   for-   the   measurement   of   the   wort   specific   gravity. 
They   are   graduated,    by   a   mark   on   the   neck,    to   contain 
50.000g   of   pure   water   at   20.0°C   and   should   have   the 
following   dimensions: 

Contents about   50ml 
Total   height l40-l60mm 
Length  of  neck 65-85mm 
Internal   diameter of neck     2.5-4.Omm 
Distance from the cali- 
bration mark to the top 
lip 25-35mm 

The   specific   gravity   is   determined   at   20,0°C. 
The   pycnometer,   which  must   be   thoroughly  cleaned,   is 
washed   out   with   two   lots   of  about   10ml   of wort 
(filtrate). 
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The   pycnometer   is   then   filled  with wort   and   placed   in a I ine   pycnometer   is   then   tilled  with wort   and   placed   in   ; 
constant   temperature   bath   at   20°C   (¿0.05°)   and   allowed 
to   stand   for   half  an   hour,   with   the   water   above   the 

I level   of   the   calibration   mark   on   the   pycnometer. 

After   25   minutes,    the   wort   is   removed   to    the   mark,    and, 
after   a   further   5   minutes    is   adjusted   exactly   to   the   mark. 

(After   drying   the   outside   of   the   pycnometer,    it   is   allowed 
to   stand   for   about   5   minutes   and   then   weighed   to   0.0002g. 

_ Calculation   of  Extract    from   the   Specific   Gravity 

1 The   extract   content   of   the   wort   is   found    from   the   specific 
gravity  with   the   help   of   the   official    sugar   table   (Plato 

(table)   for   20°C,    as   given   in   the   Table   of   F.   Goldiner   and 
H.   Klemann    (19315    institut   fur  Garungsgewerbe,    Berlin   N   65, 
Seestra sse   13). 

The   specific   gravity   is   calculated   to   five   places   of 
decimals   arid   is   not   corrected   to   the   in-vacuo   figure. 

If   the   duplicate   determinations   give   specific   gravities 
which   differ   by  more   than   two   units   in   the   fourth  decimal 
place   the   analysis   must   be   repeated. 

The   extract   content   of   malts   is   reported   to   one   place   of 
decimals.       It   is   calculated   as: 

-,   PJM+800),. ^ , 
Ì00-P    ' extract   on   sample) 

E  x   100    ,^ . 
and   as   joO-M    ' extract   on   a   drY basis) 

Where:   E   =   extract   "as   as", 
P   =   grams   extract    in   100g  of  wort    (Piato) 
M   =   the   moisture   content   of   the   malt   in  per   cent, 

Saccharification   Hate 

Ten  minutes   after   the   mash   has   reached   70°C   a   drop   is 
transferred    to   a   gypsum   plate   and   a   drop   of   iodine 
solution   (2.3g  of   iodine   plus   5g  of  potassium   iodide 
dissolved    in   a   litre   of   water)   is   added.      The   test   is 
repeated   at    five   minute   intervals   until   saccharification 
is   complete:    that   is,    a   clear  yellow   spot   is   obtained. 

The   result   is   reported   as    "under  10  minutes'",    "IO-I3 
minutes"   and   so   on. 

If   saccharification   is   not   complete   after   an  hour,   the 
saccharification   test   is   repeated   on   a   fresh  experiment 
in  which   the   temperature   is   taken   to   75°   instead   of   70°. 
This   test   cannot   be   used    for   the   extract   determination, 

The gypsum plates are made by thoroughly mixing 135g of 
plaster of Paris with 100ml of water and pouring into a 
suitable   flat  mould. 
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Odour  of Mash 

This   is  noted   during   the  mashing   process   as   "normal" 
when   it   corresponds   to   the   type   of   malt   analysed.      When 
the   normal   aromatic    smell   of   a   Munich  malt   is   absent, 
this   is   noted   as   "non-aromatic".      Foreign   odours   are 
noted, 

Speed   of   Filtration 

When   the   filtration   is   complete   within   an  hour,   it   is 
recorded   as   ••normal".      If   it   takes   longer,   it   is   recorded 
as   "slow".      No   other   expressions   should   be  used. 

The   saccharification   rate,   odour   of   mash,   speed   of 
filtration   and   clarity  of   the   wort   are   reported   only  on 
the   fine   grind   mash. 

I 3.^3.8   P_ü        The   yield   of   extract   is   influenced   by   the   pH 
of   the   mash,    consequently   the   pH   of   the   wort   is   measured 
by means   of   a   glass   electrode   pH  meter   to   0.1   pH  unit 

I intervaIs. 

3.^3.9  Colour 

I i)   Apparatus        Lovibond   Comparator   or   the  Heilige 
• Comparator with   five   EBC   colour   discs   each with  nine 

colour   glasses,   viz.    2-6,    4-8,    6-10,    10-18,    1<)~27   and 
Iwith   cells   of   40,    25,    15,    10,    5,    2|-   and   1mm   optical 

length.      The   Lovibond   discs   should   all   be   of   the   latest 
(yellow   spot)    issue. 

I The   colour  match   (yellowness)   of   the   glasses   is   with  pale 
worts   at.    the   lower   end   of   the   scale   but   the   glasses   are 

(redder   at   the   upper   end   of   the   scale   to   give   a   better 
match  with   dark   worts.      The   light   used   must   be   artificial 
light   of   Standard   B   (Commission    Internationale   de 
l'Eclairage)   at    an    intensity   of   90-110   Ft   Lamberts   (3^3- 

1377   cd/ni- )   and   employing   a   white   reflecting   surface   of 
more   than   93>   reflectivity).      The   lamps   must   not   be   used 
for   more   than   100   h. 

I Every  person   entrusted   with   the   measurement   of  wort 
• colour  must   be   known   to   be   free   from   colour  blindness. 

To   ensure   this   it    is   necessary   to   test   each  one   by  means 
I of   the   book  of   charts   by   Ishihara   (Tests   for   Colour 

Blindness   published   by H.K.   Lewis   and   Co.,   136   Gower 
Street,   London   W.C.I.) 

i i)   Method 

Standard malt mash worts - These must be protected from 
strong light during mashing and filtration and the colour 
must be measured as soon as possible.  The worts must be 
bright before measurement in the comparator with EBC discs 
Measure colours up to 10 (25~mm cell) in the 40-iiim cell, 
colours from 10 to 26 in a 25-mm cell and colours from 
26 to 65O in a suitable cell thickness to give a reading 
of between 20 and 26 units.  Calculate all results to 
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I that   for  a   lOfo wort   in  a   25mm   cell   and   report   to   two 

Significant   figures   or   to   the   nearest   0.5      for   colours 
below   10   .       Por   pale   limits   the   precision   is   about   -1    , 

I 

I 

3.43.IO    rotai    Soluble   Nitrogen    (Piotein) 

* )   Method Pipette   dupliiaie   portions   of   20ml    of   bright 
I wort   into    30O-111I    Kjeldahl    flasks,    add   a    few   drops   of 
• concentrated    sulphuric   acid    to   each,   and    evaporate    the 

liquid   nearly    to   dryness   on   a    sand    hath.       Cool,    add    the 
sulphuric   acid    and   lalalyst    and   carry   out    digestion 
and   distillât ion   as    toi     the    total    nitrogen   of   barley, 
using   an   exi ess   of   i'co   boric    acid    solution, 

I if)   Calculation This    is   best   explained    by   an    example, 
• Consider   a   malt   containing 

t'SO.'S'/u   of   extract   011   dry   matter 
l./O'.'ù   nitrogen   on   dry   matter 
H„4<S"o   extract     i 11    the    laboratory   wort 
71.''hug   oi    soluble   nitrogen   in    100ml    of   wort 

I therefore:    lOOg   of   wort   with   ^ , 'tH?o   Plato   contains   H.75g  of 
extract    m   lOOnil   of   wort    (from   the   Plato   Table). 

I Since   the   ina 1 t   gives   K0.8';"o   extract   on  dry-  matter   lOOg  of 
malt   cont a in: 

I 
I 

0.0714    X    WO.* M    r„n -     ,   , ., , '—v\     '     -   0£0)()   soluble   nitrogen   as   a   percentage 
on   dry   ma It. 

The   total    soluble   protein   of   the   malt   is   cai cu lateo 
by  multiplying   the    total    soluble   nitrogen   result   by   6.25« 

3.43.U   Ko 1bac h    Index The   Kolbach   index   is    the   Total 
Soluble.   Nitrogen   of   the   malt   expressed   as   a   percentage   of 
the   Total   Nitrogen. 

The   foregoing   uort   analyses   are   carried   out   only  on   the 
filtrate   obtained    from   the   fine   grind  mash. 

I 
I 
I 
• 3.43.12   Dias ta tic    Power 

I i)   Reagent s 

Acetate   Buffet    Solution        Dilute   30g  of   acetic,   acid 
(Analyt ic a i    Reagen t    (Ali))   to   1   litre  with  distilled   water. 

1 Dissolve   3'*g   of   sodium   acetate    (CH^COONa . 3"*-> ) , AR )   lu  water 
and   make   up   to   300ml.      Mix   the   two   solutions   to   give   if 
litres   of   acetate   buffer   solution  with   a   pH   of   4.3-0.1. 

Sodium  Hydroxide        Normal   (N )    sodium  hydroxide   solution 
(AR). 

Sulphuric   Acid        Normal   sulphuric   acid   solution   (AR). 

Iodine        N"/lO   iodine   solution. 

Sodium   Thio sulpha te       N/lO   sodium   thiosulphate   solution 
TÂÏÏ1 
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^tarch   Solution        A   starch   solution   is   prepared   ¿is 
follows:    ;m   amount   of  Merck's   soluble   starch   corresponding 
to    lOg   diy   matter    is    weighed   and   s t 1 J red    into    a   paste   v i • h 

u    1 i I t I c   cold    water    in   a    mortar.       Til i H   paste    is    slohly 
poured    into   'liMiinl    ol     hoi 1 i ii¡;   water    in   a    lieaker   so    that 

the    Water   doe**    not    <ea y     i a    do i I .        The   mo t   tar     is   w a shed    out 

With    a     little    w a t ei      and     til"    -fateli    so J ti t   i on     is     ho i I ed 

for    five   Minutes.        It     is     then    Mood     in   cold    water    io    cool 

and    is   .lini ril ,     in   o i dei     to   a\ o i d    the    I o t 'in a t i on   o I    , i    íii i lace 

film.      Attet    (oolin,"     the    solution    is    transferred    to    a    "iOOml 

meiistirtii,"    1 I ask    and    made    up    to    the   mark   w i t h   batet . 

i i )    Mel hod 

Ext rae t ion o 1     Diastase The   malt    should    he    finely   ground. 

Exactly    '.'<>fr    is    weighed   out     in    a    tared    tes i s t ant e-p, 1 a ss 

or    stainless    steel    beaker,     'isOml    of    cold,    distilled    water 

Is    st i rieri    in     nifi    the    beaket    put    in    the   mash    hath   at    a 

tempera t u t e   of     'm'C    and    s t i tied   cont iniiou-lv   with   a    ¿'.las» 
or   stainless    steel    s t i i re r.       A ft e i      I    hour    the    heake r   a nil 
contents     ni-   tooled    and    the   •..on t en t s   made    to    a    total    ot 

5'tOg,       The   <on tents    ate    then   poured    on    to    a    Í  liter   of   the 

same    si/e    and    type   as    lor    »he    standard   mash    filtration. 
The    first    '.'OOml    ol     filtrate    .ni'   discarded    and    * he   next 

50m 1      illlhied l a 1 e 1 y    Use.)     )\j [       the    analysis    by    measuring     its 
ac t i on   on    stai'  h   solution, 

Sacchai if i e at ion The    tests   are   carried   our     in   duplic ate 

together   with    the   necessary   blanks.       l'ouï'   1'UOtn!    measuring 
flasks   are    taken   and     lOOtiil    ot     the   J"<>   start h    solution    put 
in   eat h .        lo    »he    tttst    two    (main    test)    I la-ks    'mi 1    ot 

acetate    tait (et     aie   added    and    then    all    tout     tla-ks    ai< 
pi.iced    loi     J«'    inimités     MI    a    bath    at      „'O   (   ,        At     the    enti    of 

this    time    an   e\a<   i l \     measured    "mil    o I     I he   mail    i'xiiatt    is 
pipet t ed     into     1   i ask     I    and    a t t ei     e\ao t  I \    one   m i mi t e    an 
exac t I y    s i m i I a t     aiiiotui t     is    p i |>e t t ed     Mito    t  l.isk     -' .       Eu e ti 
flask    is   well    -haken    and    kept     MI    the    bath    tot     'i<>   minutes 
from    the    i onmie m emeu t     o!      t lie    addition    o t    naît     ex t t a c t , 

Exact h    at     the    end   ol     the    »ime    'mil    ot    \    «odium   h\ dioxide 
is   added    in   onin     to     iiiac t ivate    the   diastase.       Sitici'    t hey 

contain   no   butt et    solution,     it     is   only   necessary    to    add 
to    each   ot     I (asks     ;    and     »    <>.i»)inl    ot     \    sodium    tivdtoxide 

and    then,    at tei     shaking,     >m I    ot    malt    extiat  t.       Kach   ot 
the     flasks     ¡ -.     then    inaile    up    to     the   mark    and    w e 1 J     shaken. 

The    t. on t en t s    o I      eat   h     shou I d    be    alkaline     ( h 1 ue )     to    O . ~>^e 

alcoholic     t hv mo l fil t ha I e i n    solution. 

Estimation   o I    Maltose The    stilai s    formed    by   ili astatic   action 

are    estimated     i odonie t r i t a 1 1 y .     ¡Unii     is    taken    from   each   of 

the    ^OOiii 1    measiii  MI,      1  tasks    and    put     into    four   corresponding 
I5ÜII1I     coni«   ai      f   I asks.        To     each    of      these     is    added    '.'"mil    of 

N/10    iodine   solution    and      imi    of"   \    sod i urn   hydroxide. 

Shaken   and    allowed    to    stand    loi     I")   minutes.        (io   prevent 
loss   ot     iodine    the    flasks    aie    coveted   by    loose   glass 

•toppers).      At     the   end   of    this   time    the    four   solutions   are 

1 
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I each   acidified   by   an   addition  of   4.5ml  o     N   sulphuric 

acid   and   the   unreacted   iodine   titrated  with  N/lO   thio- 
sulphate   solution   until   the   disappearance   of   the   blue 
colour.      The   reacted   iodine   should   lie   between   6   and 
12   ml,   otherwise    the   tests   are   repeated   with   more   or- 
le s s   mal t. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The   results   are   calculated   as   grains   of  maltose   which 
would   be   produced   under   the   specified   conditions   by   100 
g   of  malt.      The  number   of  ml   of   iodine   reacted,    after 
substrae ting   the   blank,    is   multiplied   by   a   factor   to 
give   the   result.      These    factors   are: 

Multiplied   by 
When   10g   ot   malt    is      used   the 
net   ml   or   N/lO   Iodine 68.k 
When   ~0;;   oí'  malt    is   used    the 
net   ml   ot   N/'iO   iodine 3^.2 
Wheir   hög   of  malt    is   used   the 
net   ml   oí' N/10   iodine 17.1 

The   results   so   obtained   are   in Windisch-Kolbach units. 

3,kk   Micro-malting   Tests 

Micro-malting   tests   are   useful   to   determine   the   general 

behaviour   of   a   nev   seasons   crop   of  barley   and   the   behaviour   of 

different   batches   of   barley   in   advance   of  malting   on   the   commercial 

scale.      Commercial   equipment,   allowing   the   simultaneous   processing 

of   8   x   1kg   lots   of   barley,    and   including   apparatus   for   steeping, 

germination   and   kilning,    is   available   for'   such   tests.      It   is 

expensive   and    in   the   ordinary  way  would   not   be   recommended   for 

control   purposes    in   a   small   mailings.      It   is   however   envisaged 

that   in   time    the   mal tings   \\ i 11   co-operate   in   the   assessment   of 

the   malting   quality   of   barleys   derived   from   agricultural   studies 

and   for   this   reason   it   would   be   advisable   to   equip   the   laboratory 

of   the'maltings   with   micro-processing   equipment. 

3.^5   Type   and   cost   of  Equipment   Required 

The   more   important   pieces   of   laboratory  apparatus   required 

to   carry   out   the   foregoing   analytical   tests   are   shown   in   the 

following   list.     The   cost   of   each   item,   quoted   ex-supplier,    is 

given   in   Hwandan   Francs (FRW)   on   the   basis   of   the   present   (July   1971) 

rate   of   exchange. 
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Mills 
1  x EBC   Casella   Mill 
1   x Moulinex   Coffret  No. 3 
Balances 
1 x Infra-red MV660 moisture balance 
1 x Top pan Mettler P1200 reading up to 1200g 

to 0,001g 
1 x Single pan Mettler H10 automatic balance 

reading to 0. lmg 

1 x Steinmetz 4-place St 2 mash bath 
1 x Kjeldalil combined digestion and 

distillation unit 
x Prometer rapid nitrogen apparatus 
x Marconi, Model. TV   933A moisture meter 

Foss E1 ec tric V i t a scope 
Gallenkamp   Size   .1 I3S   Oven 
Lovibond    A. F   00//EBC   Comparator   and   cells 
EIL  Model   2 3A  direct   reading   pH  meter 
Townson   and   Mercer   constant   temperature  bath 
complete   with   stirrer,    refrigeration  unit 
and   adjustable   shelf 
Gallenkamp   Cooled    Incubator 
Rateigli   Model   2   deeoniser 
Reeves   Sample   Divider 

x  Walking   Stick  grain   sampler   for   taking   samples 
from   open   sacks   and   bins 

x   Farina tor 
x   Set   of   slotted   steel   sieves   of   2.2,2.5   and 

2 . 8 mm 
1   x   Seeger  micro-malting   apparatus   including 

cooling   equipment   and   sections   for   steeping, 
germination   and   kilning 1 

Miscellaneous   equipment    (glassware   etc) 
15m   fully   equipped   benches   and   fume   cupboard _ 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

x 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Fkw 

57,500 
1,750 

17,500 
62,750 

45,500 

52,250 

37,500 
123,750 
16,750 
42,500 
35,500 
17,500 
37,500 

90,750 
45,000 
23,750 
5 , 600 

1,600 
2,000 

1, 700 

,011,000 
100,000 
240,000 

2,069 ,650 
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k.   ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL STUDY 

4.1 Location 

4.11  General   Requirements 

As   both   the   barley   growing   region   and   the   brewery   are 

situated      in   the   northern  part   of   Rwanda   it is   clear   that   the 

maltings   should   be   situated   in   this   area   of   the   country.      Two 

locations   present   themselves   as   appropriate   sites:   a)   Gisenyi, 

near   to   the   brewery   and   b)   Ruhengeri,   which   lies   between   the 

barley   growing   region   and   the   brewery. 

The   choice   of   a   site   at   Gisenyi   adjacent   to   the   brewery  has 

numerous   advantages: 

i)   It   is   adequately   supplied   with   electricity   and   water. 

ii)   It   is   possible   that   services   available   in   the   brewery 
could   be   shared  with   the  maltings. 

iii)   Direct   connection   could  be   established  between   the 
maltings   and   the   brewery   thus   minimising  handling   costs. 

iv)   It   has   a   good   road   connection   to   the   barley   farms. 

As   far   as   Ruhengeri   is   concerned   it   is   proposed   that   the 

maltings   could   conveniently be  sited   near   the   new   pyrethrum   plant, 

which   is   scheduled    to   go   into   production   in   January   197 '•' • 

Ruhengeri   is   adequately   supplied   with  water   and   although   there 

may  be   a   shortage   of   electricity   in   the   short-term,   plans   are 

already   in   hand    for   increased   production.       It   is   also   situated 

I on   the   main   road   between   the   barley   growing   area   and   the   brewery. 

The   most   important   advantage   of   Ruhengeri   would   be   that   engineering 

and   workshop   facilities   could   definitely  be   made   available   in 

accordance   with   a   part   of   the   declared   purpose   of   the   pyrethrum 

project,   which   reads   as   follows: 

"A   secondary   purpose   of   this   project   is   to   stimulate   the 
future   industrialisation  of   the   country by  utilising   the 
services   of   the   plant   and   investing   the   profits   resulting 
from   its   operation   to   develop   other   industrial   activities" 
(Extract   from   paragraph   '},   page   5   of   Plan   of  Operation   for 
Pyrethrum   Plant   -   reference   UNID0/TCD/SF5) . 

Both   sites   have   similar   climatic   conditions   and   each  has   an 

adequate   local   labour   force   immediately   to   hand.      We   consider 
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I        however that the presence of engineering services in Ruhengeri 

is more important to the success of the project than the marginal 

savings in handling costs to be realised by having the maltings 

adjacent to the brewery.  Without these services, the maltings 

I might have to employ an expatriate engineer and this would have 

a major adverse effect on overheads.  We consider that there are 

also advantages to be liad from a site nearer to the barley growing 

| areas, since this will facilitate the rather tricky problem oí' 

getting barley quickly from the harvest into the maltings before 

I it has time to spoil.  Furthermore, the transport of malt presents 

a much more straightforward organisational problem, requiring a 

regular and simple point to point operation. I 
I 4.12 Fuel, Power and Water Requirements 

The major infrastructure requirements are for fuel, 

power and water.  The requirements for a malt output of 2000 

I        metric tons are as follows¿ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

1 

Fuel oil, 1 metric ton per 10 metric tons of malt, a total 
of 200 metric tons. 

Electricity, 78 kwh per ton of malt, a total of 156,000 kwh 
Installed capacity 344KW 

Water, 7 cu, metres per ton of barley at 12$ moisture, 
a total of 16,600 cubic metres. 

The cost of the above items is detailed in section 4.32 

following. 

4.2 Personnel and Training requirements 

4,21 Personnel Requirements 

The type of staff and the qualifications they require 

are given in Table 4,1.  It can be seen that the plant is highly 

capital intensive *  The total number of employees is only 10 so 

that with a fixed capital*of FRw6l,393,000 the capital per 

employee is no less than FRw6,139,300.  There is no possibility 

of substitution of unskilled labour for capital at the scale of 

production of malt envisaged (i.e. 2,000 metric tons).  The 

•number of employees given is the maximum which can be genuinely 

employed in a maltings under the conditions prevailing in Rwanda 

and it should be possible to increase output substantially without 

any increase in labour requirements. 
- 68 - 
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I As   there   is   unlikely   to   be   a   Rwandese  with  experience 

of malting   the   manager  will   almost   certainly  have   to   be   an 

expatriate,but   a   Rwandese   assistant   manager   should   rise   to   be 

co-manager  after   a   period   of   some   three   years   and   would   be 

expected   to take    over   from   the   manager   after   a   period   of   fiv. 

years.      Because   of   the   linn ted   career   prospects   it   might   prov( 

difficult   to   obtain   a   manager   with   the   requisite   qualification: 

and   experience   demanded.      One   way   around    this   difficulty might   be 

to   give   the  management   contract    to   another   malting   company   should 

J it   be   possible    to   attract   equity   from   such   a   sour< 

I 
I 
i 
I 
! 

re 
re 

is 

"ce . 

..No difficulty is envisaged in recruiting the remaining staff. 

I It might not be possible to find suitable laboratory assistants 

with secondary school education but in this case it would probably 

be possible to employ an applicant with only primary school 

education although a longer period of official training would be 

required than the two months allowed here.  The manual staff will 

need to be of high calibre since they must be trained, for example, 

to read and record temperature gauges. Malting,by ith nature, requires 

a shift system and it is envisaged that two men will be on duty 

during the day shift and one man on each of the two other shifts. 

Consequently a manual worker will on occasion be the only employee 

in the works and each must therefore be highly responsible.  The 

J labourers should therefore be classified as semi-skilled workers 

and paid accordingly. 

I The maltings would also require the occasional services of a 

technician/maintenance engineer for the overhaul and replacement 

of machinery, a plumber and electrician.  Such skilled labour is 

in desperately short supply m Rwanda.  However if the mailings 

is sited in Ruhengeri it should be possible to draw on the 

engineer from the pyrethrum plant.  A self-employed plumber and 

electrician should also be available in this place. 

mm    t#9 mm 



Table h.I   - Personnel Requirements of Maltings 

Full Time Staff 

Managing Director 

Assistant manager (later 
co-manager) 

Laboratory assistants 

Secretary/office worker 

Skilled labourers 

TOTAL 

Number Qualifications 

I 

2 

I 

5 

10 

At least 5 years experience 
as manager or assistant manager of 
a  maltings. Probably ex- 
patria te . 

Chemistry graduate. No 
experience required. 

Some post-primary education, 
Preferably including science. 

Typing and book-keeping 
experience. 

None but ability to learn 
simple techniques. 

Part Time Staff 

Tec hni ci an/ma in tenarie« 
engineer 

Plumber 

Electrician 

TOTAL 

1 

3 

Degree and three years of 
experience.  Probably 
expatriate. 

Plumbing qualifications and 
experience. 

Electrician's training and 
experi enee. 

k.22 Suggested Training Programme 

The assistant manger, laboratory assistants and manual 

labourers will all require some specific period of instruction. 

We recommend that the assistant manager should be seconded 

to a European maltings l'or three months.  During this period he 

Should familial ise himself with all aspects of malt production 

including intake and assessment of barley quality, sampling 

methods both for barley and malt, steep house procedure, the 

management of germination .and kilning processes and the normal 

practices of quality control.  He could also work for a period 

in the quality control laboratory.  As the harvest in Europe is 

usuall\r collected in the months of August and September it would 

clearly be desirable that his training  period covers at least 

part of this period.  We therefore suggest that he leaves Rwanda 
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The laboratory assistants would need to be instructed in the 

I        series of tests outlined in section 3.4.  Instruction in the 

germination tests could probably be obtained at the ISAK research 

1        centre in Rubona and the malting tests at the brewery in Gisenyi, 

The instruction should take around two months,  Because the ISAR 

I        station is a government station and because the brewery will 

probably have a financial interest in the maltings, it is assumed 

that no charge need be allowed for the training.  The only cost 

I        that would be involved would be a small subsistence allowance 

which is calculated at FRw 200 (S2,)per day-  The total cost of 

training for the two assistants for two months would then be 

FRw 24,O00, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

in July 1976 and returns to take up his post in October to be pre- 

sent during the dummy runs and start-up of the plant,  Further 

details are given in the timetable in section 5» 1» 

The cost of this secondment would depend upon the terms agreed 

with the maltings.  If, as we suggest, the brewery and/or a malt- 

ing company have some financial stake in the proposed Rwandan plant, 

it might be possible to obtain the training free.  Alternatively, 

the cost might be home under a technical assistance programme. 

The cost, excluding the training element, for a three-month stay 

would amount to around FRw 289,800 of which a subsistence allow- 

ance of about FRw 2,400 per day would come to FRw 216,000 and 

return fare to Europe of FRw 7'3,800. 

The training of manual workers is vital to the effective 

operation of the plant.  It should, however, be possible for this 

training to take place on site during the two-month period assigned 

to "dummy runs".  Accordingly, there will be no specific costs 

other than salaries which are included in the pre-operational costs 

of the project.  The following table summarises the training costs 

of the above programme. 

Table 4.11 - Training Programme Costs 

II Assistant manager- ('} months assignment in Europe) FRw 289,800 
2 Laboratory assistants (assignment to laboratories 
_ in Rwanda) 2^4,000 

1     2 3*3,800 
1 The labour «osts of the plant both before and during operations 

are given in section k, "}k, 
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1       ^•3 Production Costs 

^.31 Barley Purchase and Finance 

1 The ex-farm price of barley has been put at FRw8 per kilo, 

»       Although this is no higher than the price of the alternative crop, 

(wheat, as pointed out in section 2.1, the yields to be expected 

from barley are higher than from wheat so that, at this price, 

cash incomes from barley could be up to one third higher than from 

wheat.  This is thought to constitute sufficient incentive to 

ensure adequate production.  The full price would only be paid for 

1       sound barley free from mould or discoloration  with 6 per cent or 

under of screenings and a moisture content of 23 per cent or below. 

• Barley which fell slightly below the specified quality in relation 

• to screenings would be accepted but with a price differential 

sufficient to compensate for its lower yield of malt.  The cost of 

manning collection centres for the barley and the transport to 

Kuhengeri has been put at FRw2 per kilogramme, or the same as the 

I       cost incurred by the brewery in 1907 for the collection of barley 

and its transport to üisenyi, some 170 kilometres from Byumba, 

I       Ruhengeri is about 60 kilometres closer to Byumba and the cost 

might therefore be somewhat lower in practice.  However,    con- 

siderable difficulty was experienced with transport and addi- 

tionally we recommend more rigorous control of collection.. 

Accordingly, a high estimate seems desirable.  The total cost of 

barley delivered to the mal tings would then be FRwlO per kilo o 

Allowing for a 2 per >. exit    loss in screening and an 8 per cent 

malting loss, the maltings would require 2,678 metric tons of raw 

barley for a malt production of 2,000 metric tons. 

In order to prevent a loss of quality between the time that 

the barley is harvested and the time when it is required for malt- 

ing, we have recommended in section 2.32 that the barley should be 

purchased by the maltings immediately after harvesting so that it 

can be dried and stored under optimum conditions.  It will there- 

fore be necessary to provide bridging finance for the crop to 

cover the time between the actual purchase of barley and the sale 

of malt-  It is common practice for commercial banks to provide 

self-liquidating bridging loans for 
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this purpose.  The following table shows how such a loan would 

be repayed, after a k  month period of grace, in eight instalments. 

The ruling rate of interest in such loans in Rwanda is 9 per cent. 

Table ¿4.Ill - Typical Bridging Loan for Crop Finance (FKw) 

Amount     Amount         Amount Interest 
loaned     outstanding    Repayed paid 

Month   end month  during month   End month end month 

Aug.     1000 - - 

Sept.                 1,000           - 7.50 

Oct.            1,000       - 7.50 

Nov.                  1,000           - 7.50 

Dec.                  1,000           - 7.5O 

Jan.                  1,000          125 7.5O 

Feb.                   875         125 6.56! 

Mar.                   750         125 5.62I 

Apr.                   625         125 4.68| 

May                   5OO         125 3.75 

June                   375         125 2.8l£ 

July                  250         125 I.87I 

Aug.                   125         125 93Í 

It will be seen that the total interest payable on such 

a loan comes to 63.75 per 1,000 or 6.375 per cent. 

I The total annual costs of barley purchase and finance are 

I 
therefore : 

At Production Level of 2,000 metric tons of malt        FRw 

2,678 metric tons of barley at FRwlO per kilo, 
delivered 26,780,000 

Interest on crop finance at effective rate of 
6.375 per cent 1,707,225 

For Each Additional Metric Ton of Malt 

I 
I 

1.339 metric tons of barley at FRw 10 per kilo, 
delivered * 13,390 

I Interest on crop finance at 6,375 per cent 85k 

I ^.32 Fuel, Electricity and Water 

Fuel oil is required for the drying of both barley and 

1 malt and will represent a considerable expense to the maltings. 

The average consumption of fuel oil is at the rate of 1 ton 
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I        per 10 tons of malt produced.  The price of fuel oil delivered 

to another industrial plant in Rwanda in 1970 was FRwlO,200 per 

ton»  On this basis annual fuel costs would be: 

FRw 

At a production level of 2,000 metric tons of malt 2,0^0,000 

For each additional metric ton of malt 1,020 

As far as electricity is concerned the installed capacity 

of the plant is expected to be 3^ KW and it is estimated that 

electricity consumption will be 78 kwh per ton of malt.  In 

Rwanda, electricity is charged on a two-way tariff, a fixed 

annual charge of FRw 500 per KW installed and a variable charge 

I of FRw 0.7 per kwh consumed.  On this basis the annual electricity 

costs would be: 

FRw 

At a production level of 2,000 metric tons 
of malt 

Fixed charge of FRw500 per KW installed 172,000 

Variable charge of FRw 0,7 per kwh consumed 109,000 

For each additional metric ton of malt 

Variable charge of FRw 0,7 per kwh consumed 55 

The requirement for water is estimated to be 7 cubic metres 

per metric ton of barley, at 12 per cent moisture content.  The 

2,678 metric tonsof barley, at 20 per cent moisture content, 

required for 2,000 metric tons of malt reduces to 2,365 metric 

tons of barley at 12 per cent.  The cost of water is FRwlO per 

cubic metre.  On this basis the annual water costs would be: 

FRw 

At a production level of 2,000 metric tons of 
malt 166,000 

For each additional metric ton of malt 83 

The total costs under this heading therefore come to 

FRw 

For 2,000 metric tons of malt 2,^87,000 

For each additional metric ton of malt 1»158 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

I 
I 

I 
1 
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I ^«33 Insurance 

The average cost of insurance for equipment in maltings 

(in the United Kingdom would be 0.25 per cent, and the insurance 

of buildings would be rather less.  It has not been possible to 

obtain comparable quotations for Rwanda but the rates will 

I certainly be higher.  Accordingly we have assumed a rate of 0,5 

per cent.  The value of buildings and equipment is estimated at 

I about FRw j6  million (for details see section k.kl).      The annual 

insurance would therefore come to FRw 280,000. 

It will also be necessary to insure the barley crop at a 

similar rate.  However, since the stock of barley varies at 

different times in the year, we have applied an effective rate 

of 0,25 per cent.  The annual costs are therefore: 

At a production level of 2,000 metric tons of malt     FRw 

I Barley stocks of value FRw 26,780,000 at 0,25 
per cent 66,95® 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

For each additional metric ton of malt 

Barley stock of value FRw 13,390 at 0.25 Per cent      33 

The total insurance costs are therefore 

For 2,000 metric tons of malt 3^7,000 

For each additional metric ton of malt 33 

4,34 Labour Costs 

The following table shows the estimated cost of labour 

I based on the requirements for personnel described in section 

4,21.  For Rwandese employees social security payments have been 

put at 5 P©r cent.  For the expatriate manager this item includes 

his insurance, pension and overseas leave allowance. 

I After 5 years it is envisaged that the general manager should 

return to Europe and that his assistant should take over. 

Although not strictly necessary, it will probably be prudent to 

appoint a new assistant manager.  The salary of the Rwandese 

general manager has been estimated at FRw500,000 per annum +5 

per cent social security +5 per cent additional pension, making 

a total of FRw550,000.  This represents a saving of FRwl,150,000 
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per annum, so that in the sixth and subsequent years the total 

labour costs will be reduced from FRw2,554,000 to FRwl,404,000 

per annum. 

Table 4 . IV - Annual Labour Costs of Maltings (FRWOOOS) 

Full Time Staff 

General Manager (expatriate) 

Assistant Manager 

2 Laboratory Assistants, total 

Office worker 

5 Semi-skilled Workers 

TOTAL 

Bought-in Engineering Services 

Engineer (expatriate) 26 working days per year, cost is 
assumed to be based on 230 day year at rate of salary x 2   316 

Plumber and electrician, 52 days each per year at FRwl75 
per day 18 

Salary Socia 1 Securi ty Total 

1,400 300 1,700 

180 9 189 

l48 7 155 
48 2 50 

120 6 126 

1,896 324 2,220 

Total 22Ì 
Grand Total 2,554 

Labour costs will not increase with output because the plant 

will have to be manned all round the clock anyway and production 

can be increased up to 3,000 tons a year without needing addi- 

tional capital and thus without requiring workers to man addi- 

tional machines, 

4.35 Other Costs 

An allowance of FRw 300,000 per annum has been included 

to cover the running expenses of theoffice and laboratory, the 

running costs of the company vehicles and any other items not 

elsewhere specified. 

4.36 Summary Costs of Production Programme 

The following table draws together the results of the 

costings carried out above.  A customary 10 per cent is added 

for contingencies. 
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1 Table   4.V - Production Costs of Malt 

Cost  of   2,000 tons Marginal   Cost 

1 Item of Malt    (FRwOOOs)             J per  Ton   (FRw) 
Purchase   of Barley 26,780 71.3 13,390 

1 Crop   Finance 1,707 4.5 854 
Fuel,   Electricity,   Water 2,487 6.6 1,158 

1 
Insurance 347 1.0 33 
Labour   Costs 2,554(1) 

6,7 0 
Office,   Laboratory   and 

1 Miscellaneous   expenses 300 0,8 0 
Sub-tota 1 34,175 90.9 15,433 

1 
Contingency 10?¿ 3,418 -   ?.l. 1.^ 
TOTAL 

Note:    (l)   Reduced   by   FRw  1 ,150,0 

37,593 100.0 16,979 

1 00   after  5 years. 

As   described   in   section   1 .2, the   market for   malt in   the 

1 middle   seventies   is   expect ed to be   around   2 ,000   tons annually 
exclusive  of any windfall exp ort s.      In   esta blishing   a produc tion 

1 
programme we have   taken   th is as the   initial level   for the   ye ar- 
Dec.l976~Nov .1977.      Demand is assumed    to   increase   at an   annual 

1 
rate   of   4,1   pei'   cent.      No account   is   taken of  pos s ibi e   exports 
for   the   reasons   given   in   sect ion 1.3.      Tabi e   4,VI   following 
gives   the   proposed   product ion levels   and   th e   estimate d   production 

1 costs   in   the ten   yeurs   oí" the project. 

Table   4.VI   - Production   Pro^r 

Output 

anime   and   Costs 1977-1986 

1 (1) Production 
Yearv    ' Metric    tons Cost   (FRwOOOsì 

1 
1977 2 , OOO 37,573 
1978 2,082 38,965 

• 
1979 2,167 40,408 

1 1980 2,256 41,92 0 
1981 2,349 43,499 

1 1982 2,445 43,979 • 
1983 2,545 **5»677 

1 1984 2,650 47,459 
1985 2,753 49,293 
1986 2,871 51,212 
Note; (l) Year ending November 30, 
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I *•*  Capital   Costs 

k.kl   Fixed   Capital 

I Norm,illy,   it   would  be necessary  to   Include   an  estimate 

of   the   cost   ol'   land   to   be   occupied   by   a   mal tings.      In   Rwanda, 

| however,    a   precedent    lias   been   set    in   the   case   of   a   pyre thrum 

1 plant   where   the   goveriuuen t.   provided   the    land   free   of   charge. 

I We   recommend    that    the   same   procedure   should   be   adopted    in   the 

case   of   the   mal tings   und   accordingly   the   land   lias   been   costed 

at   zero. 

I 
I 

Sections )..'.' and 3.3 above lia ve described the main technical 

•nd construet i una] features of the proposed plant.  The costs 

of equipment have been estimated by the consultants us a result 

of discussions with a IK manufacturer of such equipment and 

I estimates have been included for the cost of transporting such 

equipment to Uganda.  The building costs were worked out by the 

I consultants as a result of discussions with the eompanv responsible 

for the construction oV   the pyrethrum plant and an allowance has 

(been included for the necessary engineering supervision.  The 

type of laboratory equipment and its cost, worked out from 

current catalogues, has been specified in section 3 . t 3 .  A 

further allowance has been included for the cost oí transport 

to Rwanda.  Office furniture and equipment has been costed on 

I the basis of ruling, prices in Rwanda . 

The costs for plant, machinery and equipment are: 

FRw   000s 
Land _ 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Buildings 15,360 
Equipment   (ine.de livery) 40,^52 

of  which  malting   equipment 19,308 
grain   handling   and   storage 

equipment 18,324 
laboratory   equipment 2,320 
office   equipment   and   furniture 500 

TOTAL 55,812 

The   cost   of  connecting  basic   services   to   the plant,   such 

as   sewage,   power   and   water   is   likely   to   be   small since   these 

are   available   at   the   proposed   location.      A   token amount   of 

FRwl0,000   is   added   for   this   purpose. 
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It   is  also   intended   to   supply housing   for   the  general 

manager   and   his   assistant   as   fringe   benefits.      The   cost   of   this 

housing   has   been   calculated   by   applying   a   rate   of   FRwl2,000   per 

sq.    metre   which   we   estimate   to   be    the   current   average   cost   of 

new   houses    in   Rwanda.      Provision   must   also   be   made   far   the 

purchase   of*   company  vehicles.       It   is   intended    that   the   general 

manager   and   his   assistant   should   each  have   a   company   car,    and 

that   a   landrover   or   similar   vehicle   should   be   purchased    for 

travelling   as   necessary   to   farming   areas.      No   vehicles   are 

provided   for   the    transport   of   barley   to    the   maltings   or   for   the 

transport   of   malt    to   the   brewery.      This    is   because   it    is   pro- 

posed   to   contract    this   work   out   to   transport    companies.       Pro- 

vision   for   tnis   transport   element   has   been   made   in   calculating 

the   production   tests   and   ex-factory   price   of   malt.      The   costs 

of   housing  and   vehicles   are: 

Housing 

Of which;   general   manager 
assistant   manager 

Vehicles,   2   cars,    1   landrover 

FRw   000's 

2,^0 

1,44o 
1,000 

900 

The   housing   is   assumed   to   have   a  residual   value   at   the   end   of 

IO   years   equal    to   its   original   cost.      Since   real   estate   is,   in 

principle,   likely   to   appreciate   in   value,    this   may   be   regarded   as 

a   conservative   assumption. 

I 

*"* • *•"*2   Wot king   Capital   Requirements 

Working   capital    is   required   for   two   purposes.      Firstly 

it   will   be   needed    to   cover   t fie   tost    of   the   experimental   barley 

crops   and   their-   testing   which   we   feel   is    essential   before   a   firm 

decision   can   be   taken   on   whether    to   go   ahead   with   the   maltings 

project.      Secondly,    it   will   be   needed   to   cover   costs   during   the 

pre-operational    period,    including   initial    stocks   of   such   items   as 

fuel   and   packaging   materials    (sacks).      The   cost   oi   financing   crop 

purchases   is   not    included   in   working  capital   because   it    will   be 
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covered   by   a  commercial   bank  loan.      The  proposed   loan  and   repayment 

schedule   has   been  described   in   section   4.31   and   the   cost   of   this 

finance   has   been   included   in   the   production   cost    estimates. 

For   the   crop   experiments,    the   major   cost   will   be   the   employ- 

ment   oí   a   suitably   qualified   agronomist   uver   a   3-year   period.       We 

feel,   however,    that    supervision   of   the   growing   and   tests   will   not 

constitute   a   full-time   job   and   we   assume   that    the   agronomist   will 

be   shared    with   another   pioject   or   projects    in   Rwanda.       It    is   prob- 

able    in    our'   view   that    an   expatriate    will   be   required   for-   this   work 

and   we   assume   that   his   costs   will   be    similar   to   those   for   other 

expatriates,   such   as    tire   general   manager   of   the   malt trigs.      The   c »sts 

of   the   actual   growing    will    be   small ,    but   tests   will    need   to   be 

carried   out    in   laboratories   probably    in   Europe.   The   Consultants 

would   be   prepared   to   offer1   suitable   facilities   for   such   tests.      The 
estimated   cost   of   this   growing  and   testing programme   is: 

FRw   OOP's 

Agronomist's   salary    {l¿   man-years 
spread   over   a   total   period   of 
J   years) 

Growing   expenses 
Testing  expenses,   "j   years,   total 

2.55P 
2 50 

2, TOP 

I 
I 
I 

Total 5,500 

As    far   as   the   pre-operational   expenses   are   concerned,   the   main 

item  will   be   labour .       In   section   5.1 we   give   details   oi   the 

proposed    timetable   for     the   setting   up   of   the   malt ings.      Table   k. VII 

below    is   derived   troni   this    timetable   and   shows    the   number    of   man- 

months   of   employment     in   the   pre-oper at iona1   period,    i.e.,    to 

November     'JÜ,    197b. 

Table   k.V11   -   Labour   Costs    in   the   Pte-Operat ional   Period 

General   Manager 
Assistant   Manager 
2   Laboratory 

Assist an t s 
Office   Worker 
Semi-skilled   workers 

Date of 
Employment 

Man» 
months 

An 
Cos 
(FRw 

nual 
t (1) 
000's) 

Total 
Cost 

(FRw 000« • ) 

Juru 1475 
July I976 

18 
5 

1 ,700 
189 

2, ,55ü 
79 

July 1976 
Tune 1975 
Sept.1976 

5 
18 
3 

155 
50 

126 

°5 
75 

2,801 
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The training programme for these workers has been described 

in section U.22 and has been costed at FRw 313,800. 

I There will be substantial fuel costs during the pre-operating 

period as the raw barley collected from the first harvest must be 

I        dried.  We have estimated that about one quarter of the annual 

fuel bill will cover this operation (FRw 510,000).  As far as 

electricity is concerned, the cost should amount to little more 

than the standing charge for '}   months (FRw ^3,000), while we have 

included a token FRw 10,000 for water consumption which is expected 

to be negligible.  The fuel, power, and water costs therefore come 

to FRw 5°3»000 in total lor the pre-operati on period. 

I 

\ 

[ 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

There   will    be   some   office   expenses   during   the   pre-operation 

period   though   the   manager   will   be   expected   to   work   from   his   house. 

There   will   also   be   small    items   such   as    chemicals   for   the   labora- 

tory.      These,   and   othet    miscellaneous    expenses,are   unlikely   to   be 

as   heavy   as   during   a   normal   operating   year   and   we   estimate   that 

FRw    200,000   should   be   adequate   to   cover    them. 

Finally,    the   plant    will   require    initial   stocks   of   b   weeks 

fuel   oil   supply    and   initial   stocks   of   packaging  materials,   princi- 

I pally   sacks.      The   stocks   of   fuel    oil   will   cost   FRw   235,000   and   the 

sacks   FRw   2 00,000.      ¡nine e   piovi si on   is   made   for   replacement   of   these 

items   in   t lie   operating   expenses,    this   part   of   working   capital   will 

be   recovered   at    the   end   of   the   project. 

The   following   table   summarises   the   working  capital   require- 

ments . 

I Table   'j.Vlll   -   Working   Capital   Requirements    (FRw   000»s ) 

Experimental    bai'ley   growing   and   testing 5 » 500 
I                       Labour    in   pte-opotat  ionaJ    period 2,801 

Training   ju ogi anime 3X^ 
Fleet IM  ity,    fuel,    and   water    in   pre- 

I                           operational   pet  i od 563 
Office,    laboi atoí y,    and   other    expenses 200 
Initial   stocks    luel    oil 235 
Initial   stocks   packaging  materials 200 

Total 9,813 
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I ^,2*3  Summary   Schedule   of   Capital   Expenditure 

The   total   capital   requirements,   as   developed   in   sections 

| U.kl   and   4.42, are    summarised   below.      A   customary   10 per   cent   has 
• been   added   for   contingencies. 

I Table   4. IX   -   Capital   Budget   for   Establishment   of  Maltings   (FRw   000's ) 

I 
I 

I 

iiSH Amount 
Land Q 

Buildings 15,360 
Equipment 40,452 
Housing 2'440 
Vehicles onn 
Working   capital 9   8I3 

1 SUBTOTAL 68,965 

Contingency   10 per   cent 6,897 

TOTAL 75,862 

The   timing   of   capital   expenditures   has   an   important   effect   on 

the   economic   and    financial   viability   of  projects.      It   is   therefor 

I necessary  to   establish  a   schedule   of   capital   expenditure   giving 

details   of  the   capital   sums   required   on   specific   dat 

e 

;es . 

I In   the   years    1971,   1972   and    1973   capital   sums   will   be   required 

for   the   barley   growing  experiments   and   tests   in   the   following   years. 

J These   experiments    will   cost   FR*   5,500,000  plus   10   per   cent   contin- 

gency,   and   can   be    covered   therefore   by   a   capital   subscription   of 

1 FRw   2,000,000   on   November   30,    1971   and   on   the   same   dav   in   I972   and 
1 1973. 

I 
I 
I 
I The   balance   of   capital  will   be   required   on  November   30,    I975 

since   all   construction,   ec.uipment ,   and   other  pre-operating  costs 
J will   fall  due   in   the   following  year. 

I 
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Since   the   general  manager   is   to   be   appointed   in   June   1975,   the 

capital   subscription   on  November   30,    1974   will   have   to   cover   his 

house   (FRw   1,440,000),   his   salary   and   other   benefits   for   6  months 

(FRw   850,000),    the    salary   for   6   months   of   the   office   worker 

(FRw   25,000),   at    least   one  vehicle    (FRw   300,000), and   provision   for 

office   and  miscellaneous   expenses    (FRw   100,000).      Including   10   per 

cent   contingency,    this   totals   FRw   2,987,000. 



The  complete   schedule  of  capital   coats   ia  therefore given   in 

Table   k.X  below. 

Table   4.X   -   Schedule   of   Capital   Payments   (FHw   OOO's) 

Date Amount 

November 30, 1971 

November 30, 1972 

November 30, 1973 

November 30, 197^4 

November 30, 1975 

Total 

2 ,000 

2,000 

2,000 

2,987 

66.875 

75,862 

k.5 Financial Analysis 

k.51 Operating Surplus 

The operating- surplus is the amount by which revenue ex- 

ceeds production costs.  Hence it is the sum of money which, in 

principle, is available for distribution to the government by way 

of taxation and to the owners of capital, as a return either by 

means of interest payments or dividends. 

The costs of the proposed production programme have been calcu- 

lated in section k .'}(•>.      The revenue can be calculated by applying 

the selling price for malt to the proposed production volume.  The 

present price of imported malt is FHw 27 per' kilo, delivered at the 

Gisenyi brewery.  This brewery is the only customer for the mail- 

ings and will need some real incentive before it can commit  itself 

exclusively tí) the purchase of locally produced malt.  It is sug- 

gested that this incentivo should be a 1U per cent cut in the price 

of delivered malt from FHw 27 per kilo to FHw 2'+. 3 per kilo.  This 

would save the brewery FHw 5•^ million per annum, assuming a malt 

requirement of 2 , OOO tons by 1977«  Tire cost of transport from the 

proposed mal tings at Huhengeri to Gisenyi Iras been estimated at 

FHw 0.7 per kilo, which gives an ex-factory price for the malt of 

FHw 23.b per kilo. 

In section 1.3 it was estimated that the maltings could sell for 

the export market at FHw 18.7 per kilo and still make 10 per cent 

on marginal production costs.  However, for the reasons given in 
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I 
I that section, we are not considering any export sales in our finan- 

cial and economic assessment of the project because of the uncert- 

I ainties involved. Similarly, there appears to be no market for by- 

prod u e t s . 

I The following table summarises the likely growth of the operating 

surplus over the 10-year life of the project. 

I        Table 4. XI - Operating Surplus oí' Maitines 1977-1986 

Produc t i on 

I 

M)     Output l'evenne Cost Operating 
Year    Metric tons FHw OOP's FHw 000's Surplus 

1977 2,00« i '+7,-00 '37,57'3 9,627 
1978 2,0X2 4 9,135 38,96 5 10,170 
1979 2,167 51,1'H ¿+o,'+08 10,733 
1980 2,25b 53,242 4l,920 11,322 
1981 2,3^9 55,436 43,409 11,937 
1982 2,445 57,702 43,979 13,723 
1983 2,545 6O,062 45,677 14.3H5 
1984 2,650 b2,54o 47,4^9 15,081 
1985 2,75« 65,08y 49,293 15,796 
198i> 2,871 67,7 56 51,212 16,544 

Note    (l)l    Year   ending   No\ ember   30 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

4.52   Basic   Financial   Hate   of   Return 

I In   a   discounted   cash   flow   (OOF)   analysis   of   an   investment 

project,    the   rate   oí    return   to   the   entrepreneur   depends   on   the 

1 method   of   financing   of   the   project.      Generally,    the   lower   the 

rates   of    interest   at    which   the   entrepreneur    is   able   to   borrow   the 

better-   will   be   the   DC F   rate   of   return.      However,    entrepreneurs   are 

seldom   able   to   borrow   all    the   money   they   need   to    invest    and 

generally   rates   of   interest,    on   marginal   borrowing   tend   to   rise   quite 

I sharply.      The   choice    is   often   therefore   between   borrowing   a   smaller 

sum   of   money   at    a   lower   average   rate   of   interest,    and   borrowing   a 

I larger-   sum   at   a   higher   average   rate   of   interest.      The   object    of   a 

financial   appraisal   is   to   calculate   the   rate   of   return   to   the   entre- 

preneur,    assuming   the   optimum   financial   structure. 

The simplest way of doing this is to calculate the basic rate 

of return on the project. This is the hypothetical case where it 

is   assumed   that   the   entrepreneur   has   sufficient   capital   for 
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investment   at   all   times.     Thus   there   is  no need   to   borrow,   and 

therefore   no   financing   costs.     When   this   rate   has   been  calculated 

the   optimum   financial   strcture   can   be   derived.       Basically,    any 

borrowing   at   a   lower   rate   than   the   basic   rate   of   return    is    likely 

to    improve    the   DC F   rate   of   return,   while   any  borrowing   at    a   higher 

rate    is    likely   to   depress   it.       In   carrying   out   this    test,     it   must 

be   remembered   that    the   aetuat   rate   of   interest   on   commercial    loans 

is   often   different    from   the   stated   rate,    so   that    a   schedule   of 

capititi   and    interest   payments   must   be  worked   out    in   full.       Tax 

regulations   may   also    lead    to   complications   that   require   separate 

assessment. 

As    far   as   the   present   project    is   concerned,    the   basic   rate 

of   return   can   be   derived   from   the   schedule   of   capital   payments 

given   in   section   4.43   arid    the   operating   surplus   given    in   section 

4.51   above.      At    this   stage   of   the   analysis    it    is   not    possible   to 

take   into   consideration   tax   payable   to   the   Rwanda   Government   on 

profits   since   this   depends   on   the   actual   financing   stilature 

which   is   yet   to   be   decided.      The   following   table   givfs   a   full 

analysis   of   the   basic    financial   return   on   the   project. 

Table   4.XIT   -   Basic   Financial   Rate   of   Return   of  Mailings    (FRWOOO'S) 

Payback   period    is    11.58   years. 

Time-adjusted   (internal)   rat"   of   return    is   7.90   per   cent. 

Analysis   of   Cash   t'Jov-   and   Discounted   Values    (t'UwOQO's) 

Cumul a t i ve    Present 
 Valu e  

- 2,00O 
- 3, «3 4 
- 5.371 
- 7,949 
-57,290 
-57,290 
-51,189 
-45,215 
-39,373 
-33,601 
-28,080 
-22,129 
-16,352 
-10,738 
- 5,289 

O 
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Year to Net Cash Cuinu 1 a t i \ e Present 
November Fl ow ("ash Flo^ 

- 2,000 

Y a 1 u e 

1971 - 2,OOO - 2,000 
1972 - 2,000 - 4,000 - 1,854 
1973 - 2,000 - 6,000 ~ 1,718 
197^ - 2,987 - 8,^87 - 2,378 
1975 -66.873 -7 3,862 -49,340 
1976 0 -75,862 0 
1977 9,627 -66,235 6,101 
1978 10,170 -56,065 5,973 
1979 10,733 -45,332 5,842 
I98O 11,322 -34,010 5,712 
1981 11,937 -22,07 3 5,581 
1982 13,732 - 8,341 5,951 
1983 14,385 6,044 5,777 
1984 15,081 21,125 5,613 
1985 15,796 36,921 5,449 
1986 16,544 53,465 5,289 
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i+. 53 Sources   of  Finance 

Since   the   basic   rate   of   return   on   the   project   has   been 

assessed   at   about   8     per   cent ,    it   is   now   possible   to   proceed   to   an 

examination   of   alternative   sources   of   finance.       In   principle,   this 

may   come   from    internai   (Rwandan)   or   external    (foreign)   sources. 

Ranks   are   the   most    important   Rwandan   sources   of   finance.      There 

are   two   commercial    banks,    the   Banque   de   Kigali   and   the   Banque 

Commerciale   du   Rwanda.      These   extend   medium-   and   short-term   credit 

at   rates   of    interest   varying   between   9   and    13   per   cent   depending   on 

the   creditworthiness   oí'   the   borrower'.      They   do   not   normally   extend 

long-term   loans    uid   are   in   fact    specifically   prohibited   from   fin- 

ancing   investment    in  housing.       Moreover,    their   interest   rates, 

minimum   9   per    cent,   are   rather    too   high   in   relation   to   the   basic 

rate   of   return   on   the   project. 

The   Banque   Nationale   du   Rwanda,    the   central   bank,    only   lends 

money   to   government   departments   and   public   bodies. 

The   Banque   Rwandaise   de   Développement    is   the   most    likely   source 

of   funds.      It    was   established    in   19^7   with   an   initial    capital   of 

FRw   50   million   and   is   spei  ifieaily   charged   with   the   encouragement   of 

all   types   of   investment    in   Rwanda.      Under-   the   terms   of    its   charter 

it   may   participate   in   the   equity   of   a   concern   but,    owing   to   the 

shortage   oí    funds,   most    of   its   assistance   lias   been   iir   the   form   of 

medium-   and    long-term   loans.       The   funds   for'   these   loans   are   not 

derived   from    its   capital   but    are   borrowed   direct   from   the   Banque 

Nationale.       No   official    limit    has    been   placed   on   the   funds   which 

the   Banque   de   Développement   may   obtain    in   tiri s   way.      Certain   of   its 

loans   have   been   substantial:    for    instance,    a   recent    loan   to   a   tea 

processing   plant    amounted   to   no   less   than   FRw   33   million   and   was 

repayable   over   'jO   years»      The    rate   of   interest   charged   by   the 

Banque   de  Développement    is   normally   3   per   cent   but   may   vary   between 

3   and   9   per   cent.      The   3   per   cent   is   clearly   a   concessionary   rate 

involving   a   subsidy   element.       It   would   only   be   possible   to   justify 

a   loan   from   this   source   if   the   malting  project    is   attractive   from 

the   standpoint   of   the   Rwanda   economy   but    is   unattractive 

from  a   purely   financial   standpoint.        Needless 
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to   say,   a  3  per  cent   loan  would  considerably  improve  the  DCF  rate  of 

return   on   the   project. 

Overseas   finance   may   come   either   from   official   or   private 

sources.      As   far   as   official   sources   are   concerned,    "soft"    loans, 

i.e. ,    loans   at    low   rates   of   interest,    might   be   obtained   from   a 

number   of    international   agencies   or   a   variety   of   aid-giving   coun- 

tries.       At   the   present    t ime    it    is   too   early   to   evaluate   just   which 

bodies   might   be   prepared   to   provide    resources   for   a   project   which 

might    or   might   not   take   place   four   years   from  now.       However',    the 

cost    of   the   barley   growing   experiments   and   tests   on   the   grain 

represents   a   relatively   small   capital   outlay   in   the   next    three   years, 

in   our-   opinion,    the   united   Nations   should   be   risked    to   preside   a 

grant    for   the    technical   assistance   necessary   in   this   context. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Funds   for   the   purchase   of   equipment   could   be   obtained   through 

any   of   the   export   credit    schemes   operated   by   the   major   industrial 

countries.      The   Br itish   scheme   which   is   run   by   the   Export   Credit 

Guarantee   Department   ( ECGÜ )   carries   a   rate   of   interest   of   ?-j   p^i    cent 

atthe present   time,   Such   credit   is   normally   available   for   80   per- 

cent    of   the   exported   equipment   repayable   over-   7   years   from   commis- 

sioning.       The    loan   must    be   guaranteed    by   a   first    class   bank.       Other 

industrialised   countries   have   broadly   comparable   schemes.      Rwanda 

could   probably   raise   a   maximum   of   FKw   JO   million    in   this   way. 

The   malt ings   would   be   unlikely   to   attract   capii tal   from   private 

overseas   sources   since   these   require   anything   from   12   to   I5   p)er   cent 

on   a   debenture-type   investment   and   anything   from   1(>   to   20   per   cent 

on   a   pure   equity   investment.      With   a   basic   rate   of   under   8   per   cent 

the   project   clearly   could   not   sustain   such   terms.      There   are,    how- 

ever,    two   private   sources    that   might    be   interested   for   special 

reasons.      The   first    of   these   is   the   company   that   owns   the   brewery 

at   Gisenyi.      it   has   been   stated   on   several   occasions   that   the   whole 

project   depends   on   the   malt   being   acceptable   to   the   brewery,    and 

that    there   can   be   no   question   of   permitting   malt    imports   into 

Rwanda   once   the   mal tings   is   set   up.       Consequently,    the   brewery   has 

a   vested   interest   in   the   project.      We   have   already   recommended   that 

the   support   of   the   brewery   should   be   obtained   through   a   10   per-   cent 
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cut in the delivered price of barley.  This would save the brewery 

some FRw 5.k   million per annum.  In our view it would be reasonable 

to ask the brewery to put at risk no more than 3 years' savings 

that it stands to make as a result of the project.  Even if the 

entire project failed after 3 years, the brewery would then be no 

worse off than if it had had to import malt the whole time.  Every 

effort should therefore be made to enlist the active support: oí' the 

brewery to the extent of about FRw lb million.  A guaranteed price 

for malt in the first three years might also prove attractive to 

the brewery.  A second private source of funds might be an inter- 

national malting company, such as those who have supplied the brewery 

in the past,  This project could offer some protection against 

declining export markets. 

It is premature, at the present time, to come to definitive 

recommendations on the proposed sources of finance.  The consultants 

are prepared, if and when the final decision to go ahead is taken, 

to assist the Government of Rwanda with applications to international 

financial sources, and to arrange for negotiations with commercial 

interests. 

Despite what is said in the above paragraph, we have formulated 

a specific   financing scheme.  This is for illustrative purposes, 

and to test the ÜCF rate of return.  In summary it is: 

(1) Equity capital held by the Intebra Company and/or an inter- 
national malt ing ' ompany 

- Authorised: FRw lb,000,000 
- Forecast  Issued FRw 1 ",.«62,000 

(2) ECGD or equivalent loan at 7j  per cent repayable over 7 years 
from date of "ommi ss i oning, guaranteed by a first class bank 

- FRw 30,000,000 

(3) Loan by the Banque Rwandaise de Développement at 3 Per cent, 
repayable over 10 years from date of commissioning 

- FRw   2/4,000,000 

(4) Grant   of  Technical   Assistance   from   the   UN   or   bilateral   aid   agency 

- FRw   6,000,000 
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** • 5*+ Cash Flow Estimates for Equity Investors 

The financing scheme proposed for illustrative purposes in 

the last paragraph of the previous section enables a calculation of 

cash flow estimates. 

The following two tables show the schedule of repayments on the 

two loans referred to above. 

Table 4.XI11 

Y ear to 
N ovember 'P 

1975 
197b 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Schedule of Repayments on a Loan by the ECGD or 
Equivalent of FRw 30 million over 7 years (FRw OOP's) 

Interest'1'  Capital    Total 
Payments   Repayments  Payment 

Amount      Amount 
Borrowed  Out stand i rig 

30,000 
30,000 
30,000 
25,71^ 
2 1,428 
17,1^3 
12,857 
8,572 
4,286 

Note:  Rate of interest 7j  per cent 

2,250 -- 2,250 
2,250 4,286 6,536 
1,929- 4,286 6,215 
1,607 4,285 5,892 
1,286 4,286 5,572 

964 ^,285 5,24 9 
643 4,286 4,929 
321 4,286 4,007 

Note:  Rate of interest 7i per cent. 

Table 4.XIV - Schedule of Payments on a Loan by Banque Rwandai 
Développement of FRw 24 million over 10 years (F 

se de 

Year to 
November 10 

1974(2) 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 

Notes:  (lì 
(2) 

Amount 
Borrowed 

3,000 
21,000 

Amount 
Out stand ing 

3 , 000 
24,000 
24,000 
2 1,600 
19,200 
16,800 
14,400 
12,000 
9,600 
7,200 
4,800 
2,400 

Capital 
Repayment 

2,400 
2,400 
2,400 
2,400 
2,400 
2,400 
2,400 
2,400 
2,400 
2,400 

years    (FRw   OOP's) 

Interest 

Rate   of   interest   3   per   cent. 
Government   loan   covers   all   pre-operationi 
to   November   30,    1975   other   than   those   to 
JN  or  bilateral   technical   assistance   prog 

Payment 

90 
72O 
720 
648 
576 
504 
432 
360 
288 
216 
144 
72 

Total 
Payment 

90 
720 

3,120 
3,048 
2,976 
2,904 
2,832 
2 ,760 
2,688 
2 ,616 
2,544 
2,472 

al   expenses   up 
be     »   v— 

programme. 
covered   by 

The   next   step   is   to   calculate   the   tax   liability   of   the   maltings. 

We   believe   that, under   the   Rwandan   investment   code,    the   maltings 

should   be   entitled   to   favoured   treatment   of   at least   Status   B. 
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Basically   this   means   that   the   enterprise  will   be   free   of   all   taxes   and 

duties   on   initial   equipment   and   from  all   taxes   on   profits   for   the   first 

five   years   of   its   operation.       We   base   this   belief   on   the   fact    that    this 

was    the   treatment   accorded   to   the   pyrethrum   plant,   which   in   our   view 

is   an   enterprise   comparable   to   the   maitines.      Tax   liability   after 

five   years   also   depends   on   whether   or   not   tax   losses   may   be   carried 

forward   and   on   what   provisions   are   made   for   depreciation   to   be   tax 

deductible.      These   matters   need   to   be   discussed   in   detail   by   legal 

and   tax   experts   familiar   with   Rwandan   laws.    Oui'   assumption   at   present 

is    that   tax   losses   are  not    carried   forward   and   that   depreciation   on 

the   entire   capital,    other   than   working   capital,    is   deductible   at    10 

per   cent   per   annum   over   the    10-year   life   of   the   project.       Our   calcu- 

lation   of   tax    liability   on   this   basis   is   given   in   the   following   table. 

Table   4.XV   -   Assessment   of   Tax   Liability   1982-1986   (FRw   000»s ) 

Year'   to   November   3^ 

Operating   sui plus 

interest   payable 

1982 

13,723 

1,003 

±2*2 

14,385 

60 y 

1984 

15,081 

216 

1985 

15,796 

144 

1986 

16,544 

72 

Profit   before   depreci 
at ion   and   taxation 

2) Depreciat i on 

Taxable profit 

Tax payable^ 

12,720 

6,507 

6,203 

2,64l 

13,776 14,865 15,652 16,472 

6,507 6,507 6,507 6,507 

7,269 8,338 9,145 9,965 

3,121 3,611 3,965 ^,3^ 

Notes:    (l)   Interest   element    of   repayments   detailed   in   tables .'. .XI1 I   and   XIV 
(2) Total   depreciable   capital    is   total   capital   less   working 

capital   and   includes   contingencies.       It    is   FRw   65,067,000. 
(3) Tax    is   25   per   cent    on   first   FRw   500,000,    35   per   cent   on 

second   FRw   500,000,    and   4 5   per   cent   on   the   balance. 

These   calculations   are   sufficient   to   enable   the   preparation   of   a 

complete   cash   flow   estimate.      Tiri s   is   given   in   table   4.XVI.       It   will 

be   noted   that    in    1975   and    1976   interest   payments   will   have   to   be   met 

on   loans   but   the   plant   will   not   be   in   operation.      This   negative   cash 

flow   is   financed   by   a   bank   overdraft   at   9   per   cent.      In   I976   the 

operating   surplus    is   not   quite   sufficient    to   cover   capital   and 

interest   repayments   so  that   the   overdraft   is   further   increased.      In 

1978   and   in   1979   the   operating   surplus   covers   loan   interest   and   re- 

payments   but   it    is   used   entirely   to   reduce   the   bank   overdraft. 
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The   analysis  of cash  flows and discounted values  is  given 

in Table   4.XVII   following. 

I Table   4,XVII   -  Estimated  Financial Return  on  Equity  Invested 
in  Maitings 

The   pay back  period   is   8.34   years. 

The   time-adjusted   (internal)   rate   of  return   is   11.84  per   cent. 

Year to Net Cash Cumulative Present Cumulative Present 

November Flow Cash  Flow 

-16,000 

Value 

-16,000 

Value 

1975 -16,000 -16,000 

1976 8 -16,008 7 -16,007 

1977 2 75 -16,283 220 -16,227 
1978 278 -16,561 199 -16,426 

1979 196 -16,757 125 -16,551 
1980 2,500 -14,257 1,429 -15,122 

1981 3,856 -10,401 1,970 -13,152 
1982 3,393 - 7,008 1,550 -11,602 

1983 3,969 - 3,039 1,621 - 9,980 

1984 8,854 5,815 3,234 - 6,746 

1985 9,287 15,102 3,033 - 3,713 
1986 12,713 27,815 3,713 0 

A  DCF  rate  of  return  of   just  under   12   per  cent   is  not 

particularly   attractive   to   a   private  investor.     It   is   for   this 

reason  that  we   are   inclined   to   feel   that   the   brewery which   stands 

to   make   far   bigger  gains   from   a   reduced   malt   price   if  the   project 

goes   ahead   is   probably   the   only  private   investor   likely   to   be 

I interested   on   a   substantial   scale.     Other  malting   and  brewing 

interests  might   take  up  a   token  amount   of   the   equity  in  order   to 

1 protect   declining   export  markets. 

4.6   Economic.   Analysis 

4,6l   Rate   of   Return 

The   economic   analysis  differs   from   the  financial   analysis 

since   it   is   based  not   on   the   actual  prices   ruling  in  the  market  but 

on   the  opportunity  cost  of  resources,   i.e.   their  cost   in   the  best 

alternative   usage.     Within   the   scope  of   the   present  project   it   has 

not  been  possible   to   undertake   a   full-scale   social-cost  benefit 

analysis   of   the   kind   that  might   seem desirable.     However,   we   feel 

it   is worth making  some  general  observations. 
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From the point of view of the economy, the price of barley is 

simply the price of the next most lucrative crop that could be 

grown on the same land (i.e., wheat).  Although wheat and barley 

are both priced at FRw 8 per kilo, the yield of wheat per hectare 

is about 25 per cent lower than the yield of barley, so that the 

economic price of barley must be reduced from FRw 8 per kilo to 

FRw b per kilo, giving a delivered price of barley at the maltings 

of FRw 8 per kilo.  On the other hand, the economic price of malt 

is its import price of FRw 27 per kilo, less the cost of delivery 

from the maltings to the brewery, which we have calculated at 

FRw 0.7 per kilo.  This gives a malt price of FRw 26.3 per kilo. 

Ideally, this should be adjusted by means of a shadow exchange rate 

since foreign exchange is a bottleneck in Rwanda, at least at the 

official rate.  However, this would involve a detailed study of the 

price and income elasticities of demand for Rwanda's imports and 

exports, and a study of Rwanda's tariff structure.  These were out- 

side the level of resources provided for this study, so we have 

assumed that the existing rate of exchange is sufficiently realistic 

as not to upset entirely this economic assessment. 

Production costs, other than raw materials, are assumed to be 

reflected accurately by their market prices.  The high price of ex- 

patriate labour reflects the shortage of qualified people in Rwanda. 

However, we make no reduction in labour costs when the expatriate 

manager returns to Europe, because even though the Rwandese general 

manager will be paid less, he could in principle be substituted for 

another highly paid expatriate elsewhere in the economy. 

The following tables give details of the production costs and 

operating surplus on the shadow pricing assumptions detailed above. 

Table k.XVIII- Real Production Cost of Malt 

Cost of 2,000 tons Marginal cost 
of malt (FRw OOP's)    % per ton (FRw) 

Purchase of barley 21,h2h 67.6      10,712 

Other production 
costs117 7,395 23.3      2,0^5 

SUBTOTAL 28,819 90.9      12,757 

Contingency 10$ 2.881 9.1       1.276 

TOTAL 31»700 100.0      14,033 

Note: (l) For details see table k,V 
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Table ¿4.XIX - Real Operating Surplus of Malting»  ___   „__^_»«_-___—_^__^———-^——-—— Operating 

Production cost   Revenue    surplus 
FRw 000•s      FRw OOP's  FRw OOP's Year*1* 

Output 
Metric   tons 

1977 2,000 
li/78 2,082 
1979 2,167 
1980 2,256 
1981 2,3^9 
1982 2,445 
1983 2,5^5 
1984 2,65p 
1985 2,758 
1986 2,871 

31,700 52,600 20,900 
32,051 5^,757 21,906 

,      iy7i,            ¿,1DY          3^,o44 56,922 22,878 
I      1980           2,256         35,292 59,333 24,o4i 
1       -                     36,598 61,779 25,181 

37,945 64,304 26,359 
39,3^8 66,93^ 27,586 
40,821 69,695 28,87^ 
¿42,337 72,535 30,1S>8 
43,923 75,507 31,584 

Notes (l) Year ending November 30. 

As far as the capital costs are concerned, the proposed UN 

contribution is specifically tied to the malting project and, from 

the point of view of the Rwanda economy, it thus has a zero opportu- 

nity cost.  The export credit of FRw 30 million is likewise only 

available for the purchase of the actual malting equipment.  However, 

the foreign exchange used to service this debt could be used for 

J      other purposes, so, given that we are not applying a shadow exchange 

*      rate, this can be charged according to the payments schedule given 

Iin table 4.XIII in section 4.5*» above.  In the previous section we 

proposed that the balance of the capital would be supplied by the 

Banque Rwandaise de Développement and the Intebra company who own 

I      the Gisenyi brewery.  As far as the private capital is concerned, we 

do know that investors in a risk activity, even in a developed coun- 

1      try, require a DGF rate of return of 14-18 per cent.  For Rwanda, 

the required return is probably in the range of 16-20 per cent. 

I     This is as fair a measure of the opportunity coát of the capital 

as it is possible to obtain.  If the economic rate of return on the 

(project is over 20 per cent, it will, in principle, be possible to 

satisfy private investors' maximum requirements and generate on 

top of that surplus resources for other development projects. 

§      Such a project would be highly desirable.  If the economic 

rate of return on tue project is under l6 per cent, it will 

I     be impossible to satisfy private investors' minimum requirement» 
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I without   transferring resources  from  other projects   and   this   type 

of  project   would  not   justify  government   support.      If   the  rate   is 

1 between   16   per  cent   and   20  per   cent,   development   resources  will   be 

neither   created  nor   consumed   by   the   project,   and   the   decision whe- 

Ither   or   not   to  undertake   it   is   marginal. 

In   the   light   of  these   guidelines,    it   is  possible   to   evaluate   the 

economic   return   of  the   proposed   maltings   project.      The   estimated   flow 

of   costs   and   benefits   is   given   in   table   k.XX below.      It   will   be 

noted   that   no   provision   is   made   for   tax   since   this   is   simply   a 

I transfer   payment   and   not   a   real   cost   to   the  project.      The  discounted 

values   are   analysed   in   table   k.XXI   below.      It  will   be   seen   that   the 

1 project   carries   a  very   high  discounted   rate   of  return   of  nearly   31 

per   cent,    or   put   another   way,   it   has   a  net   present   value   of 

IFRw  21,243,000  at   a  discount   rate   of   20  per  cent.      This   is   a  measure 

of   the   resources   that   would   be   created   for   the   economy   by   the  pro- 

| ject.      It   can   be   seen,   therefore,   that   while   the   project   may  be   only 

I marginal   from  a  financial   standpoint   it   is  highly   attractive   from 

the   economic   standpoint. 

I 4.62   Balance   of   Payments   Implications 

The   exercise   in   the  previous   section  attempted   to   show   the 

I overall   economic   return   of   the   project   from the   point   of view  of 

Rwanda.      It   is  possible,   however,   to   examine  its   impact  more 

I specifically. 

It   will   have  an  important   effect   on  the balance   of  payments   by 

I substituting  domestically   produced   malt   for malt   currently   imported. 

The   actual   gross   saving   would   start   at   FRw  5k  million   annually  with 

I an   output   of   2,000   tons   and   rise   to   FRw   77,517,000   at   the   end   of   10 

years.      Against   this, most   of   the   capital   would   need   to   be   imported. 

IOut   of   the   total   of  FRw   lh   million   only   a   small   part    of   the   construc- 

tion   costs   and   one   or   two   miscellaneous   items   could   be   locally 

• supplied.      This   is   unlikely   to   amount   to  more   than   FRw   \h   million, 

I leaving   some   FRw   60  million   to   be   imported.     In   addition,   some   of 

the   production  costs   will   be   spent   on   imports.      Expenditures   on 

I fuel   and   insurance  will   be   entirely   imports  and   about   70  per  cent 

of   labour   costs  will   be   across   the   exchanges.      An   examination  of 

"' Rwanda's   national   accounts   shows   that   imports   account   for  about   38 
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per  cent   of  the  GDP generated   in  the  cash  economy,   so  that   other 

expenditures  by  the  maltings,   by  raising   incomes  in   other   sectors 

will   lead   to   increased   imports.      Finally,   most   of  the   profit   made 

by   the   maltings   will   be   paid   across   the   exchanges   to   the   foreign 

owners.      It   is   not   expected,   however,   that   barley   farmers   will   have 

such   a  high  propensity   to   import   and  we   have   assumed   a   20   per   cent 

import   content   on   this   expenditure. 

In   the   following   table,we   attempt   to   quantify  the   import   content 

of  production  costs   in   1977,   the   first   year   of  operation   of   the 

maltings. 

Table   h.   XXII  -   Import   Content   of  Production   (FRw  000's ) 
""""—~~~~—— 1977   Forecast 

Purchase   of  barley 
Crop   finance 
Fuel 
Electricity and water 
Insurance 
Labour 
Other costs 

SUBTOTAL 

Contingency 10% 

TOTAL 

Production 
Expenditure 

26,780 
1,707 
2,040 

w 
3^7 

2,55** 
 222 
34,175 

3,418 

37,593 

Import 
ft 

20 
40 

100 
4o 

100 
70 
4o 

30.7 

30»7 

30.7 

Import 
Expenditure 

5,356 
683 

2,040 
178 
347 

1,798 
120 

10,512 

1-051- 

11,5*3 

Assuming  that   the   import   content   of   the   operating  surplus   is 

roughly   the  same  proportion   as   foreign   capital  is   to   total   capital 

(i.e.,   66   per  cent),   and   assuming  that   the  Rwandan   share   of   the 

operating   surplus  has   an   import   propensity   of  kO  per   cent,   the  pro- 

portion   of   the   operating   surplus   spent   on   imports   would   be   79  per 

cent.      In   1977   this   would   amount   to  FRw   7,607. 

Thus   in   1977   the   net   balance   of  payments   effect   would   be» 

FRw  000's 

Gross   import   saving 
Import   content   of  production 
Import   content   of   surplus 

54,000 
-11,563 

-7>6°7 
34,830 
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This figure of approximately FRw 35 million would increase year by 

year in line with the expected growth in the output of malt.  Thus 

after two years the project will have saved sufficient foreign ex- 

change to pay for the FRw 60 million of capital imports, and in the 

following eight years  there would be a total foreign exchange 

saving of a minimum of FRw 300 million, and probably substantially 

more than this in practice.  It should be stressed that this 

estimate is based on extremely conservative assumptions. 
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4.63  Effect on Cash Income 

In section 1.1 it was pointed out that the major 

objective of government policy in Rwanda was to expand the cash 

incomes and to transfer people from subsistence agriculture to 

the cash economy.   It is worth noting that this project will 

provide  an income to farmers of FRw21,424,000 in 1976 which is 

no less than FRw5,356,000 more than they could earn from 

alternative crops on the same land.   This cash income will 

rise steadily with the expected rise in malt production.   To 

the extent that farmers open up new land for barley production, 

the growth in cash incomes will be even more.   Several thousand 

farmers will benefit. 

I 

I 
I 

i 
I 
I 
I 

4.64  Effect on Government Revenue 

It may be of interest to note the effect on government 

revenues of the project.   The Banque Rwandese de Développement 

is being asked to provide funds at 3 per cent interest.   In 

our estimation this is a subsidy of about 6 per cent.   The 

government is also providing free land and free extension and 

research services but it is not possible to quantify these. 

The gain to government revenue will come from tax paid by the 

maltings, details of which were given in table 4.XV above. 

The following table details the net effect on government 

revenue of these factors.   It will be noted that there is a 

net gain to the government revenues of FRw8,192,000 over the 

life of the project despite the tax concessions proposed. 

Discounted to present values this table yields a rate of return 

of 12.56 per cent. 

Table ¿».XXIII- Effect of Maltings Pro.ject on Government 
""     Revenue (FRwOOOs) 

1975 
I976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
198O 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 

TOTAL 

Interest 
Subsidy 

180 
1,440 
1,440 
1,296 
1,152 
1,008 

804 
720 
576 
432 
288 
144 

Tax 
Revenue 

2,64l 
3,121 
3,611 
3,965 
4,33** 

- 100 

Net 
Effect 

- 180 
-1,440 
-1,440 
-1,296 
-1,152 
-1,008 
- 804 
•1,921 
•2,5^5 
•3,179 
+3,677 
+4.190 

•8ti?2 
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The project is therefore fairly attractive even from 

the narrow standpoint of government revenue.   The overall 

conclusion of this analysis that the project is so attractive 

to the Rwanda economy that the government could well afford to 

give even greater incentives than we have suggested above to 

secure the essential co-operation of the brewery. 
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5. ORGANISATIONAL ASPECTS 

5.1 Projected Programme and Timetable for Establishment of 
Maltings, 1971-1976  

As a result of our assessment of the raw material, described 

in section 2, we have suggested that initiation of the malting 

project should await a detailed assessment of the situation 

with regard to the suitability of Kwandun barley for malting, 

which it is estimated will occupy three or four years.  A pro- 

visional timetable for this assessment, followed by the sequence of 
events leading to the installation of the maltings, is shown below: 

Event No. Details Month 

1. Appointment of agronomist October/ 
experienced in growing of December 
barley. 

Year 

1971 

I 

2, Define regions from which 
barley is to be collected 
for analysis and seek co- 
operation of farmers in 
project. Ensure adequate 
supplies of pure seed 
available for tests. 

January/ 
March 

1972 

I 

3#     Sow barley and arrange for 
future analyses and malting 
of barley at harvest in 
September. 

kt Collect data on soil, cli- 
mate, growth performance, 
etc . 

5i     Harvest barley and dry off 
samples for analysis. 

6,     Analyse barleys by physi- 
cal, chemical and germina- 
tion tests. 

7»     Micro-malting trials. 
Collate all barley trial 
analyses, formulate pro- 
gramme and make arrange- 
ments for new season's 
trials. 

April 197a 

April/ 
September 

1972 

September 1972 

September/ 
December 

1972 

January/ 
March 

1973 

8.     Collate micro-malting trials  April 
results. 1973 
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Event No. Details Month    Year 

9.    Sow new season's barley and       April/     1973 
repeat work of 1972/73 season.     September 

10. Repeat work of 1972/73 season.     September  1973 
April      197^ 

11. Brewing trials . April/June 197^ 

12*    Collate brewing trial results,     July       197^ 

13«    Repeat whole of work of 1973/7^*    September  1972* 
season July       1975 

Ikt Collate analyses of 3 years'       April      1975 
barley growing and malting trials 
and present results for decision 
to be made on whether or not to 
proceed with malting project. 

15»    Decide whether or not to proceed   May 1975 
with malting project. 

16«    If decision taken to go ahoad with June       1975 
malting project, call for first 
tenders.  Engage malting manager 
and secretary.  Sec up harvested 
barley collection scheme and 
arrange for adequate supplies of 
new seed to be available for sow- 
ing April 197Ó.  Arrange for 
building of managers' and assis- 
tant managers" houses 

%f» Award contract, draft detailed     September/ 1975 
specification, and agree to plan   November 
of operati on. 

18«    Preparation of site. December   1975 

19»    Provision of services to site.     January/   1976 
Construction of foundations and    March 
bases to malt house and storage 
bins. 

20. Delivery of building equipment.    March      1976 

21. Delivery of storage equipment.     April      1976 
Sow barley. 

22. Erection of malt house steel work. March/    1976 
April 

23. Delivery of wait house machinery.  May       19f6 
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Event No. Details Month Year 

2k, Construction of malt house        May       1976 
boxes. 

25. Erection of 8 storage bins.        May/June   1976 

26. Placement of malt house machinery. June       I976 
Cladding of malt house. 

1 
I 
I 
I 
127.    Appointment of Assistant Maltings  July       1976 

Manager and 2 laboratory techni- 

I 
I 
I 29t    Engage 5 skilled labourers.        September  I976 

I 
I 
I 

clans.  Asst. Manager repairs to 
Europe for training. 

If.    Erection of malt house machinery.  July/      1976 
Installation of services in malt   August 
house.  Testing of grain handling 
and drying equipment. 

30. Harvest and drying of barley.      September/ I976 
Erect remaining k   storage bins.    October 
Test steeping equipment. 

31. Asst. Manager returns from Europe. October    I976 

32. Carry out full tests on malting    November   1976 
plant - dummy runs. 

33. Carry out first steep and com-     December   1976. 
menee malting. 

I      ^*2 Tentative Start-up Schedule for the Maltings 

A typical sequence of events Jn the use of the maltings is 

• shown below.  Final details will largely be governed by the 

actual condition of the barley following the I976 harvest. 

1      DaY 1 0600 - O73O transfer 25 ton barley to steep vessel, 

O730 - O745 fill steep vessel with water at 18°-20°C( 

• 07^5 - 0800 float off skimmings. 

• 0800 - O8I5 rouse grain with compressed air. 

11000 - IOI5 rouse grain with compressed air. 

1200 - 1215 rouse grain with compressed air, 

1400 - 1430 drain. 

J I630 - 16^5 C02 extraction; repeat every 2 hour» for 

15 minutes during air-rest. 
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I 
I 

Day  2 0600 - O615 fill  steep vessel  with water at   18°-20°C, 

O615 - O63O rouse  grain   with  compressed   air. 

O8I5 - I830 rouse  grain   with   compressed   air. 

IOI5 - IO30 rouse  grain   with   compressed   air. 

1245 - I3I5 drain. 

1515 - I53O C02   extraction;   repeat   every   2  hours   for 

15  minutes   during  air  rest. 

Day  2 OOOO   -  OOI5     fill   steep   vessel   with water  at   18°-20°C. 

OOI5   -  OO3O     rouse  grain   with  compressed   airj   repeat 

every  2  hours   for   I5  minutes   during   steep. 

1OO0   -   1100     drain. 

IIOO   -   II30     transfer   grain   to  germination/kilning 

box   1. 

II30   -   1200     level  grain   bed  with  turner,   pass   conditioned 

air   through   bed   at   16°-18°C. 

I 
I 
! 

D»y 4 

\ 

0600  • -   O73O 

0730  • -   O745 

0745   • -   0800 

0800   - -   O8I5 

1000   - -   1015 

II30   • -   1200 

1200   • •   I2I5 

l400   - .  1^30 

I63O   - -  1645 

2330  - 0000 

transfer   25   ton  barley  to   steep  vessel, 

fill   sleep   vessel   with  water   at   18°-20°C. 

float   off   skimmings, 

rouse  grain   with   compressed   air. 

rouse  grain   with   compressed   air. 

turn  grain   in   box   1   -   take   sample   for   mois- 

ture  determination, 

rouse  grain   in   steep  vessel, 

drain   steep. 

C02   extraction   of   steepj   repeat   every  2 

hours  during  air-rest, 

turn  grain   box   1. 

P»y 5 06OO - O6I5 fill   steep  vessel  with water  at   18°-20°C. 

O615 - O63O rouse  steep   with  compressed   air. 

O8I5 - O83O rouse  steep   with  compressed   air, 

IOI5 - IO30 rouse  steep  with  compressed   air. 

II30 - 1200 turn  grain   box   1. 

1245 - 1315 drain  steep. 
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1515 - 1530 C02 extraction; repeat every 2  hours for 

15 minutes during air-rest. 

233O - 0000  turn grain in box 1. 

Day 6 

I 

I 

I 
1 
\ 

I 
1 
I 

•H^^jF^^^^L 

Day 8 

OOOO 

0015 

IOOO 

1100 

1130 

2330 

O6OO 

O73O 

07^5 

0800 

1000 

1130 

1200 

1400 

I63O 

OOI5  fill steep vessel with water at 18°-20°C. 

OO3O  rouse steep with compressed air; repeat 

every 2 hours for 15 minutes during steep, 

1100  drain steep. 

II30  transfer grain from steep to germination/ 

kilning box 2. 

1200  box 2 - level grain bed with turner; pass 

conditioned air through bed at 16°->18°C. 

0000  turn grain in box 1. 

O730 

O745 

0800 

O815 

IOI5 

1200 

I215 

1^30 

16^5 

2330 - 0000 

transfer 25 ton barley to steep vessel, 

fill steep vessel with water at 18°«20°C. 

float off skimmings. 

rouse steep with compressed air. 

rouse steep with compressed air. 

turn grain in box 2 - take sample for mois- 

rouse grain in steep vessel. ture determina- 

drain steep. 

C0o extraction of steep; repeat every 2 

hours during air-rest. 

turn grain in box 1. 

ti on, 

OO3O - 0100  turn grain in box 2. 

0600 - O615  fill steep with water at 18°-20°C, 

O615 - I63O  rouse steep with compressed air. 

O73O -       switch off conditioned air to box 1 - 

start kilning - air on at k^°C. 

O8I5 - O83O  rouse steep with water at 18°-20°C. 

IOI5 - IO30  rouse steep with compressed air. 

H30 - 1200  turn grain in box 2. 

12**5 - 1315  drain steep. 

I5I5 * I53O  C0„ extraction; repeat every 2 hour* for 

15 minutes during air-rest. 
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increase   »on»   air  temperature  in %®m  1  *© 

60°C. 
2130 - 

233O - OOOO  turn grain in box 2. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

1 
! 

1000 - 1100 

1100 - 1130 

1130 - 1200 

Day  9 OOOO   -   OOI5     fill   steep   vessel   with water  at   18   -20  C, 

OOI5   -   OO3O     rouse   steep  with   compressed   airs   repeat 

for   15   minutes   every   2   hours. 

OI3O   - increase   'on'    air   temperature   in   box   1   to 

80°C. 

O73O   - switch   off   kiln   furnace   to   box   1. 

08O0   -   1000     discharge  kiln-dried   malt   from  box   1   and 

transfer   to   storage   via dresser   and 

weigher. 

drain   steep. 

transfer   grain   from   steep   to   box   1. 

box   1   -   level   grain   bed with  turner}   pass 

conditioned   air   through bed   at   16   -18   C, 

233O   -   0000     turn   grain   in   box   2. 

Dfty  |Q The   cycle   continues   the   operations   of  day   10,   being 

the same as those of day 7» but for box 1 read box 2 

and vice versa, whilst the operations of day 13 will 

be   exactly   as   described   for   day   7. 

5,3   Proposed   Organisational   Structure 

The   following   self-explanatory   table   shows   the   expected   organi« 

sation   of   the   maltings.     The   plant   would   be   under   the   control   of   a 

Board   of  Directors   on   which  all   interested   bodies   would   be   repre- 

sented.      We   envisage   that   the   holders   of   the   equity   capital   would 

have   a  majority   control   of  the   Board,   appointing  a   total   of   four 

members.     The   remaining directors   would   all   be  government   represen- 

tatives   and   would   consist   of   a   representative   of   the   Banque   de 

Développement   which  would   be   contributing   loan  finance   to   the   pro- 

ject,   a   representative   of  the   Ministère   d'agriculture   et   de 

l'élevage  which   should   provide   both   research  and   extension    facili- 

ties   for  the   barley,and   the  Service   d'Etudes   et  de  Programmation 
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I 
I Industrielles  which  would  be  indirectly  concerned with  th« project 

through   its   sponsorship   of   the  pyrethrum  board. 

The   maltings   would   be   under   the   control   of   a  general   manager 

who  would   be   an   ex   officio   but   non-voting  member   of   the   board. 

He   would   liaise   as   required   WLth   the   Ministère   d'agriculture   et 

de   l'élevage,    the   Service  d'Etudes   et   de   Programmation   Industrielle»t 

and   the   brewery. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
1 
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H - Husk S - Scutellum 
P - Pericarp PI - Plumule 
E - Endosperm R - Radicle 
T - Testa Em - Embryo 
A - Aleurone Cells 
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